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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation I present the results from five papers (including one in preparation) on giant planets, brown dwarfs, and their environments, as well as on the
commissioning and optimization of the Adaptive Optics system for the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer.
The first three Chapters cover direct imaging results on several distantly-orbiting
planets and brown dwarf companions. The boundary between giant planets and
brown dwarf companions in wide orbits is a blurry one. In Chapter 2, I use 3–5 µm
imaging of several brown dwarf companions, combined with mid-infrared photometry
for each system to constrain the circum-substellar disks around the brown dwarfs. I
then use this information to discuss limits on scattering events versus in situ formation. In Chapters 3 and 4, I present results from an adaptive optics imaging survey
for giant planets, where the target stars were selected based on the properties of
their circumstellar debris disks. Specifically, we targeted systems with debris disks
whose SEDs indicated gaps, clearings, or truncations; these features may possibly
be sculpted by planets. I discuss in detail one planet-mass companion discovered as
part of this survey, HD 106906 b. At a projected separation of 650 AU and weighing
in at 11 Jupiter masses, a companion such as this is not a common outcome of any
planet or binary star formation model.
In the remaining three Chapters, I discuss pre-commissioning, on-sky results, and
planned work on the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer Adaptive Optics system. Before construction of the LBT AO system was complete, I tested a prototype
of LBTI’s pyramid wavefront sensor unit at the MMT with synthetically-generated
calibration files. I present the methodology and MMT on-sky tests in Chapter 5. In
Chapter 6, I present the commissioned performance of LBTIAO. Optical imperfections within LBTI limited the quality of the science images, and I describe a simple
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method to use the adaptive optics system to correct for the science camera’s optical aberrations. Finally, in Chapter 7, I discuss the status of a more sophisticated
method for correcting these optical aberrations in LBTI.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

In scarcely more than two decades, we have progressed from possessing evidence for
only one planetary system, our own, to more than 1,000 confirmed today. In the burgeoning field of exoplanet science, each new technological breakthrough has changed
our view of the scope of extrasolar systems. The first planet discovered around a
Sun-like star, via the radial velocity technique, was roughly Jupiter-mass, but orbited in a mere four days (Mayor and Queloz, 1995). With Kepler surveying more
than one hundred thousand stars (e.g.: Batalha, 2014), the evidence now strongly
suggests that most stars host at least one planet. These surveys have demonstrated
that the most common type of planet in inner extrasolar systems is the so-called
“Super Earth,” a planet several times Earth’s radius for which there is no analogue
in our Solar System. Furthermore, in the past year alone, several approximately
Earth-sized planets have been discovered in the “habitable zone,” primarily around
cool stars (e.g.: Quintana et al., 2014).
The overwhelming majority of known planets have been found by radial velocity
and transit surveys in orbits incredibly close to their stars. In fact, the majority of
planets we know of today are found in orbits tighter than Mercury’s 0.4 AU, due
to an inherent bias in the transit and radial velocity methods against long period
planets. Certainly, the statistical samples of very closely-orbiting planets produced
by these techniques are scientifically useful. They give us a robust perspective on
the frequency, constituency, and architecture of inner planetary systems and inform
our understanding of their formation and dynamical evolution. However, there are
two main drawbacks to these prolific methods. The vast majority of radial velocity, microlensing, and even transiting planets will remain featureless, homogeneous
spheres due to observational limitations. Except for a select few transiting planets,
we detect no photons emitted by the planet or transmitted through its atmosphere.
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Additionally, nearly all of the radial velocity and transiting planets orbit well within
the water ice line. To build a more complete picture of planet formation, we must
also characterize the inhabitants of the outer parts of exosolar systems in detail.
By studying the atmospheric properties and circum-substellar environments of
low-mass wide-separation companions, we can begin to illuminate their atmospheric
physics, formation, and dynamical histories. Giant planets (GPs) are typically delineated from brown dwarfs (BDs) based on a mass cutoff: 13 MJup , the mass above
which Deuterium burning begins. The distinction between GPs and BDs bordering
this mass cutoff is unclear and not necessarily physically motivated. Are giant planets
scaled down brown dwarfs, scaled up Jupiters, or some new class of objects? Do the
atmospheres of GPs and field BDs differ only because of age (GPs are only luminous
enough to image next to their host stars when they are young), or are differences
in formation apparent as well? How often do GPs form in a planet-like manner
within a protoplanetary disk as opposed to a binary-like fragmentation from separate, but bound, clumps of material? In order to answer these questions we must first
build a census of low-mass companions that can be studied with spectrophotometry,
spectroscopy, and astrometry.
Compared to closely orbiting rocky planets, we have a small sample of distantly
orbiting GP and BD companions. Because they are undetectable with the transit and
radial velocity methods, the only way to study GPs and BDs orbiting at tens or hundreds of AU is to image them directly, an observationally expensive endeavor. It has
therefore been difficult to construct a deep census of nearby stars, and we have only
a handful of examples of directly imaged GPs (e.g.: 2MASS 1207 b, HR 8799 bcde,
HD 95086 b, β Pic b, HD 106906 b; Chauvin et al., 2004; Marois et al., 2008b;
Rameau et al., 2013b; Lagrange et al., 2010; Bailey et al., 2014a). However, we have
the unusual opportunity to study each of the directly imaged planets and their environments in great detail, in stark contrast to radial velocity, microlensing, and most
transiting planets.
In this dissertation I discuss several projects I have undertaken to discover and
characterize GP and BD companions. Chapter 2 explores the circum-substellar en-
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vironments of several low mass companions and discusses implications for dynamical
histories. Chapters 3 and 4 cover a debris disk morphology-selected survey for giant
planets, one planet discovered in the survey, and how information about disk and
planet architecture can be used to learn about the system’s history. I also discuss
the technology used for direct imaging observations: high-contrast adaptive optics
systems. Chapters 5, 6, and 7 cover the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer
Adaptive Optics system: pre-commissioning, initial system performance, and upgrades in progress.
1.1 Exoplanets and Their Environments
1.1.1 Formation and Evolution of Giant Exoplanets
How do GP and BD companions form? The diverse collection of planetary systems
includes GPs in tight orbits, in wide orbits, and even apparently free floating. BDs
above the Deuterium burning mass limit have also been found in all these configurations, and we are left to wonder what different formation mechanisms might be at
work in each case. Below I discuss the three leading categories of low-mass companion formation theories as well as the relevant evolutionary models, and also touch
on observations that might begin to differentiate between these various mechanisms
and populations.
Core Accretion: Core Accretion (CA; Pollack et al., 1996) has been very successful at explaining the terrestrial planets in our own Solar System and may also
explain some GPs, particularly those orbiting at < 10 AU. In this process, grain
growth within a protoplanetary disk (PP disk) creates planetesimals, and these planetesimals eventually grow to become planet-sized bodies. Once the cores have grown
to of order 10 M⊕ , they are massive enough to capture a gaseous envelope and become Jupiter-like, presuming core growth has occurred in less than the typical 5 Myr
dissipation timescale for gaseous PP disks. The timescale for any particular object
may be longer or shorter, depending on factors like multiplicity, stellar mass, and
environment (Andrews, 2015, and references therin)
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The difference in size scale between a 1 µm grain and Jupiter (R ∼ 7×104 km) is

nearly 14 orders of magnitude, and the physical mechanisms that govern each stage

of the core accretion process are still under active investigation. The first phase is
the growth of the GP core. The timescale for orderly planetesimal growth increases
both with planet mass, Mp , and semi-major axis a:
1/3

Mp
τ∝
∝ Mp1/3 a3/2
ΩΣ
where Ω =

p

(1.1)

GM∗ /a is the circular Keplerian velocity, and Σ ∝ a−1 is the surface

density. Although it is possible to form GP cores in < 5 Myr in inner planetary

systems, the timescales for orderly accretion become too long in outer planetary
systems (e.g.: Rafikov, 2011). While it is entirely conceivable that GPs on wide orbits
form closer to their star and are subsequently scattered to their current orbits (e.g.:
Veras et al., 2009), this scenario requires multiple massive companions to form in a
dynamically packed configuration, and is therefore unlikely to explain all distantlyorbiting GPs.
The meter-sized barrier presents an additional hurdle. In a gaseous PP disk,
planetesimals that have grown large enough to decouple from the gas feel a “headwind,” rapidly lose angular momentum and spiral into the star before they can grow
much beyond meter-sized. This is because the gas orbital speed is sub-Keplerian:
2
2
vφ,gas
= vKep
+

r dP
,
ρg da

(1.2)

where P and pg are the gas pressure and density (Weidenschilling, 1977;
Haghighipour and Boss, 2003b). Although the fractional difference in speed between
the gas and the planetesimals is . 1%, the absolute difference is tens of meters per
second. The temperature and pressure in a PP disk are nominally monotonically decreasing with radius, so the particles will spiral inward regardless of initial location.
In addition, due to large relative velocities within a turbulent gas disk, meter-sized
objects may tend to fragment or recoil upon collision rather than coalesce.
Several theories suggest mechanisms to circumvent these issues by increasing the
local density of planetesimals. Local pressure maxima, such as might arise from
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turbulence or ice lines, create a positive pressure gradient at the inner edge and
can slow or stop the inward drift (Haghighipour and Boss, 2003a). This so-called
“particle trap” may locally create a density great enough for planetesimal accretion
to proceed rapidly. Another possibility, the so-called “streaming instability,” notes
that the differential orbital velocities of the gas and planetesimals can create overdense filaments (Youdin and Goodman, 2005). As planetesimals begin to aggregate,
gas-particle interactions not only slow down the planetesimals, but also speed up
the gas. This in turn reduces the inward drift rate of these planetesimals and the
planetesimals in the vicinity, causing a pile up and an over-density. This effect
produces very dense knots and filaments that can collapse directly into large bodies,
bypassing the meter-sized barrier altogether. Furthermore, the accretion process
may be sped by “pebble accretion” (e.g. Kretke and Levison, 2014). In this scheme,
very small planetesimals that are only moderately coupled to the gas will have small
relative velocities compared to the embryos and can be captured gravitationally.
Although promising at solar system scales, it remains to be seen whether these
mechanisms can efficiently build GP cores at tens of AU.
Presuming that the core can grow to a critical mass before the gas disk dissipates,
runaway gas accretion will quickly build up a thick atmosphere. This runaway accretion begins once the gas envelope is comparable in mass to the core; this typically
occurs when the core is 5 − 10 M⊕ , varying with semi-major axis, planetesimal ac-

cretion rate, and gas properties (Piso et al., 2015). Although the majority of the

planet mass is in gas directly accreted from the PP disk, the core adds a substantial
mass of solids and changes bulk composition with respect to primordial abundances.
Whether this change in bulk composition manifests in the photosphere in a testable
way is under active investigation.
Gravitational Instability: The Gravitational Instability mechanism (GI; Boss,
1997) proposes that rather than a two-step process of core growth and atmosphere
accretion, GP and BD may fragment directly from over-densities in PP disks. GP
and BD companions formed by GI will not have large, rocky cores; instead their
composition will closely reflect that of the bulk PP disk. A disk will self-gravitate
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into structures like arms or clumps if the Toomre criterion is met:
Q≡

cs Ω
. 1.
πGΣ

(1.3)

Using the relation that h/a = cs /vφ , where h is the scale height, we can derive that
2 g
for a disk with h/a = 0.05, the critical surface density is Σcrit ∼ 105 AU
.
a
cm2

This is roughly 100 times the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula surface density at 1 AU,
but the same order of magnitude at 100 AU (assuming Σ ∝ a−1 ; Hayashi, 1981).

In other words, disks become increasingly unstable to self-gravity with increasing
radius, to the point where gravitational instability is likely to create structures at
tens to hundreds of AU.
There are, however, several important caveats. Disks can only fragment into
planets if the over-densities can cool before they dynamically dissipate, on the order
of the orbital timescale. Cooling depends critically on the (poorly constrained) details
of the gas opacity and heat transport within the over-density. It is unclear whether
GI can form low-mass GPs or whether the outcome is typically high mass GPs and
low mass BDs (e.g.: Kratter et al., 2010). Additionally, the typical radii of PP disks
are 50–200 AU. This, combined with the declining surface density with radius, means
that is unclear whether disks contain enough mass at their outer edges for GI to form
the massive GPs and BDs that have been observed at hundreds of AU.
Binary-like Cloud Fragmentation: The third likely pathway for wide GP and BD
formation is Cloud Fragmentation (CF). In this scenario, BD and GP companions
are more akin to failed stars than super-massive planets. The companions form from
independent, but gravitationally bound clouds of gas, rather than by collapse or
coalescence of material in the primary star’s PP disk. Stellar binaries, presumably
formed by cloud fragmentation, have a preference for equal mass companions in tight
orbits. Though this preference weakens as the semi-major axis increases, a pure
extrapolation does not predict many GP/BD companions to solar-mass-or-greater
stars. The so-called “brown dwarf desert,” a paucity of brown dwarf companions in
tight orbits, was first demonstrated more than a decade ago with the radial velocity
technique (Marcy and Butler, 2000). The statistics for GP and BD companions
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in wider orbits are less well-constrained, as seeing-limited multiplicity surveys not
typically sufficiently sensitive. High-contrast direct imaging surveys are much more
sensitive, but their sample sizes are quite small, and their conclusions conflicting as to
whether low mass companions are more or less frequent than would be expected from
an extrapolation of the stellar companion mass ratio distribution (e.g.: Brandt et al.,
2014).
Evolution models: Unlike stars, GPs and BDs have no unique mapping between
effective temperature, spectral type, and mass. Substellar objects collapse under
approximate hydrostatic equilibrium and are born with an initial temperature that
depends on the mass and the particular mechanisms of mass accretion. Without an
internal energy source, they cool with time, falling down the spectral sequence (M,
L, T, Y) in a predictable manner. Therefore, with some assumptions about initial
conditions and composition, given an age estimate for the system and a temperature
or luminosity of the companion, we can back out the mass of the companion.
There are three main classes of GP/BD evolution models. “Hot start” models assume nearly non-dissipative collapse with a high initial temperature and entropy and are most like core fragmentation or rapid gravitational instability (e.g.:
Chabrier et al., 2000; Baraffe et al., 2003; ?). “Cold start” models assume significant
entropy is dissipated by shocks during envelope accretion, resulting in a cooler initial
temperature (e.g.: Marley et al., 2006). Cold start models are in this sense most akin
to core accretion. “Warm start” models assume an amount of entropy dissipation
intermediate between these two extremes (e.g.: Spiegel and Burrows, 2012). The
initial entropy of giant exoplanets is largely unconstrained, and so the parameters
derived from these models are correspondingly uncertain.
Quoted masses of young GPs should always be viewed in the context of the
adopted model. Hot start models have long been the default assumption for GPs
and BDs. High initial entropy is a reasonable assumption in many cases, because
cold start models cannot give rise to objects in excess of ∼700 K, like the bulk of

GP discovered by direct imaging. However, moderately hot planets can be produced
in both warm and hot start models, and the masses derived from warm start are
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systematically higher than those from hot start at young ages (for a given luminosity). The differences between models decrease with age, though, as the objects lose
memory of their initial conditions. Cold, warm, and hot start mass estimates roughly
converge by ages between 100 Myr and 1 Gyr, depending on the mass of the object
(high mass hot start objects take longer to cool and converge with the warm or cold
start tracks).
Distinguishing Formation Mechanisms: It remains to be seen whether field BDs,
BD companions, and GP companions are best described by a continuous spectrum
of formation mechanisms or whether the mechanisms for each are predominantly
distinct. Further complicating the issue are the recent discoveries of very low mass,
even planetary-mass, free-floating objects that blur the line between BD and GP
classification. How can we use observations of the composition, dynamics, environments, and statistics to disentangle the contributions of these three mechanisms?
Spectrophotometry and spectroscopy might be able to discover elemental enrichments indicative of a solid core (e.g.: Konopacky et al., 2013, Skemer et al., subm.).
Companions formed by cloud fragmentation, and perhaps by gravitational instability,
with quiescent dynamical histories could host massive circum-substellar disks akin to
those of young field BDs (e.g.: Luhman et al., 2008). I discuss the circum-substellar
disks around three young BD companions straddling the Deuterium limit in Chapter
2. Orbital measurements for individual systems can place limits on stability and dynamical histories (e.g.: Fabrycky and Murray-Clay, 2010). As sample sizes grow, the
companions’ mass ratios and semi-major axis distributions can be better constrained
and compared against those of stellar binaries and tightly-orbiting planets. However,
none of these various analyses are possible without a sufficiently large sample size.
In Chapter 4, I discuss a debris disk-selected survey for GPs, the background for
which is provided below.
1.1.2 Hole-y Debris Disks: A Potential Signpost for Giant Planets
Motivation for targeting gapped debris disks: On a timescale of order 5 Myr, massive, gas-rich primordial PP disks evolve into low-mass, gas-poor, optically thin de-
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bris disks. The processes that govern this transition are varied and include: mass
transport onto the star, planet formation, and mass loss through photoevaporation
and disk winds. As previously mentioned, giant planet formation must be complete
before the gas disk dissipates. After the gas dissipates, the remaining planets, planetesimals, and grains in the disk still dynamically interact, but without the effect of
gas drag. At this stage the dominant effects are N-body dynamics, collisions, and
stellar radiation. Small-to-intermediate sized grains are cleared from the system by
radiation pressure or Poynting-Robertson drag. If they are not replenished by collisions of larger planetesimals, the debris disk quickly fades below detectability at
near- to mid-IR wavelengths. Therefore, a debris disk that is bright at these wavelengths indicates an ongoing, vigorous collisional cascade. Planets within a debris
disk can dynamically stir planetesimals, inducing collisions. This alone suggests that
we should look for planets in systems with anomalously bright debris disks.
Sufficiently massive planets can not only stir planetesimals, but clear planetesimals from their neighborhood in strong dynamical interactions. This means that
planets can carve gaps in otherwise continuous debris disks. We know of planets
likely clearing gaps in directly imaged systems such as HR 8799, HD 95086, and
β Pictoris (Su et al., 2009; Moro-Martı́n et al., 2010; Marois et al., 2010; Moór et al.,
2013; Lagrange et al., 2010). For example the β Pic system, pictured in Figure 1.1,
has a gap and an inclined disk excited by a giant planet (e.g.: Augereau et al., 2001).
The width of the gap carved by a single planet is approximated by:
∆a ∝ µα

(1.4)

where µ is the planet-to-star mass ratio, and α is a numerical factor. Various theoretical models predict values of α between 0.25 and 0.3, depending on the exact prescription for the collisional cascade in the disk (e.g.: Wisdom, 1980; Nesvold and Kuchner,
2014)1 . Wide gaps therefore may signal either a single massive planet or several
1

There are other proposed mechanisms for forming inner gaps and clearings, such as residuals

from passive transitional disk evolution and ice line local pressure maxima. Discriminating between
these hypotheses is difficult if the typical planet sculpting a disk is below the sensitivity of direct
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Figure 1.1: Top: HST image of β Pictoris edge-on debris disk. The white bar
indicates the orbit of the planet, which is slightly misaligned with the disk. Bottom:
N-body simulation of the inclined secondary disk excited by the planet. (Image
courtesy of: Top: NASA/ESA and D. Golimowski (Johns Hopkins Univ.); Bottom:
NASA Goddard/E. Nesvold and M. Kuchner)
smaller planets. The former is a testable prediction with current technology; the
latter will be more testable as technology improves.
Furthermore, we can place limits on the dynamical history of the system and
the orbits of the planets if we have both disk and planet information. Assuming
coplanarity, companions of mass comparable to or greater than that of the disk are
unlikely to have elliptical, disk-crossing orbits, because the parent body population
would be dispersed and/or dissipated (e.g.: Raymond et al., 2012; Jı́lcová and Zwart,
2015).
Methodology for identifying gapped debris disks: Bright debris disks are an attractive signpost, because identification only requires unresolved mid-IR photometry
of the system to measure disk flux, and there are extensive Spitzer and Herschel catalogs of nearby stars. However, bright mid-IR disk flux by itself gives no indication
of how and where a planet is interacting with the disk. With better constraints on
the disk morphology, we can compile a better target list.
imaging surveys. However, we need not differentiate between all possible gap clearing mechanisms
in this study. We merely test whether gapped debris disks are useful planet signposts.
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Figure 1.2: Example debris disk SEDs for one- and two-component disks (left and
right panels). In both panels blue diamonds are Spitzer MIPS 24 and 70 µm photometry; small green dots are Spitzer IRS spectra; and purple squares are Spitzer
MIPS-SED data. Blue and red dashed lines are the best fit cold and hot BB components, respectively. The black line in the right panel is the combined flux from the
cold and hot components.
Although spatially resolved images of disks are the only way to unequivocally
constrain their morphology, with multiwavelength photometry and spectroscopy in
the mid-IR, we can distinguish between broad/continuous disks, thin rings, and twocomponent disks with reasonable confidence. The most simplistic method is to fit
the disk mid-IR SED with a single temperature blackbody (i.e.: a thin ring). For
those systems where a single blackbody is a poor fit, but whose SEDs do not match
those of broad, continuous disks, the next step is a two-component blackbody fit (i.e.:
hot and cold components with a gap between). The key to accurately determining
component temperature(s) is densely sampled data at 20–40 µm, the wavelength
regime where flux deficits from missing ∼100 K dust are most apparent. Again,

while direct imaging of the disk is necessary to confirm the presence two spatially
separated components, a flux deficit in this wavelength range is strongly suggestive
of a gap. Figure 1.2 displays representative one- and two-component disk SEDs from
our sample.
To translate temperature to radius, we must make some assumptions about the
composition and size distribution of the emitting particles. Real debris disk grains are
not perfect blackbodies. Small grains do not radiate effectively at wavelengths longer
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Figure 1.3: Example debris disk locations derived from the one- and two-component
SED fits of Figure 1.2 (left and right panels). In both panels, horizontal dashed black
lines represent the best fit BB temperature(s). The best fit ring radius varies by a
factor of 3–5 depending on the minimum grain size.
than their diameter, and therefore have a hotter equilibrium temperature as more
flux is output at shorter wavelengths. In other words, for the same temperature,
small grains will be farther from the star than large grains. As Figure 1.3 shows
more quantitatively, the inferred disk radii are larger if dominated by populations of
small grains than large grains. Not shown in this figure are different compositions,
such as ice-dominated grains, which have different albedos and radiative efficiency
than silicate grains. This trend toward larger disks has been empirically confirmed
with disk imaging; actual ring locations are 1–6 times further than the BB location
(Wyatt et al., 2012; Booth et al., 2013).
In Chapter 4, I detail a survey of ring-like or gapped disks (a.k.a. “Hole-y Debris
Disks”). These targets were identified from the Spitzer Debris Disk Master Catalog
(Su, et al., in prep.) using the method of deriving disk properties described above.
We prioritized systems with two component disks but also observed systems with
ring-like disks with large inner clearings or unusually small outer radii (i.e.: possibly
truncated). Almost all systems were < 500 Myr, in order to maximize our sensitivity
to self-luminous giant planets. In order to execute this survey, we required very high
resolution and contrast, necessitating Adaptive Optics observations. In the following
section, I further motivate the need for Adaptive Optics and the basic underlying
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principles, followed by a description of the Adaptive Optics technology used on the
Large Binocular Telescope.
1.2 High-contrast Instrumentation & Techniques
1.2.1 Science-Driven Performance Requirements for LBTIAO
Without high-contrast, high-resolution instrumentation, exoplanet imaging would
be impossible. Models of exoplanet atmospheres and evolution discussed in Section
1.1.1 predict planet-to-star near IR contrasts of 104 − 106 or more for gas giant

planets with effective temperatures < 1000 K. Even for those planets that orbit

at tens of AU, projected separations on the sky are < 1′′ . The planets can only be
recovered after subtracting the stellar PSF, typically based on a PSF model generated
from the observations themselves (e.g.: Marois et al., 2006; Lafrenière et al., 2007;
Amara and Quanz, 2012). Diffraction-limited imaging is critical for planet imaging
and PSF subtraction for several reasons. First, a larger fraction of total flux is
concentrated in the PSF core, boosting the signal-to-noise for faint sources. Second,
a smaller fraction of flux remains in the PSF wings, producing less photon and speckle
noise from the stellar PSF in the region of interest and enabling better stellar PSF
subtraction. Equally important to PSF synthesis and subtraction is PSF stability,
another criterion that is typically satisfied by diffraction-limited PSFs.
Similar criteria govern instrumentation designed to study the circumstellar environments of exoplanetary systems. Future terrestrial planet finding missions searching for reflected visible light from Earth-like planets will require contrasts of 109 or
more at even smaller inner working angles. At this level, the aggregate light reflected
by the dust co-orbiting with the planet, it’s “exozodiacal light” or “exozodi,” can
swamp the planet’s signal (Defrère et al., 2010; Roberge et al., 2012). It is essential
to understand the exozodi population of nearby stars in order to design effective terrestrial planet finding surveys in the future. With current technology, it is possible
The discussion of LBTI science drivers and the LBTIAO systems is taken, with minor modifications, from Bailey et al. (2014b), and so is omitted from Chapter 6.
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to detect exozodis around nearby stars via their thermal emission. The Keck Interferometer Nuller (KIN) was used to conduct the first such survey of nearby stars,
and the team placed an upper limit on the mean exozodi brightness of 12 zodis 2
(Mennesson et al., 2014).
In order to prepare for future NASA terrestrial planet imaging missions, however,
the mean exozodi brightness must be further constrained. Attaining a disk-to-star
thermal IR contrast of 103 − 104 at 0.′′ 1 will improve upon the KIN exozodi survey

sensitivity by more than an order of magnitude. The Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI; Hinz et al., 2008a,b, 2012, 2014) will characterize both the exozodi

and giant planet populations around nearby stars. The Hunt for Observable Signatures of Terrestrial Systems survey (HOSTS; Danchi et al., 2014; Weinberger et al.,
2015) will measure the 10 µm thermal emission from exozodiacal dust around nearby
stars. To derive meaningful population statistics, LBTI must reach sensitivities of
10–30 zodis; this requires 10 µm contrasts of up to 104 at 0.1”. Simultaneously, in
order to set detection limits of 1 − 5 Jupiter masses at < 100 AU, the LBTI Exozodi

Exoplanet Common Hunt survey (LEECH; Skemer et al., 2014) will require 4 µm
contrasts of 103 − 105 at separations of 0.2 − 1′′ .

These two science drivers dictate the design of the LBTI Adaptive Optics system

(LBTIAO)3 . LBTI sits at the combined bent Gregorian focus of the Large Binocular
Telescope’s two 8.4 m mirrors. It consists of two science channels: a 1–5 µm camera
(LMIRCam; Skrutskie et al., 2010; Leisenring et al., 2012) and an 8–13 µm camera
(NOMIC; Hoffmann et al., 2014). Exoplanet detection can be achieved with “conventional” high-contrast direct imaging at 1–5 µm. In this mode, the light from the two
apertures is not coherently combined, but instead each PSF is independently imaged
on the LMIRCam focal plane. The two images may be either overlapped or separated, depending on whether raw sensitivity or redundant PSF measurement is more
important to the particular observing goal. However, the resolution set at 10 µm by
2
3

1 zodi is equivalent to the integrated flux of the Solar System’s zodiacal light
Related drivers motivated the design of similarly-configured systems at the MMT and Magellan

telescopes.
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the 8.4 m apertures is too coarse to probe typical exozodi spatial scales. Therefore,
LBTI coherently combines the light from the two LBT apertures to create an nulling
interferometer with a baseline of 14 m and a resolution < 0.′′ 1 (Defrère et al., 2014).
Both applications require exquisite wavefront control and low thermal background
contribution from the optical elements; these requirements shape the design of the
LBTIAO system.
1.2.2 Image Quality and Atmospheric Turbulence
As the conventional wisdom goes, “bigger is better.” Image resolution for a filled
aperture telescope, proportional to the Full Width at Half Max (FWHM) of the
Point Spread Function (PSF), is given by
resolution = 1.2

λ
= 1.2 FWHM rad,
D

(1.5)

where λ is the wavelength of light observed and D is the aperture diameter. In
theory a larger aperture will always give better resolution, as will a shorter wavelength. In practice, light from distant planetary systems travels hundreds of trillions
of kilometers through the vacuum of space essentially unperturbed, before passing
through Earth’s turbulent atmosphere in the last hundred kilometers. Here the light
is distorted and blurred into the classical “seeing disk,” that, even at a good site,
limits resolution to 0.′′ 5–1′′ FWHM in the visible.
In the column of atmosphere above the telescope, small variations in temperature
cause corresponding variations in the index of refraction (n) of the air. Because the
speed of light in a medium is inversely proportional to n, portions of the wavefront
passing through a higher n patch are delayed. The displacements in pathlength vs. a
perfect, flat wavefront are called the “wavefront error” (WFE). The typical criterion
for diffraction-limited imaging is RMS WFE < λ/20. The WFE translates to a phase
error
φ = 2π

WFE
= 2πω rad.
λ

(1.6)

The phase varies across the pupil with the characteristic size scale of turbulence
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in the atmosphere, r0 , also called the Fried Parameter. Seeing is related to r0 by
θS ∼

λ
rad.
r0

(1.7)

The larger r0 , the larger the scale over which the wavefront is coherent (RMS phase
σφ . 1 rad), and the better the seeing4 . At a good site, r0 = 15 − 25 cm for 500 nm

light, equivalent to 0.′′ 4–0.′′ 7 seeing at this wavelength. At a longer wavelength, the
same pathlength change is equivalent to a smaller phase change, so the size scale
over which the wavefront is coherent increases. For Kolmogorov turbulence, the
Fried Parameter as a function of wavelength and zenith angle (γ) is:
r0 ∝ λ6/5 (cosγ)3/5 .

(1.8)

In other words, seeing degrades as the telescope points through more atmospheric
pathlength and improves as the wavelength increases. If r0 = 20 cm in the visible, it
will increase to approximately 70, 100, and 200 cm at H, K, and L-bands (1.6 µm,
2.2 µm, and 3.8 µm), respectively.
An often-used metric to quantify image quality is Strehl Ratio (SR): the ratio
of the peak flux of the real PSF to the peak flux of a perfect PSF. For a circular,
filled aperture telescope with a small central obscuration, the perfect PSF is decently
approximated as an Airy function with a central core and encircling rings. As image
quality decreases, more light is thrown into the “wings” of the PSF instead of the
core, and the SR decreases. The Maréchal approximation translates the RMS phase
error into Strehl Ratio
2

SR = e−σφ

(1.9)

for the case where σφ . 1 rad. In combination with Eq. 1.6, it is apparent that,
for the same PSF quality, we have more relaxed RMS wavefront error tolerances at
IR than at visible. Therefore young, self-luminous exoplanets are primarily imaged
in IR wavelengths not only because their emitted flux peaks at these wavelengths,
4

For telescopes with diameter smaller than r0 , resolution is limited not by the seeing disk, but

by the small amount of turbulence at scales between the inner scale and r0 as well as atmospheric
image motion. A small telescope achieves resolutions close to the diffraction limit.
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but also because it is easier to achieve diffraction limited imaging at IR than visible
wavelengths.5
1.2.3 Components of an AO System
We can counteract much of the deleterious effect of atmospheric turbulence using
Adaptive Optics (AO). Any AO system consists of two key components: a wavefront
sensor (WFS) and a deformable mirror (DM). These components sense and correct
for the effects of atmospheric turbulence, respectively. A software “reconstructor”
converts WFS output to physical mirror commands, reconstructing the incoming
wavefront. For simplicity, I only discuss natural guide star single-conjugate AO
systems that correct only a single sight line (one layer of turbulence across a narrow
field of view)6 . Figure 1.4 depicts the layout of a generic AO system. Note that it
is standard practice to install the WFS behind the DM, so that the WFS measures
only errors in wavefront correction, rather than the raw wavefront distortions. This
“closed control loop” configuration is more robust to slight miscalibrations and other
fitting errors, as residuals can be measured and corrected over subsequent time steps.
Typically, WFSs do not measure wavefront phase directly, but instead measure
the resulting tip and tilt distortions in the wavefront at discrete locations across
the pupil. The telescope pupil is subdivided into multiple “subapertures,” and the
WFS makes one tip/tilt slope measurement for each subaperture. The greater the
number of subapertures, the more finely the wavefront is sampled, and the better the
potential correction. Typical subaperture sizes, as mapped to the primary mirror,
range from ∼ 1 m in early AO systems to 30 cm at LBT to 23 cm at MagAO to
< 20 cm on the newest generation of “extreme AO” systems.

A “reconstructor matrix” is created to translate WFS slopes into physical commands to each actuator on the DM. Rather than apply each raw tip/tilt measurement
5
6

Though the VisAO instrument has produced results at wavelengths as short as Hα.
In contrast, in Multi-Conjugate and Ground Layer AO, arrays of guide stars correct a larger

field of view and/or multiple layers of turbulence. Any AO setup can use natural or laser guide
stars, depending on the desired performance and sky coverage.
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram of a generic AO system. Light path is from left to right.
Distorted wavefronts enter the system from the telescope (at left) and are corrected
by a deformable mirror. The corrected wavefront is then split between the science
instrument and wavefront sensor, typically with a dichroic that diverts the shorter
wavelength light to the wavefront sensor. A reconstructor translates WFS data to
mirror commands.
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directly to the corresponding location on the DM, commands are usually described
as linear combinations of a modal basis set of mirror commands, such as Zernike
or Karhunen-Loeve polynomials. Basis sets are continuous 2D functions and can be
fine-tuned to minimize actuator forces, depending on the particular actuator layout.
It is not necessary to have a one-to-one subaperture-to-actuator mapping with identical geometry. It is necessary, however, to have at least as many subapertures and
actuators as the desired number of spatial modes. Low spatial frequency patterns
are referred to as “low modes” and high spatial frequency patterns are referred to as
“high modes.”
Wavefront correction occurs at the DM, which adjusts each actuator to equalize
phase (pathlength) across the entire wavefront. Depending on the available stroke
of the actuator technology, the system may use a single DM or a “woofer/tweeter”
pair. In the latter case, a DM with large stroke but few actuators removes high
amplitude, low spatial frequency errors, while a second DM with small stroke but
many actuators removes low amplitude, high spatial frequency errors.
Several error sources contribute to the limit on PSF quality. Fitting error, the
residual WFE at small spatial scales, is the result of the finite actuator spacing, d.
Kolmogorov turbulence is proportional to l5/3 , where l is the spatial scale. Fitting
error, incorporating Eq. 1.8, is
5/3
d5/3
d
∝ 2
.
(1.10)
∝
r0
λ cos(γ)
Fitting error decreases in direct proportion to wavelength; this is one of the primary
σf2it



reasons that AO systems have historically been limited to IR wavelengths. Another
major source is temporal error, a result of the finite speed of an AO loop. In the time,
∆t, between the wavefront measurement and application of correction on the DM,
wind has carried the turbulence a distance v∆t across the pupil. If this movement
is large compared to the spatial scale, the correction is no longer valid, and may
even enhance WFE on small scales. The characteristic timescale of the turbulence
is t0 = r0 /v, and the temporal error term can be expressed as
 5/3
∆t
2
σt ∝
.
t0

(1.11)
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For NIR observations, and a wind speed of 10 m/s, t0 . 0.1 s. The loop speed of the
system should be at least 20 times greater, or above 200 Hz. For faster wind speeds,
smaller spatial scales, or higher temporal frequency vibrations, a loop speed of 1 kHz
or above is optimal.
1.2.4 LBTIAO
LBTIAO consists of two independent natural guide star adaptive optics systems, one
for each LBT aperture. These are near-clones of the LBTO First Light AO (FLAO)
systems (Tozzi et al., 2008; Esposito et al., 2003, 2011). Each system consists of a
dedicated visible light pyramid wavefront sensor (PWFS; Ragazzoni, 1996) and an
Adaptive Secondary Mirror (ASM/AdSec; Riccardi et al., 2001). The system can
run in closed loop at up to 990 Hz. A dichroic entrance window to LBTI sends the
< 1 µm wavelength light directly into the PWFS while transmitting the IR light
to LBTI. In dual-aperture “binocular” observing mode, each AO system is operated
independently. The telescope control software executes the commands necessary for
binocular pointing.
Rather than opting for the traditional AO layout, where deformable mirrors are
added to the existing optical train, the LBT has incorporated its deformable mirrors directly into the telescope design in the form of Adaptive Secondary Mirrors
(Riccardi et al., 2010). The ASMs can be set in either adaptive mode or fixed mode
and are used by both AO and seeing-limited LBT instruments. In other words,
ASMs replace fixed secondary mirrors at the LBT for all applications. The primary
benefit for LBTI is that ASM AO systems add no additional warm optics to the
system (Lloyd-Hart, 2000). With only three warm optics ahead of LBTI (the primary, secondary and tertiary mirrors) the telescope contribution to the thermal IR
background is minimized.
The ASM itself is a voice coil-actuated thin shell design that is robust in the presence of actuator failure and can be calibrated on the telescope. Each 0.9 m diameter
mirror has 672 voice coil actuators that float the 1.6 mm-thick Zerodur shell above
its reference body. Voice coil actuators have a large stroke, negating the need for
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a “woofer/tweeter” deformable mirror pair. However, during closed loop operation
tip/tilt and low order aberrations are offloaded to the telescope active optics every
few seconds to free up ASM stroke. The voice coil design is robust against actuator
failure. In contrast to microelectromechanical (MEM) mirrors, where failed actuators “stick” in place, failed voice coil actuators “float,” meaning that although they
cannot be actively controlled, they smoothly follow the local mirror figure. Another
advantage to the LBT ASM design is that the AO system can be end-to-end calibrated in situ. The LBT is a Gregorian design, so by placing a retroreflecting optic
at the primary focus just below the ASM, the ASM can be illuminated by an artificial source built into the wavefront sensor (light path = lamp, tertiary, secondary,
retroreflector, secondary, tertiary, WFS). Following FLAO’s prescription, our reconstructors are built with a Karhunen-Loeve modal basis (Riccardi et al., 2010), and
we have successfully controlled up to 400 spatial modes on sky.
LBTI, like any AO instrument on LBT, has a dedicated wavefront sensor. Figure
1.5 details the optical layout. Our visible light PWFS is nearly identical to the FLAO
PWFS (Tozzi et al., 2008; Esposito et al., 2010), with two exceptions: because LBTI
has a fixed orientation relative to the telescope, LBTIAO does not need pupil rerotating optics; and LBTIAO does not routinely use atmospheric dispersion correctors.
The heart of the unit is a four-sided pyramid-shaped optic placed at a focal plane
in the WFS, where it splits the PSF into four quadrants, implementing a modified
Foucault knife-edge test (Foucault, 1859) in X and Y simultaneously (Ragazzoni,
1996). These four quadrants are re-imaged into four pupil images on the CCD. The
relative intensities of the pixels at corresponding locations in the four pupil images
measure the local slope of the wavefront:
Sx (x, y) =

[I1 (x, y) + I4 (x, y)] − [I2 (x, y) + I3 (x, y)]
I

(1.12)

[I1 (x, y) + I2 (x, y)] − [I3 (x, y) + I4 (x, y)]
,
(1.13)
I
where I is the average intensity per subaperture (total incoming light divided by the
Sy (x, y) =

number of subapertures).
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Figure 1.5: Left: LBTI pyramid wavefront sensor unit with key components labeled.
Yellow lines indicate the light path. After entering the input triplet lens, the beam
is split at (1), with several beamsplitter options available depending on the guide
star brightness. On the right arm, the beam is imaged onto a “viewfinder” CCD (6)
with a field of view of ∼ 20′′ . On the left arm, the beam comes to a focus at the
tip of the pyramid optic (3) and is then re-imaged by lens (4) to form pupil images
on the wavefront sensor CCD (5). A piezo actuated mirror near the pupil plan (2)
modulates the beam angle so that the PSF circumscribes the tip of the pyramid once
per CCD exposure. Right: Example on-sky WFS pupil images taken with 400 modes
of correction on a bright star. The dark wedge at 12 o’clock is the shadow of the
support arms holding the secondary and tertiary mirrors.
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Figure 1.6: The need for PSF modulation is illustrated for the case of a pure PSF
displacement. The top row shows the location of the PSF (red dot or circle) on the
pyramid optic. The bottom row shows the resulting image on the WFS CCD; each
pupil image corresponds to one quadrant of the pyramid (top-left pyramid quadrant
produces the top-left pupil image, and so on). The left two figures illustrate the case
where the PSF is perfectly on-axis, both unmodulated and modulated; in both cases,
the total flux per pupil image is the same because the light has been evenly split into
four quadrants. In the right two panels, a tip/tilt wavefront error has pushed the
PSF off the pyramid tip. In the unmodulated case, all the light is in a single pupil
image, so the wavefront slope is undefined. In the modulated case, light falls into
all four quadrants, so it is possible to calculate the tip/tilt slope (equivalently: the
centroid of the modulation circle).
Qualitatively, the PWFS is a re-organized equivalent of a quad-cell ShackHartmann Wavefront Sensor (SHWFS). There are, however, some inherent differences in performance. A PWFS is very sensitive to tip/tilt jitter in the focal plane
that would put the image entirely into one pyramid quadrant, “saturating” all slope
measurements. To increase dynamic range, a modulating tip/tilt mirror is placed before the pyramid to modulate the PSF around the tip of the pyramid, once per WFS
CCD exposure, with typical amplitudes of several λ/D (Figure 1.6).

Modulation

increases the dynamic range of the system by preventing slope saturation, but at the
expense of sensitivity to errors much less than the modulation amplitude. Still, modulated PWFSs are more sensitive than SHWFS at all spatial frequencies. However if
the SHWFS is spatially filtered to reduce aliasing from frequencies above λ/d, then
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its performance can be comparable to the modulated PWFS at all but low spatial
frequencies.
One additional advantage of PWFSs is that the number of subapertures is dictated solely by the number of pixels across the pupil images. Variable CCD binning
makes the number of PWFS subapertures an easily adjusted dynamic quantity7 .
With this flexibility, LBTI can guide on the brightest stars in the sky as well as
those of R ∼ 16 mag. CCD read noise sets the faint limit. Of course, with fewer

subapertures, fewer spatial modes can be sensed and therefore corrected, so overall
performance is lower on fainter stars. On sky LBTIAO can correct 400, 153, 66,
and 36 modes on stars with R magnitudes of approximately < 9, < 11.5, < 13.5,

and < 16, respectively. On bright guide stars the system can run at up to 990 Hz,
decreasing to 100 Hz on the faintest targets.
In Chapters 5, 6, and 7 I further describe the performance of LBTIAO. I discuss
testing of synthetically-generated reconstructors, typical on-sky performance during
early science operations, and explore future upgrades to the system that will further
improve its performance. First, in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, I motivate the development
of high-contrast systems by discussing several applications in the areas of exoplanet
and circumstellar disk science.

7

whereas SHWFS must switch lenslet arrays
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CHAPTER 2
A Thermal Infrared Imaging Study of Very Low-Mass, Wide Separation Brown
Dwarf Companions to Upper Scorpius Stars: Constraining Circumstellar
Environments

We present a 3 − 5 µm LBT/MMT adaptive optics imaging study of three Upper

Scorpius stars with brown dwarf (BD) companions with very low-masses/mass ra-

tios (MBD < 25 MJup ; MBD /M⋆ ≈ 1–2%), and wide separations (300 − 700 AU):

GSC 06214, 1RXS 1609, and HIP 78530. We combine these new thermal IR data
with existing 1 − 4 µm and 24 µm photometry to constrain the properties of the BDs
and identify evidence for circumprimary/secondary disks in these unusual systems.

We confirm that GSC 06214B is surrounded by a disk, further showing this disk
produces a broadband IR excess due to small dust near the dust sublimation radius.
An unresolved 24 µm excess in the system may be explained by the contribution
from this disk. 1RXS 1609B exhibits no 3 − 4 µm excess, nor does its primary;

however, the system as a whole has a modest 24 µm excess, which may come from
warm dust around the primary and/or BD. Neither object in the HIP 78530 system
exhibits near- to mid-IR excesses. We additionally find that the 1 − 4 µm colors

of HIP 78530B match a spectral type of M3 ± 2, inconsistent with the M8 spectral
type assigned based on its near-IR spectrum, indicating it may be a low-mass star

rather than a BD. We present new upper limits on additional low-mass companions
in the system (< 5 MJup beyond 175 AU). Finally, we examine the utility of circumsecondary disks as probes of the formation histories of wide BD companions,
finding that the presence of a disk may disfavor BD formation near the primary with
subsequent outward scattering.
This Chapter was published in Bailey et al. (2013) and is reproduced here with minor modifications.
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2.1 Introduction
Nearly all stars are born with optically thick, gas-rich, dusty accretion disks that
are thought to be analogous to the early solar nebula and comprise the building
blocks of planet formation. Within 5–10 Myr, most of these disks disappear, having presumably converted their mass into larger, planetesimal-to-planet-mass bodies. The timescale for this process typically decreases with increasing stellar mass
(Carpenter et al., 2006; Currie et al., 2009). The youngest very low-mass stars and
brown dwarfs (BD) are also typically surrounded by disks. Their disk lifetimes also
tend to increase with decreasing BD mass (Luhman et al., 2008; Carpenter et al.,
2009; Monin et al., 2010), though some work suggests this behavior may not be universal (Luhman et al., 2010) (hereafter L2010).
While many young, single BDs, like stars, are surrounded by optically-thick accretion disks, it is as yet unclear whether all BDs formed like stars, in particular
those that are companions to stars in wide binary systems. Between 10 − 30% of

BDs are believed to form in binary systems (Burgasser et al., 2003; Close et al., 2003;
Joergens, 2008), a frequency significantly lower than that for low-mass M stars and
solar-mass stars (& 30% and ∼ 50%; Fischer and Marcy 1992; Janson et al. 2012a;

Raghavan et al. 2010). If wide BD companions formed like other, more massive

stellar binary companions, they should comprise the tail end of the binary mass
function (BMF). Previous studies of the stellar BMF have found that low mass ratios (MB /MA < 10%) are rare (e.g. Reggiani and Meyer, 2011). In contrast, recent
observations suggest the frequency of at least solar-type stars with very low-mass
BD companions may be higher than expected if such objects were drawn from an
extrapolation of the stellar BMF (Ireland et al., 2011; Janson et al., 2012b). Additionally, some of the lowest mass wide-separation companions have masses straddling
or below the deuterium-burning limit often used to distinguish between planets and
brown dwarfs (e.g. Luhman et al., 2006; Metchev and Hillenbrand, 2006).
In light of these complications, several other, more planet-like, formation mechanisms have been proposed for these wide, low-mass BD companions. In these scenar-
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ios the BDs form from the primary’s protoplanetary disk, either in situ or initially
much closer to the primary. The first possibility is that the BDs form as part of a system of massive objects orbiting the primary and are subsequently scattered by one of
these objects to their current location (e.g. Veras et al., 2009). However, a dearth of
close BD companions (the so-called “brown dwarf desert”) has been shown observationally and suggested theoretically (Marcy and Butler, 2000; Bate, 2000). Another
possibility is planet-like formation in situ via direct collapse within the primary star’s
protoplanetary disk (e.g. Boss, 2011). However, the typical stellar protoplanetary
disk radius is 20−200 AU, so BDs formed at separations > 200 AU would require stellar hosts with unusually large disks (Andrews et al., 2009). Furthermore, the mass
ratios and separations of wide BD companions are distinct from those of RV-detected
planets as well as the directly-imaged planets/candidates around HR 8799, β Pic, Fomalhaut, and κ And (Marois et al., 2008a, 2010; Lagrange et al., 2010; Kalas et al.,
2008; Currie et al., 2012; Carson et al., 2013), indicating that they may comprise a
distinct population with a separate formation mechanism (e.g. Kratter et al., 2010).
High-contrast imaging observations of these BD companions and constraints on
their disk population may clarify their formation mechanism. If wide BD companions
at hundreds of AU separation form in situ as the tail end of the binary mass function
(just like stellar companions), we expect that they have the same disk fraction as
single BDs, since binarity at these wide separations appears to not affect circumstellar
disk evolution (Jensen et al., 1996; Pascucci et al., 2008; Kraus et al., 2012). If they
have a more planet-like formation mechanism, they are still likely to be born with
disks. In our own Solar System, this is evidenced by the system of coplanar moons
around Jupiter (Lunine and Stevenson, 1982; Canup and Ward, 2002). However, if
these BDs form initially much closer to the primary and are scattered to their current
locations, their disk masses may not be great enough to survive to the present day,
as we will demonstrate. Furthermore, an perturber of greater mass should be present
closer to the primary star and may be detectable in imaging data.
The nearby Upper Scorpius OB Association (USco) provides a good testbed
for these scenarios.

Its youth (5 − 10 Myr, Preibisch et al. 2002; Pecaut et al.
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2012; Song et al. 2012) and large number of members (N & 500, Preibisch et al.
2002) mean that a significant population of massive disks remains, allowing
for a robust statistical sampling of the association’s disk population from early
to late-type stars and BDs (Carpenter et al., 2006, 2009; Luhman and Mamajek,
2012).

Its proximity (145 pc) provides good sensitivity at low disk and com-

panion masses (de Zeeuw et al., 1999; Preibisch et al., 2002).

About 25% of

the M-type BDs in USco exhibit broadband mid-infrared excess emission from
warm dust in circum(sub)stellar disks (Scholz et al., 2007; Riaz et al., 2009, 2012;
Luhman and Mamajek, 2012; Dawson et al., 2013). Sensitivity limits have thus far
precluded similar studies of less massive L-type members.
Furthermore, USco includes three stars with recently discovered wide-separation,
very low mass (ratio) BD companions:

GSC 06214-00210 (GSC 06214),

1RXS 160929.1-210524 (1RXS 1609), and HIP 78530; (Ireland et al., 2011;
Lafrenière et al., 2008, 2011), one of which, GSC 06214B, has been discovered to
retain a hot circum(sub)stellar disk (Bowler et al., 2011). Both of the first two systems are K-type primaries and L-type BDs, while the third is a B-type primary and
M-type BD. These three systems constitute the lowest known mass ratio binary systems in USco: q ≈ 1–2%, which is exceedingly rare in stellar binaries, regardless of

the primary star’s mass (e.g. Reggiani and Meyer, 2011). In fact these systems were

among the highest mass contrast non-planetary systems known at the time of their
discovery, populating the region of parameter space between planetary systems and
stellar binaries. By probing the circum(sub)stellar environments of these and other
similar systems, it may be possible to discriminate between the various suggested
formation histories; here we take the first steps towards that goal.
To explore the circumstellar properties of these very low mass ratio pairs, we
present and analyze new adaptive optics-resolved near/thermal IR imaging in four
bands [3.1 µm, 3.3 µm, L′ and M ′ ] as well as archival unresolved Spitzer/MIPS-24 µm
photometry. In each system we search for the presence of a hot circum(sub)stellar
disk component around the BD, identifiable by broadband infrared excess emission
in our array of resolved 1 − 5 µm data. This emission is due to small dust, with
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temperatures above several hundred Kelvin, located in the innermost (hot) disk
where accretion is likely to be active (Tuthill et al., 2001). The MIPS-24 µm data
probes the presence of warm (Tef f ∼ 100 K) dust in the system, although the large

beam size of these observations precludes us from determining whether warm dust
emission originates from around the primary or the secondary (or both).
Our study is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes our sample in more
detail, our observations, and our data reduction. In Section 2.3, we re-examine the
companions’ spectral types and assess their near and mid-IR excesses using these
new data. With our high-resolution adaptive optics (AO) imaging we are also able
to provide constraints on the presence of additional companions in the systems. We
further examine the disk properties of GSC 06214B and the nature of HIP 78530B
in Section 2.4, discuss the utility of disks as probes of scattering histories in Section
2.5, and summarize our findings in Section 2.6.
2.2 Sample, Observations and Data Reduction
2.2.1 Sample
Here we summarize the basic system properties of the three newly-identified very
low-mass (ratio) BD companions that are the subject of our study:
• GSC 06214A is a 0.9 M⊙ K7 star. Its membership is based on proper motion

as well as on the youth indicators: X-ray emission, Hα emission, and lithium
absorption (Bowler et al., 2011, and references therein). GSC 06214B orbits at

2.′′ 20 (320 AU) projected separation. Ireland et al. (2011) confirmed its common proper motion over a 3 yr baseline and assigned it a spectral type of L0
and a mass of 14 ± 2 MJup based on 5 Myr DUSTY models (Chabrier et al.,

2000). Bowler et al. (2011) spectroscopically confirmed the object, and further
suggested it is still actively accreting from a protoplanetary disk based on a
4 µm IR excess and Paβ emission.

• 1RXS 1609A is another 0.9 M⊙ K7 star, with membership determined similarly

to GSC 06214A (Lafrenière et al., 2008, and references therein). 1RXS 1609B
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orbits at 2.22′′ (320 AU) projected separation. Lafrenière et al. (2010) measured its common proper motion over a 1 yr baseline and spectroscopically identified it as a young L4 spectral type. Unlike for GSC 06214B, the near-IR (NIR)
spectrum of this object shows no sign of active accretion. At 8+4
−2 MJup (based on
5 Myr DUSTY models), this object is below the deuterium-burning limit nominally separating brown dwarfs from planets (Spiegel et al., 2011), although
it has a higher mass ratio and much larger separation than directly-imaged
planets such as β Picb and HR 8799bcde (Lagrange et al., 2010; Marois et al.,
2008a, 2010). Thus, for simplicity we refer to this object as a BD.1
• HIP 78530A is a ∼ 2.5M⊙ B9 star (Lafrenière et al., 2011, and references
therein); its USco membership is based on direct parallax measurements by
the Hipparcos survey (157 ± 13 pc, van Leeuwen, 2007). HIP 78530B was dis-

covered at a projected separation of 4.5′′ , or ∼ 700 AU, by Lafrenière et al.

(2011). The authors confirmed its common proper motion over a 2 yr baseline
and spectroscopically classified the BD as a low-surface gravity M8. They used
5 Myr DUSTY models to estimate a mass of 23±3 MJup . As with 1RXS 1609B,
this object’s NIR spectrum shows no indication of active accretion.

These three systems (Figure 2.1) may probe two very different epochs in stellar
evolution for the primaries and different internal structures for the companions. The
B star HIP 78530A is on or near the main sequence, while the K stars 1RXS 1609A
and GSC 06214A are still descending onto the main sequence. HIP 78530B is a BD
whose mass is clearly above the deuterium-burning limit, while GSC 06214B is near,
and 1RXS 1609B is likely below, this limit (for an assumed age of 5 Myr).
1

In the time since this Chapter was originally published, Wu et al. (2015) used z ′ photometry to

suggest that 1RXS 1609 B has an edge-on circum(sub)stellar disk. Once reddening from this disk
is corrected, the effective temperature, spectral type, and mass of the companion become 2000 K,
L2, and 12–15MJup , respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of the three USco system properties (discussed further
in Sections 2.3 and 2.4). Circle diameters are proportional to the log of the object’s
mass. The black line is the projected separation beyond which objects as luminous
as the “B” components would have been detected in the literature or our data. Fill
indicates disk properties: objects without 1 − 5 µm or 24 µm excess are open circles;
the dark fill of GSC 06214B signifies its 1 − 5 µm excess and actively accreting disk;
light shading refers to unresolved 24 µm excess in the system which may be around
the primary and/or companion.
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Table 2.1: Summary of LMIRCam and Clio observations.
Object

Date

GSC 06214

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

1RXS 1609
HIP 78530

May 26
Apr 22
Apr 22
Apr 17
Apr 17
May 26

Instrument

Filter

LMIRCam
Clio
Clio
Clio
Clio
LMIRCam

M′
3.1 µm
3.3 µm
3.1 µm
3.3 µm
L′

Wavelength Range
( µm)
4.60 − 4.97
3.03 − 3.16
3.13 − 3.52
3.03 − 3.16
3.13 − 3.52
3.42 − 4.12

Total Int.
(min)
30
45
20
45
30
15

2.2.2 Observations
For resolved 3−5 µm observations of each system, we used the near/thermal-infrared
imaging camera, Clio, at the 6.5 m MMT and/or the Large Binocular Telescope
Interferometer (LBTI) at the 8.4 m LBT (in single-sided, non-interferometric mode).
A summary of these observations is presented in Table 3.1. At 24 µm, we used
archival Spitzer/MIPS data for all three systems. Because the MIPS point-spread
function (PSF) full-width half-maximum (FWHM) is 1.3 − 2.7 times the projected

separations of each companion from its host star, none of the systems are resolved
at 24 µm.
LBT/LBTI/LMIRCam L′ and M ′ Imaging of GSC 06214 and HIP 78530

The L and M Infrared Camera (LMIRCam) is the 3 − 5 µm channel of LBTI

(Hinz et al., 2008b; Skrutskie et al., 2010). The field of view with an f /15 beam

is 11′′ square, with 10.7 mas pixels (calibrated Nov. 2011 by Rodigas et al. (2012)).
We assume the instrument rotation angle is repeatable to 1◦ . Field distortion has
not been measured observationally; ZEMAX models of the LMIRCam optics predict
field distortions of < 2% over distances < 5′′ .
The LBT AO system employs a deformable secondary mirror in order to minimize the number of warm surfaces along the optical path. As a result, it benefits
from increased sensitivity in the thermal IR (Lloyd-Hart, 2000). For system details
see Esposito et al. (2011) (E11). The LBTI AO hardware design is identical to that
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used in E11, but the calibration is independent. We corrected 200 aberration modes,
rather than the 400 modes E11 used to achieve > 80% Strehl ratio (SR) in H band.
At the time of these observations, the LMIRCam PSF was degraded due to residual
instrumental astigmatism (which has since been mitigated). Nonetheless, because
wavefront phase errors decrease with increasing wavelength, our observations approached the diffraction limit. During this run, we achieved a SR on LMIRCam of
∼ 80% at M ′ on α CrB (R = 2.2) at airmass ∼ 1. Data recorded directly from
the wavefront sensor itself, not subject to the LMIRCam instrumental astigmatism,

indicate the AO system was delivering ∼ 90% SR during these observations. The

science observations were executed under more difficult conditions: low elevation

(high airmass), increased winds, and with fainter guide stars, and so were subject
to poorer AO performance than the α CrB observations. Thus the sensitivities we
derive in this paper are somewhat lower than those which can now be achieved with
LBTI on more favorable targets (e.g. Rodigas et al., 2012; Skemer et al., 2012) or
with its recently improved AO calibrations.
We observed GSC 06214 and HIP 78530 on UT 2011 May 26. During this LBTI
commissioning run, only the AO system on the right LBT aperture was fully operational, so we observed in single aperture mode. The observing strategy for these, and
all other LBTI observations, was Angular Differential Imaging (ADI) (Marois et al.,
2006): the instrument rotation angle was fixed, and the field was allowed to rotate on
the detector over the course of the observations. We used a four position nod pattern
for taking image data, with nods of 1.5 − 3′′ . Due to the high sky background, we
were limited to very short exposures: 87 ms at M ′ and 146 ms at L′ . To limit data
volume, 200 individual exposures were coadded per single saved image. We obtained
30 min of M ′ data on GSC 06214 and 15 min of L′ data on HIP 78530. The FWHM
(average of major and minor axes of the astigmatic PSF) for the HIP 78530 (L′ ) and
GSC 06214 (M ′ ) images were 0.12′′ and 0.18′′ , respectively.
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MMT/Clio 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm Narrowband Imaging of GSC 06214 and 1RXS 1609
Clio is also a narrow-field 3 − 5 µm imager (Sivanandam et al., 2006). At the time
of these observations it was installed on MMT; it is now at the Magellan Clay tele-

scope. The MMT AO system has an architecture similar to that of LBT AO, with a
deformable secondary mirror correcting 52 aberration modes (Brusa et al., 2004). In
f /15 mode, the Clio plate scale is 29.9 ± 0.1 mas pixel−1 , and the field of view of the

entire array is 15′′ × 30′′ (calibrated July 2010 using the binary system HIP 88817).

We assume the instrument rotation angle is repeatable to 0.◦ 1. Plate scale distortion
has not been measured, but ZEMAX models predict distortion of < 0.2% over 5”
separations.
We observed 1RXS 1609 and GSC 06214 on UT 2011 April 17 and 22, respectively.
In order to decrease time lost to detector readout, we used only a subarray with a
field of view of 9′′ × 30′′ . Integrations were 10 coadds of 5 − 6 s at 3.1 µm and 40

coadds of 1 s at 3.3 µm. The data were taken in ADI mode in a 15′′ two-position

nod, with 1 − 2′′ dithers between nods. These observations suffered from moderate
wind from the South that induced vibrations in the telescope and caused smearing

in some of the images. The resultant FWHM ranged from 0.20′′ − 0.35′′ , depending

on the severity of the vibrations. On GSC 06214, we obtained approximately 45 min
and 20 min of on-source integration in the 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm narrowband filters,
respectively. On 1RXS 1609 we obtained 45 min of integration at 3.1 µm and 30 min
at 3.3 µm.
Spitzer/MIPS 24 µm Imaging
Each system had been previously observed by MIPS. 1RXS 1609 and HIP 78530
24 µm photometry are published in Carpenter et al. (2009), and we refer the reader
to this publication for a description of the observations. For GSC 06214, we analyzed
archival MIPS data taken as part of the Spitzer Legacy program: Gould’s Belt (PID
30574, PI: L. Allen), which aimed to provide a complete census of star-forming clouds
in the solar neighborhood. GSC 06214 was imaged in two AORs: 20000768 and
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20001280, obtained with the fast scan rate (3 s per frame). The system was located
near the end of the scan map; therefore, only 5 frames per pointing were obtained
near the source position with an equivalent integration time of 15 s at 24 µm. We
detected the source only at 24 µm due to the shallowness of the survey; we found
no source in the corresponding 70 and 160 µm maps. Therefore, we only discuss the
24 µm result hereafter. Multiple frames were mosaicked based on the image WCS
pointing information and subsampled by a factor of 2, resulting in a plate scale of
1.′′ 245 pixel−1 .
2.2.3 Image Processing
LMIRCam and Clio Data
Custom MATLAB scripts were used for reducing the LBTI and Clio data. Background, bias, and dark subtraction were achieved by differencing images from adjacent nods. Bad pixels were flagged using a nearest-neighbors median filter and
replaced with that median. In LMIRCam, each of the channels had a small timevarying bias level offset as well as variable pattern noise. We subtracted the median
value of each channel to remove the offset. Then we subtracted a 2-D template of the
channel read noise created from the median of all channels. For those calculations we
masked out a ∼ 2′′ square region containing the source to avoid biasing the median.
Finally, we aligned the images according to their position angle, rotating so North
was up.
These observations did not achieve sufficient on-sky rotation to synthesize and
subtract the primary’s PSF, as per Marois et al. (2006). However all secondaries
were sufficiently separated from their primaries (> 2′′ ) that contamination from the
primary was negligible. To produce the final image, we mean-combined our set of
rotated images together, and 3 − 4σ outliers for each pixel in the image stack were

clipped.

Aperture photometry was used to extract the differential flux between primary
and secondary. None of the objects were resolved, so we used aperture radii of
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∼ 1 FWHM. The background was estimated using neighboring apertures of the
same radius at the same separation from the host star. No aperture correction was
necessary, because the same aperture radius was used for both the primary and
secondary. At these small projected separations, anisoplanatic effects are negligible,
and so the PSFs of the two objects are essentially identical.
We next calculated sensitivity as a function of radial separation from the primary
star. Residual low-spatial frequency offsets were removed by subtracting a smoothed
image (Gaussian FWHM=10λ/D) from the science image. The resulting image was
then smoothed with a disk the same diameter as the aperture used for photometry.
The noise, σ, as a function of separation was calculated by measuring the standard
deviation of 1 pixel wide annuli centered on the primary. From this we calculated the
signal to noise ratios (SNR) of our detections. The uncertainty in our photometry
(in magnitudes) is given by 2.5 · (ln(10) · SN R)−1 . The noise counts as a function of
radius were also converted to contrast (delta magnitudes between the primary star
and the measured quantity, noise in this case) by comparing to the peak pixel value
of the primary star in the smoothed image.
The primary star photometry in our filters was estimated by interpolating between published photometry in adjacent filters (i.e.: between shorter and longer
wavelength photometry), because no standard stars were observed. There are no
strong spectral features in K7 or B9 stars between 2 µm and 5 µm which would bias
this interpolation. The 2MASS and WISE surveys recorded unresolved photometry
for each system. Additionally, Carpenter et al. (2006) conducted a Spitzer IRAC
survey which included 1RXS 1609 and HIP 78530. As we will show, the BD contribution to the system flux at 1 − 5 µm is negligible, so we can treat 2MASS, WISE
W1 and W2, and Spitzer IRAC photometry as measurements of the primary star

only. Where available, we also used resolved photometry at additional wavelengths
from previous work. The data used for interpolation are listed in Tables 2.2, 2.3, and
2.4.
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Spitzer MIPS Data
We reduced the raw 24 µm data of GSC 06214 using the MIPS Data Analysis
Tool (Gordon et al., 2005) with post-pipeline processing to improve flat fielding
and remove instrumental artifacts as detailed in Engelbracht et al. (2007). We extracted the photometry using PSF fitting with the IDL-based StarFinder program
(Diolaiti et al., 2000). The input PSF was constructed using observed stars and
a smoothed STINYTIM model PSF; it has been tested to ensure the photometry
results are consistent with the MIPS calibration (Engelbracht et al., 2007).
2.3 Results and Analysis
In this section, we present photometry and analysis for each of the three binary
systems. We first measure photometry for both components, from both our newly
obtained high-resolution near-IR imaging and archival unresolved Spitzer 24 µm
imaging. Interstellar extinction/reddening can mimic the red excess from a hot disk
component; the average extinction towards USco is small (AV < 1), but not negligible, and we estimate it as necessary. We re-examine the companions’ spectral types
and constrain their near-IR (hot dust) excesses based on their placement in colorcolor diagrams compared to similarly young low-mass objects. We use unresolved
Spitzer 24 µm data to probe the warm dust in the system as a whole (both A and B
components together). Finally, we quantify our sensitivity to additional objects in
the system at intermediate separations from the primary.
2.3.1 GSC 06214
Photometry and Astrometry
The final Clio images at 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm are shown in Figure 2.2. At 3.1 µm we
measured a contrast between “A” and “B” of 5.26 magnitudes, and at 3.3 µm we
measured a contrast of 5.30 magnitudes. Using the procedure described in Section
2.2.3, we inferred the 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm magnitudes of the primary to be 9.11 ± 0.05

and 9.10 ± 0.05, respectively. The 5σ sensitivity limits for these two filters were
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magnitudes 15.82 and 16.14, yielding signal to noise ratios of 18 and 23 for the
detections in each wavelength. From this we derive, [3.1]B = 14.41 ± 0.08 and

[3.3]B = 14.40 ± 0.07 (Table 2.2).

We calculated a separation of 2.′′ 17±0.′′ 02 and a position angle of 175.◦ 9 ± 0.◦ 1, con-

sistent at the 1.5σ level with astrometry measured by Ireland et al. (2011). Because
the companion was not detected in individual frames, we estimated the uncertainty
by comparing the values calculated from the final images at each wavelength. Our
quoted uncertainty accounts for this comparison as well as our assumed uncertainties
in calibration and distortion (see Section 2.2.2).
The final LMIRCam M ′ image is also presented in Figure 2.2. The BD was
detected at a contrast of 4.65 magnitudes. For the primary, we estimated MA′ =
9.10±0.05. Based on the 5σ sensitivity limit of 13.39 mag, the BD detection has
SN R = 3.6, and therefore MB′ = 13.75±0.3. Even though this SNR is lower than
that nominally adopted to identify candidate companions in high-contrast imaging
data (5 − 6σ; Marois et al., 2008a), we also detect point sources at the same location

in the 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm images, justifying a lower detection threshold. The bright
spot ∼ 1′′ to the east of the primary does not appear in the more sensitive 3.1 and

3.3 µm images and is almost certainly an artifact.

The 24 µm flux density of the system is 3.3 ± 0.3 mJy (8.34 ± 0.1 mag); the error

is dominated by shot noise.
Extinction Estimate

GSC 06214A did not have a published extinction value, so we performed our own
estimate. We found AV ≤ 0.6 using the following prescription. We compared the

primary’s flux-calibrated optical spectrum (courtesy Bowler et al., 2011) with Pickles

(1998) spectral standards (Figure 2.3). The observed and template spectra were
normalized by their 800 − 900 nm averages. Interstellar extinction curves with RV =

3.1 (Cardelli et al., 1989) were used. Based on χ2 fitting, both K7V with AV = 0

and K5V with AV = 0.6 provide acceptable fits to the data. K4V and AV = 0.85 is
a worse fit to both the continuum and spectral features. In order to make the most
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Table 2.2: GSC 06214-00210 system properties and apparent photometry.
Property
Distance [pc] a
Spectral type b
Mass b
Tef f [K] b
log(L/L⊙ ) b
Separation [′′ ] c
PA [◦ ] c
J
H
K
3.1 µm c
3.3 µm c
3.4 µm f
L′ e
4.6 µm f
M′ c
12 µm f
24 µm c
a

GSC 06214A GSC 06214B
145±20
K7±0.5
L0±1
0.9 ± 0.1 M⊙ 14±2 MJup
4200±150
2200±100
-0.42±0.08
-3.1±0.1
2.17±0.02
175.9±0.1
9.998±0.027 d 16.24±0.04 e
9.342±0.024 d 15.55±0.04 e
9.152±0.021 d 14.95±0.05 e
9.11±0.05
14.41±0.08
9.10±0.05
14.40±0.07
9.083±0.022
9.10±0.05
13.75±0.07
9.107±0.020
9.10±0.05
13.75±0.3
8.964±0.032
8.34±0.1

Mean cluster distance (de Zeeuw et al.,
1999; Preibisch et al., 2002).
b
Bowler et al. (2011).
c
This work.
d
2MASS J/H/KS survey (Skrutskie et al.,
2006).
e
Ireland et al. (2011). MKO J/H/K ′ /L′ .
f
System. WISE survey (Wright et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.2: GSC 06214 Clio and LBTI images. Left: Clio 3.1 µm. Center: Clio
3.3 µm. Right: LBTI M ′ . The companion, circled, is 2.′′ 2 to the south of the primary.
For display purposes, all images have been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with
FWHM=1λ/D ∼ 0.1′′ . In the M ′ image, the bright spot to the left of the primary
is an artifact; the dark spots to the left and bottom right are residuals from nod
subtraction.
conservative estimate of the IR excess in the system, we adopt the maximum allowed
extinction value: AV = 0.6 mag.
Spectral Classification and Evidence for a Near-IR Excess
We placed GSC 06214 in infrared color-color diagrams, compared to several observational brown dwarf and planet samples: field brown dwarfs (Leggett et al., 2010),
very young substellar objects (L2010), the young planetary-mass object 2M 1207b
(Chauvin et al., 2004; Mohanty et al., 2007; Skemer et al., 2011; Barman et al.,
2011), and the planets HR 8799bcd (Marois et al., 2008b, 2010; Currie et al., 2011;
Galicher et al., 2011; Skemer et al., 2012). The L2010 sample of M0−L0 dwarfs was
derived from dereddened observations of Taurus, Chameleon, and TW Hya, so it
provides the most appropriate comparison sample for our similarly young brown
dwarfs.
In order to conduct a homogeneous analysis, we transformed all previously published J, H, and K BD photometry to the MKO J/H/K system. For 2MASS
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Figure 2.3: GSC 06214A flux vs. wavelength for best fit spectral type and extinction.
Fλ is offset vertically for clarity. Gray is the stellar spectrum (Bowler et al., 2011),
red is a K7V with no extinction, blue is a K5V with AV = 0.6 mag, and green is a
K4V with AV = 0.85 mag. We find AV ≤ 0.6 mag for the primary.
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J/H/KS → MKO J/H/K, we used the transformations published in Leggett et al.

(2006). For MKO K ′ → K of stars, we used Wainscoat and Cowie (1992); however, we could not apply this transformation to the BD, because it is only cali-

brated for H − K < 0.4. Therefore, we calculated the K ′ → K transformations by

integrating over DUSTY evolutionary model spectral energy distributions (SEDs)

(Chabrier et al., 2000). We took the SED that most closely matched the color of
the BD in our filters of interest (in this case, H − K). We used the same procedure

for all color transformations for which empirical relations were not available. We
calculated K = 14.75 mag for GSC 06214B. We then dereddened all GSC 06214B

photometry, using the extinction value for the primary (AV = 0.6) discussed in Section 2.3.1. We presumed the extinction toward the primary and secondary was the
same, a nominally valid assumption, though counterexamples do exist (e.g. GG Tau,
White and Ghez, 2001). Figure 2.4 shows the color-color diagrams H − L′ /J − H

and H − M ′ /J − H.

GSC 06214B was previously classified using J/H/K spectra as a spectral type of

L0±1 (Bowler et al., 2011). Its J − H color is consistent with an L2010 spectral type

of M9. The excesses at K, L′ , and M ′ compared to an L2010 M9 dwarf photosphere

are 0.15±0.05, 0.35±0.07, and 0.4±0.3 mag, respectively, accounting for photometric
errors only. Fortuitously, the measured excesses are similar even if we use AV = 0,
because reddening moves the object up and right in color-color space parallel to the
line connecting L2010 M9 and L0 spectral types. Therefore, our conclusions about
the color excess for this object are independent of the extinction estimate, over the
allowed range of extinction values.
24 µm Flux
The GSC 06214 system was imaged with Spitzer/MIPS at 24 µm. The PSF is broader
than the host-companion separation, so it is not possible to measure the primary and
secondary objects’ emission independently. However, the BD’s photosphere does not
contribute significantly at this wavelength. Whether based on a Rayleigh-Jeans
extrapolation from short wavelength data or using DUSTY model SEDs, the BD’s
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Figure 2.4: H −L′ vs. J −H (left) and H −M ′ vs. J −H (right) color-color diagrams of
dereddened USco companions and comparison samples. Open green squares, brown
diamonds, and gray circles: field M, L, and T dwarfs from Leggett et al. (2010);
filled green squares and brown diamond: young M0–L0 dwarfs from L2010; filled
blue circles: young planets HR 8799bcd (Currie et al., 2011; Marois et al., 2008a,
2010; Skemer et al., 2012; Galicher et al., 2011); filled green circle: young planet
2M 1207b (Mohanty et al., 2007).
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photospheric emission is expected to be less than 1% of the observed 24 µm flux.
We compared the MIPS photometry to the 24 µm flux predicted for the “A”
component by an empirical polynomial relation between V − KS and 24 µm for main

sequence stars (Urban et al., 2012). The 24 µm flux prediction is robust to order
0.01 mag between early B and early M spectral types. GSC 06214A is likely in the
final stages of contraction onto the main sequence. However, the variation in V − KS

color, and therefore in inferred 24 µm flux, between this object and a main sequence
star, is less than the combined observational uncertainties at V, KS , and 24 µm.
From this comparison, we find evidence of a 24 µm excess in the system. The
observed system flux is 3.3 ± 0.3 mJy, while the predicted flux from “A” is 1.73 ±

0.15 mJy. This translates to an excess of 91 ± 24% above the expected photospheric
emission from “A.” The uncertainty is dominated by the low signal to noise of the
24 µm data. Our detection corroborates the 2σ excess at WISE 22 µm found by
Bowler et al. (2011). Therefore, one or both members of the system must retain a
warm excess.
Constraints on additional objects
No additional objects are detected in our observations. As discussed in Section
2.3.1, the candidate at 1′′ separation in M ′ is likely an artifact. In our collection
of images, we could have detected additional companions of mass & 20 MJup at

separations & 150 AU from the primary, with a limit of ∼ 10 − 12 MJup beyond

200 AU. Previous aperture masking and direct imaging work have placed deeper
limits of 35/15/5 MJup at 10/150/300 AU from the primary (Kraus et al., 2008;
Ireland et al., 2011). We would have resolved an equally bright binary companion to
“B” (i.e. “Bb”) if it was > 20 AU projected separation from “B.”
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Figure 2.5: 1RXS 1609 Clio images. Left: 3.1 µm. Right: 3.3 µm. For display
purposes, both are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with FWHM=1λ/D ∼ 0.1′′ .
The companion, circled, is 2.′′ 2 to the NE.
2.3.2 1RXS 1609
Photometry and Astrometry
Figure 2.5 shows the final 1RXS 1609 narrowband images. We estimated the primary’s 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm magnitudes to be 8.80 ± 0.05 and 8.78 ± 0.05, respectively.

At 3.1 µm we found a contrast between “A” and “B” of 6.85 mag. The 5σ background sensitivity limit of 15.71 mag yielded SN R = 5.3 for the detection, thus
[3.1]B = 15.65 ± 0.21. At 3.3 µm we found 6.4 mag contrast, a sensitivity limit of

16.14 mag, SN R = 7.5, and [3.3]B = 15.2 ± 0.16. (See Table 2.3).

We measured a separation of 2.′′ 15 ± 0.′′ 03 at P A = 28.◦ 3 ± 0.◦ 4, consistent with

Lafrenière et al. (2010) at the 2σ level. These values represent the average of the
astrometry calculated at 3.1 µm and 3.3 µm. Errors account for measurement uncertainties as well as our assumed calibration and distortion uncertainties (see Section
2.2.2).
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Table 2.3: 1RXS 160929.1-210524 system properties and apparent photometry.
Property
1RXS 1609A 1RXS 1609B
a
Distance [pc]
145±20
b
Spectral type K7V
L4+1
−2
+0.20
b
Mass
0.85−0.10 M⊙ 8+4
−2 MJup
Tef f b
4060+300
1800+200
−200
−100
log(L/L⊙ ) b
-0.37±0.15
-3.55±0.2
Separation [′′ ] c
2.15±0.03
◦ c
PA [ ]
28.3±0.4
J
9.820±0.027 d 17.90±0.12 b,e
H
9.121±0.023 d 16.87±0.07 b,e
K
8.916±0.021 d 16.19±0.05 b,e
c
3.1 µm
8.80±0.05
15.65±0.21
c
3.3 µm
8.78±0.05
15.2±0.16
g
3.4 µm
8.767±0.023
L′ e,f
8.73±0.05
14.8±0.3
h
4.5 µm
8.80±0.01
4.6 µm g
8.779±0.021
8.0 µm h
8.735±0.005
g
12 µm
8.715±0.027
24 µm i
8.43±0.01
a

Mean cluster distance (de Zeeuw et al.,
1999; Preibisch et al., 2002).
b
Lafrenière et al. (2008).
c
This work.
d
2MASS J/H/KS survey (Skrutskie et al.,
2006).
e
MKO J/H/K ′ /L′ .
f
Lafrenière et al. (2010)
g
System. WISE survey (Wright et al., 2010).
h
System. Spitzer IRAC (Carpenter et al.,
2006).
i
System. Spitzer MIPS (Carpenter et al.,
2009).
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Figure 2.6: 1RXS 1609B photometry and DUSTY SED comparison with AV = 0.
The green squares are the literature photometry and the blue diamonds are this
work. Spectra are DUSTY 1800K and 1700K model photospheres with log(g) = 4.0.
The filled circles represent the integrated flux of each spectrum in that bandpass.
Spectral Classification and Near-IR Colors
There is no extinction towards the 1RXS 1609 system (Carpenter et al., 2009). We
transformed the K ′ companion photometry to yield K = 15.99 ± 0.1, following

the procedure described in Section 2.3.1. 1RXS 1609B is shown in the color-color

diagrams in Figure 2.4.
Unfortunately, the L2010 sample does not extend past spectral type L0; we therefore compared 1RXS 1609B broadband colors to DUSTY model SEDs with temperatures of 1700K and 1800K. A surface gravity of log(g) = 4.0 is predicted by the
DUSTY models for these effective temperatures at 5 Myr. We scaled the SEDs
so their integrated J band flux matched the observed flux. Both SEDs provide
an acceptable fit to the data, assuming AV = 0 (Figure 2.6), consistent with the
Lafrenière et al. (2010) effective temperature estimate. Our new photometry confirms the lack of near-IR excess.
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24 µm Flux
Following the procedure used in Section 2.3.1, we find evidence for a moderate 24 µm
excess in the system. The observed flux is 3.06 ± 0.04 mJy, and the predicted
flux from “A” is 2.15 ± 0.07 mJy, an excess of 42 ± 6% above the expected stellar

photospheric emission. The error is dominated by the uncertainty in the literature
V magnitude. As with GSC 06214, the predicted contribution to the excess from the
BD’s photosphere is < 1%. Neither “A” nor “B” exhibits a near-infrared excess, and
the components have not been resolved at wavelengths longer than L′ . Thus, though
we can detect the presence of a warm excess in the system, we cannot determine
whether it is around the primary, BD, or both.2
Constraints on additional objects
We do not detect any additional objects in the 1RXS 1609 system. Our background
limit at 3.3 µm was 15.6 mag, or ∼ 5 MJup , extending out to 500 AU. We do
not improve upon previous detection limits of 8/1 MJup at 50/450 AU stellocentric

distance (Lafrenière et al., 2010). We could have detected an equally luminous binary
companion to “B” (i.e. “Bb”) at a separation > 25 AU from “B.”
2.3.3 HIP 78530
Photometry and Astrometry
Figure 2.7 shows the final L′ image of HIP 78530, with the BD to the southeast. For
the primary, we inferred L′A = 6.87 ± 0.05. HIP 78530B was detected at a contrast

between “A” and “B” of 6.93 magnitudes (Table 2.4). The 5σ sensitivity limit was
L′ = 16.21, giving SN R = 47 and L′B = 13.80 ± 0.06. Our measured separation and

PA are 4.′′ 54 ± 0.′′ 09 and 140.◦ 7 ± 1◦ , including plate scale and distortion uncertainties

(see Section 2.2.2), consistent with previous observations.
2

The circum(sub)stellar disk around the companion postulated by Wu et al. (2015) is one plau-

sible contributor to the mid-IR excess.
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Table 2.4: HIP 78530 system properties and apparent photometry.
Property
Distance [pc] a
Spectral type b
Mass b
Tef f [K] b
log(L/L⊙ ) b
Separation [′′ ] c
PA [◦ ] c
J
H
Ks
3.4 µm e
L′ c,f
4.5 µm g
4.6 µm e
8.0 µm g
12 µm d
24 µm h
a

HIP 78530A HIP 78530B
157±13
B9V
M8±1
∼ 2.5 M⊙
23±3 MJup
∼10500
2800±200
–
-2.55±0.13
4.54±0.09
140.7±1
6.928±0.021 d 15.06±0.05 b
6.946±0.029 d 14.39±0.04 b
6.903±0.020 d 14.17±0.04 b
6.842±0.034
6.87±0.05
13.80±0.06
6.88±0.01
6.890±0.019
6.948±0.008
6.924±0.017
6.846±0.01

Hipparcos catalog (van Leeuwen, 2007).
Lafrenière et al. (2011).
c
This work.
d
2MASS J/H/KS survey (Skrutskie et al.,
2006).
e
System. WISE survey (Wright et al., 2010).
f
MKO L′ .
g
System. Spitzer IRAC (Carpenter et al.,
2006).
h
System. Spitzer MIPS (Carpenter et al.,
2009).
b
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Figure 2.7: HIP 78530 LMIRCam L′ image, smoothed for display purposes with a
Gaussian kernel with FWHM=1 λ/D ∼ 0.′′ 1. The companion, circled, is 4.′′ 5 to the
SE.
Spectral Classification and Near-IR Colors
The extinction towards HIP 78530 is AV = 0.5 (Carpenter et al., 2009), and we
dereddened the photometry using this value. We calculated a K magnitude for the
BD of 14.12 ± 0.06 following the prescription described in Section 2.3.1.

We find the spectral types derived for HIP 78530B from broadband 1−4 µm colors

and from near-IR spectra are not consistent. HIP 78530B was classified using J/H/K
spectra as M8 ± 1 (Lafrenière et al., 2011), though the authors noted the object was

∼ 0.2 mag too blue at K for this spectral type. We find that its H −L′ color is also ∼

0.5 mag too blue compared to an L2010 M8-type BD (Figure 2.4, left panel). There is
a similar mismatch in both H −K and K −L′ colors (Figure 2.8, left panel). With the
addition of our new L′ data, we find the object’s J through L′ colors are not consistent

with an M8, but instead with an L2010 M3 ± 2. Intriguingly, the object’s absolute
magnitude is consistent with other USco M8-type BD (Luhman and Mamajek, 2012)

as shown in Figure 2.8 (right panel). We discuss the implications of this discrepancy
further in Section 2.4.2. Regardless of whether we adopt spectral class M8 or M3,
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Figure 2.8: K − L′ vs. H − K color-color diagram (left) and H vs. H − K colormagnitude diagram (right) of dereddened USco companions and comparison samples.
Open green squares, brown diamonds, and gray circles: field M, L, and T dwarfs
from Leggett et al. (2010); filled green squares and brown diamond: young M0–
L0 dwarfs from L2010; black filled squares: diskless USco objects with spectral
between M7–M8.5 (Luhman and Mamajek, 2012); filled blue circles: young planets
HR 8799bcde (Currie et al., 2011; Marois et al., 2008a, 2010; Skemer et al., 2012);
filled green circle: young planet 2M 1207b (Mohanty et al., 2007).
we find no evidence for K or L′ excesses.
24 µm Flux
The observed and predicted fluxes for the HIP 78530 system are 13.10 ± 0.12 mJy

and 12.0 ± 0.5 mJy. The excess is 9 ± 4.5%. At 2σ, we do not consider it statistically

significant. This, combined with a lack of 1 − 5 µm excess around both “A” and

“B,” suggests that neither object retains a massive warm disk.
Constraints on additional objects

No additional objects are detected in our data. Figure 2.9 plots our new contrast and
mass limits as a function of projected stellocentric distance; we adopt the Hipparcos
system distance of 157 pc (van Leeuwen, 2007). We reach a sensitivity of 20 MJup
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Figure 2.9: LMIRCam L′ 5σ contrast curve for HIP 78530 (black line). Red diamond
is HIP 78530B. Dashed lines are apparent magnitudes for objects of various masses
according to 5 Myr DUSTY models. The dot-dashed line denotes the extent of the
FOV on the west half of the system.
beyond 100 AU and . 5 MJup beyond 175 AU. In the east half of the system, our
FOV extended to 800 AU, while on the west side, the FOV ended at ∼ 200 AU.

An equally luminous binary companion to “B” (i.e. “Bb”) is ruled out at > 15 AU
separation from “B.”
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 GSC 06214B Disk Properties
GSC 06214B was already known to exhibit an L′ excess as well as Paβ emission,
suggesting a circum(sub)stellar disk (Bowler et al., 2011). We wished to test this
hypothesis using the full collection of 1 − 5 µm and 24 µm photometry. The shape

of the 1 − 5 µm excess SED is strongly dependent on the temperature (location)

of the inner edge of the disk. An accreting dust disk would likely be truncated at
the dust sublimation temperature or by magnetic interactions near the corotation
radius (Shu et al., 1994; Muzerolle et al., 2003), both of which are a few times the
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BD radius.
To estimate the location of the disk inner edge, we created simple model rings of
blackbody grains at a single temperature. A disk with an inner edge at a temperature of 1550 K, the sublimation temperature of silicates, reproduced the shape of
the observed J through M ′ excess. Decreasing the temperature to 1000 K underproduced J, H, and K flux relative to the L′ and M ′ flux. From this we conclude
that hot dust must be present within several BD radii away from the BD’s surface,
consistent with what we expect for an actively accreting disk.
Adding additional weight to the disk hypothesis is the 24 µm excess. As described
in Section 2.3.1, the GSC 06214 system has an unresolved 1.6 mJy excess at 24 µm.
Luhman and Mamajek (2012) recently compiled Ks − [24] and [4.5] − [24] colors for

other low-mass USco objects. The ratios of the 24 µm excess to the K and M ′ fluxes
of GSC 06214B fall within the range that the authors derived for other disk-bearing
late M-type objects in the association. Although the primary is shown to have Hα
emission, presumably due to an accretion disk, the data are consistent with both
the near- and mid-IR broadband excesses originating from a single, continuous disk
around the BD.
2.4.2 HIP 78530B Spectral Type and Membership
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, HIP 78530B’s broadband colors do not match the
M8 spectral class indicated by the shape of its J/H/K spectra. The L2010 young
photosphere color calibration suggests it is an M3 ± 2 spectral type (Figures 2.4 and

2.8), and the observed colors also more closely match M3V colors than M8V colors
(SPEX standards Gl 388 and LP 412-31, respectively). Using the temperature scale
calibrated by Luhman et al. (2003), M3 corresponds to an effective temperature of

3300 − 3400 K. The BCAH 5 Myr evolutionary models (Baraffe et al., 1998) predict

a mass of 0.18−0.4 M⊙ , depending on whether the 3350 K effective temperature, the
H − K color, or the H − L′ color is used. Regardless of the particular assumptions,
these models place the object above the hydrogen burning limit (∼ 75 MJ ).

Conversely, the apparent magnitude of this object is consistent with other M8
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brown dwarfs in Upper Sco (Figure 2.8) as well as the DUSTY and BCAH predictions
for a 5 − 10 Myr, 20 MJup BD. The 13 pc uncertainty in distance to HIP 78530A

cannot account for the faintness of the object compared to other USco M3 BDs. New
photometry at M ′ would help determine whether the object is blue at all wavelengths
or merely faint at K and L′ .
Although the primary has a Hipparcos parallax which is consistent with the
distance to USco, it is possible that “B” is a background object. In the discovery
paper, Lafrenière et al. (2011) found agreement between the strength of gravity-

sensitive NIR spectral features in HIP 78530B and those in another USco M8 BD.
Additionally, the authors measured common proper motion at the 6σ level over a 2
year baseline. Unfortunately our astrometric calibration is not sufficiently precise to
confirm or deny common proper motion. An additional epoch of observation would
help to cement this object’s status as a bound companion.
2.5 Disks as Constraints on Scattering Events
The presence of an accreting disk around a low-mass companion at a wide separation
from its primary star has the potential to limit the possible formation histories of the
companion. To see why this is the case, we consider the fate of a gas disk orbiting a
brown dwarf of mass M , which is in turn orbiting a star of mass M∗ . An encounter
or series of encounters with a perturber of mass Mp > M , also orbiting the primary
star, can scatter the brown dwarf to wide separations, while typically leaving the
more massive perturber on an orbit near the primary.
Each encounter truncates the disk at a distance, r, from the brown dwarf. This
truncation distance is roughly the location where the tidal force during the encounter
generates a velocity kick ∆v ∼ (GMp /b2 )(r/b)(2b/venc ) equal to the escape velocity

from the brown dwarf, vesc = (2GM/r)1/2 , where G is the gravitational constant,
and b and venc are the distance of closest approach and the relative velocity of the

two bodies during the encounter, respectively. We consider a fiducial encounter for
which b is of order the Hill radius of the perturber, b ∼ RH,p = a(Mp /3M∗ )1/3

and venc = Ωb, is the relative velocity of two circular Keplerian orbits with semi-
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major axes that differ by b. Here, a is the distance from the host star at which
the encounter occurs, and Ω = (GM∗ /a3 )1/2 is the angular velocity of a circular
orbit at that distance. These choices are intended to maximize the expected disk
truncation during scattering, without invoking unusually close or slow encounters,
which we expect to be rare. Note that arbitrarily extreme encounters are disallowed
because the BD cannot be ejected from the system. Setting ∆v = vesc yields a
truncation radius of r ∼ 0.5RH , where RH is the brown dwarf’s Hill radius. The

disk truncation radius from scattering is thus predicted to be comparable to the
radius generated merely by long-term tidal interactions with the host star, ∼ 0.4RH

(e.g. Martin and Lubow, 2011). To solidify interpretation of future observations, we

suggest that numerical simulations of scattering histories producing wide-separation
BD companions should be mined to determine the typical properties of their most
disruptive close encounters.
Although scattering does not significantly strip disk material from the BD, the
disk can still be used to constrain the BD’s scattering history. This is because the
disk size, ∼ 0.4RH , is directly proportional to a, the semi-major axis at which the

BD formed. We next estimate the range of formation locations which would produce
disks large enough to survive for 5 Myr, the minimum age of USco.
Observations of protoplanetary disks at separations of tens of AU yield surface

density profiles of order Σ = 103 g/cm2 (r/AU)−1 (Andrews et al., 2009), comparable to the minimum-mass solar nebula. Disks around brown dwarfs are likely less
massive, so this profile places an upper limit on the disk lifetime. If such profiles
extend inward to smaller separations from the BD, a typical disk contains a mass
of Md ∼ 7 × 10−4 M⊙ (r/AU) within a radius r. The size of the inner clearing

of an accreting disk is negligible, as we found in Section 2.4.1. Assuming that a
typical low-mass brown dwarf has an accretion rate comparable to GSC 06214B,
Ṁ = 2 × 10−11 M⊙ /yr (Bowler et al., 2011), it would accrete at least 10−4 M⊙ of
material over 5 Myr, the estimated mass interior to r = 0.15 AU. A higher accretion

rate of 10−10 M⊙ /yr would process 5 × 10−4 M⊙ over 5 Myr, equal to the estimated
mass within r = 0.7 AU.
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These estimates of the minimum disk size can be used to constrain the formation location of the BD. A truncation radius of 0.4a(M/3M∗ )1/3 corresponds to
0.06a − 0.07a for our three BDs, using the masses listed in Tables 2.2, 2.3, and

2.4. We estimate that insufficient mass would remain in the current disk orbiting
GSC 06214B if the brown dwarf were scattered outward by a perturber or perturbers from a stellocentric distance of a . 2 − 10 AU. Current limits on additional
companions in the GSC 06214 system can rule out 35MJup ∼ 2MB objects beyond

10 AU stellocentric distance (Section 2.3.1), disfavoring, though not entirely ruling
out, the scattering hypothesis. Limits on the minimum semi-major axis at formation
of HIP 78530B and 1RXS 1609B, based on their lack of accretion signatures, are
similar, presuming they had accretion rates similar to that of GSC 06214B. Additional objects more than twice as massive as the known BDs are ruled out beyond
35AU for 1RXS 1609 and beyond 75 AU for HIP 78530 (Lafrenière et al. (2010) and
2.3.3). These weaker constraints cannot be used to rule out a scattering origin for
either object. Given our estimates, tighter observational constraints on the presence
of possible perturbers, coupled with more detailed modeling of disk truncation during ejection by scattering will provide significant limits on the scattering histories of
wide-separation, low-mass companions.
2.6 Summary and Future Work
We present a 3–5 µm LBT/MMT imaging study of three low-mass (ratio) companions
to Upper Scorpius stars: GSC 06214B, 1RXS 1609B, and HIP 78530B. These three
systems constitute some of the lowest mass-ratio (q ∼ 1%) non-planetary systems
discovered to date. However, though the companions have similar separations and

mass ratios, they probe two very different types of binary systems: GSC 06214 and
1RXS 1609 are K-type/L-type pairs, while HIP 78530 is a B-type/M-type pair. Combined with MIPS-24 µm photometry, we use our new high-resolution near/thermal
IR data to identify evidence for broadband disk emission from small dust grains
around both the companions and the primary stars. Our study yields the following
major results:
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• We confirm the presence of a circum(sub)stellar disk around the L0-type BD

GSC 06214B. Furthermore, we find the best fit temperature of the disk inner
edge is at the dust sublimation temperature, consistent with active accretion. A
moderate 24 µm excess in the system is plausibly explained by the contribution

from the BD’s disk, although some material must still be present around the
primary in order to explain its Hα emission. The existence of a disk around
GSC 06214B suggests, but does not conclusively prove, it has not undergone a
scattering event.
• We find evidence of a weak 24 µm excess in the 1RXS 1609 system, but the
< 4 µm photometry of the primary and low-mass companion are consistent

with purely photospheric emission. The 24 µm excess is unresolved, so we
cannot determine whether “A,” “B,” or both host a warm disk.
• In contrast, we find no evidence of 1−4 µm or 24 µm excesses in the HIP 78530

system. However, we find a discrepancy between the spectral types indicated
by the 1 − 4 µm broadband colors and by the J/H/K spectra. Although the

spectra and apparent magnitude are consistent with an USco M8-type BD,

the broadband colors instead match a young M3-type low-mass star. Future
work corroborating common proper motion in the system is necessary to decisively rule out the possibility that “B” is a background object. We present
improved constraints on the presence of additional low-mass companions, ruling
out equally luminous companions at projected separations from the primary
> 100 AU and reaching a background limit of < 5 MJup beyond 175 AU.
Although our sample size is too small for robust statistics, the detection of a
massive, hot disk in one of three low-mass companions is consistent with the disk
fraction determined for single BDs in USco (Riaz et al., 2012; Scholz et al., 2007;
Luhman and Mamajek, 2012). Furthermore, though the range and relative importance of formation mechanisms for low-mass, widely separated companions remains
unclear, this work does provide some constraints on the formation of our USco targets.
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In particular, we corroborate the findings of Bowler et al. (2011), who identified
a disk around GSC 06214B from accretion-driven Paβ emission. Our study further
confirms that this disk is dusty, producing a strong broadband IR excess from grains
near the dust sublimation radius, much like for many disks around stars in USco
(Carpenter et al., 2006, 2009; Luhman and Mamajek, 2012). The presence of a dusty,
accreting disk around the BD, combined with the constraint that no object more than
twice as massive as “B” exists beyond 10 AU stellocentric distance, casts doubt on
whether this companion could have been formed via a planet-planet scattering event
(i.e. as in Veras et al., 2009).
We do not detect a near-IR broadband excess around 1RXS 1609B. We do, however, find the system as a whole exhibits a 24 µm excess, presumably from warm
dust. If some of this emission originates from a large disk surrounding the BD companion, as has been postulated by independent observations conducted after the
original publication of this Chapter, then a scattering origin for this BD may also be
disfavored.
Conversely, a lack of 24 µm excess around the more massive HIP 78530B does
not necessarily imply a past scattering event, as depletion of warm dust from passive
disk evolution alone is more rapid for intermediate-mass than for low-mass BDs
(Luhman and Mamajek, 2012).
Resolved observations with ALMA and/or NOMIC (the 8 − 13 µm channel of

LBTI) would be able to further constrain the disk properties of both the GSC 06214

primary and BD and could clarify whether the 1RXS 1609 system’s warm 24 µm
excess emission originates solely from material around the primary or around the
low-mass companion as well. ALMA observations could in principle identify even
colder dust emission from outer disk regions and provide a direct measurement of
disk mass. They might also be used to differentiate between fully depleted disks and
those with central clearings. A comparison of the incidence, masses, and morphologies derived in this way for disks around a larger sample of single and companion
BDs might discriminate between in situ formation and scattering events. Finally,
comparing cluster mass functions with age may identify a time-dependent low-mass
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BD population consistent with some fraction of low-mass BDs having a scattering
origin.
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CHAPTER 3
HD 106906 b: A Planetary-mass Companion outside a Massive Debris Disk

We report the discovery of a planetary-mass companion, HD 106906 b, with the new
Magellan Adaptive Optics (MagAO) + Clio2 system. The companion is detected
with Clio2 in three bands: J, KS , and L′ , and lies at a projected separation of 7.′′ 1
(650 AU). It is confirmed to be comoving with its 13±2 Myr-old F5 host using Hubble
Space Telescope/Advanced Camera for Surveys astrometry over a time baseline of
8.3 yr. DUSTY and COND evolutionary models predict the companion’s luminosity
corresponds to a mass of 11 ± 2 MJup , making it one of the most widely separated

planetary-mass companions known. We classify its Magellan/Folded-Port InfraRed
Echellette J/H/K spectrum as L2.5±1; the triangular H-band morphology suggests
an intermediate surface gravity. HD 106906 A, a pre-main-sequence Lower Centaurus
Crux member, was initially targeted because it hosts a massive debris disk detected
via infrared excess emission in unresolved Spitzer imaging and spectroscopy. The
disk emission is best fit by a single component at 95 K, corresponding to an inner
edge of 15–20 AU and an outer edge of up to 120 AU. If the companion is on
an eccentric (e > 0.65) orbit, it could be interacting with the outer edge of the

disk. Close-in, planet-like formation followed by scattering to the current location
would likely disrupt the disk and is disfavored. Furthermore, we find no additional
companions, though we could detect similar-mass objects at projected separations
> 35 AU. In situ formation in a binary-star-like process is more probable, although
the companion-to-primary mass ratio, at < 1%, is unusually small.
This Chapter was published in Bailey et al. (2014a) and is reproduced here with minor modifications.
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3.1 Introduction
The handful of known planetary-mass companions at tens to hundreds of AU are
already challenging planet formation theories, thus each addition to the set of directly
imaged (DI) companions is valuable for understanding formation mechanisms. DI
surveys are resource-intensive, as fewer than 20% of stars have planets & 5MJup at
large orbital separations (e.g. Vigan et al., 2012; Nielsen et al., 2013). Therefore,
there is a strong incentive to find so-called “signposts” for planets.
Systems like HR 8799 and β Pic host both planets and debris disks, with the
planets likely sculpting the disks (Su et al., 2009; Lagrange et al., 2010). Several
DI surveys (e.g. Apai et al., 2008) have targeted debris-disk-hosting stars and found
planet occurrence rates comparable to disk-blind surveys. However, these groups
typically had only broadband photometry; from this they could only infer whether
the disk was devoid of hot material (ie: had an inner clearing), but could not infer the radial extent of the cold disk. We, and others (e.g. Janson et al., 2013a;
Wahhaj et al., 2013b), hope to improve the odds by searching for planets in systems
with “unusual” debris disks. We are targeting systems with infrared (IR) spectral
energy distributions (SEDs) indicative of disk configurations such as two-belt disks
(Su and Rieke, 2013), radially truncated disks, and single-temperature (“ring-like”)
large-inner-cavity systems. HD 106906 falls into the last category.
HD 106906 (HIP 59960) is a member of the Lower Centaurus Crux (LCC) association, based on Hipparcos kinematics (de Zeeuw et al., 1999). The cluster has
a mean age of 17 Myr, with an age-spread of ∼ 10 Myr. HD 106906 is a negligi-

bly reddened, pre-main-sequence F5V-type star, with an isochronal age and mass of
13 ± 2 Myr and 1.5 M⊙ (Pecaut et al., 2012).

In this Chapter we present the first discovery of a planetary-mass companion

around a debris-disk-selected star with the Magellan Adaptive Optics (MagAO) +
Clio2 system. In Section 3.2 we describe our observations with the Clio2 and FIRE
instruments. In Section 3.3, we: confirm common proper motion using Gemini NICI
and Hubble Space Telescope archival data; present near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy
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Table 3.1: Summary of Observations.
Date
2013
2013
2013
2013

Inst.
Apr 4
Apr 12
Apr 12
May 1

2004 Dec 1
2011 Mar 21
2011 Mar 21
a
b

Mode

Clio2 ADI
Clio2 ADI
Clio2 ADI
FIRE Track
ACS
NICI
NICI

Track
Track
Track

Rot.
(◦ )
62
9
9
-

Filter
L′
J
KS
J − KS
F 606W
H2
KS

Bandpass
(µm)
3.41 − 4.10
1.17 − 1.33
2.00 − 2.30
1.0 − 2.5

Exposure
(sec)
0.800/0.164a
30/0.164a
0.280
120

Total Int
(min)
80 (19)b
9 (4.5)b
7
8 (4)b

0.47 − 0.71
2.11 − 2.14
2.00 − 2.30

2500
80.2/0.38a
80.2/0.38a

42
1.3
1.3

Exposure times for saturated/unsaturated images.
Because of nodding, field rotation, and/or optical ghosts, “b” was only visible
and/or detected at high S/N in this subset of the data.

of the companion to confirm its cool, young nature; estimate its mass using “hot
start” evolutionary models; place limits on the presence of additional objects; and
discuss the likelihood of interaction with the debris disk surrounding the primary
star.
3.2 Observations and Data Reduction
3.2.1 Clio2
We used the Clio2 1 − 5 µm camera (Sivanandam et al., 2006) behind the new MagAO natural guide star AO system (Close et al., 2013) on the 6.5 m Magellan Clay

telescope. MagAO/Clio2 is optimized for thermal IR wavelengths (3 − 5 µm), where

star-to-planet contrast is minimized (Burrows et al., 1997). Clio2 has a plate scale
of 15.86 ± 0.05 mas px−1 and a field of view (FOV) of 5′′ × 16′′ in the magnification

and subarray mode selected, based on 2013 April 7 astrometric observations of the
central stars of the Trapezium (Close et al., 2012b). There may be systematic errors

from distortion of up to 0.4% in plate scale and 0.◦ 2 in rotation (based on Trapezium
data). Data were obtained on 2013 April 4 and 12; conditions on both nights were
photometric with winds of 7 − 11 m s−1 and seeing of 1′′ or less. Observations were
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taken in Angular Differential Imaging mode (ADI; Marois et al., 2006), with a twoposition nod plus dither pattern (3 − 6′′ nods, ∼ 1′′ dithers). At each nod position,

long science exposures and a short calibration frame were obtained. Further details
are listed in Table 3.1. In the L′ data, the companion was only within the FOV in
one of the two nod positions. In the J data, the companion was contaminated by an
optical ghost in one of the nod positions; these data were discarded.
The data were processed with a custom reduction script1 and aperture photometry was used, following Bailey et al. (2013). The resulting images are shown in
Figure 3.1. At separations of 0.′′ 3 − 3′′ , we fit and removed the contribution from

the stellar point-spread function (PSF) using principal component analysis (PCA)
with 15 principal components, as described in Meshkat et al. (2014). To quantify
the effect of PCA analysis on point sources, artificial planets were injected into the
raw data. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the recovered sources was determined
following Bailey et al. (2013) and was used to infer the 5σ contrast as a function
of separation. Our two-position nod observing strategy resulted in asymmetric sky
coverage and thus decreasing sensitivity at increasing separations.
3.2.2 FIRE
We obtained an NIR spectrum of HD 106906 b on 2013 May 1 with the FoldedPort InfraRed Echellette (FIRE; Simcoe et al., 2013) on the Baade 6.5 m Magellan
telescope (Table 3.1). FIRE simultaneously captures 0.8 - 2.5 µm spectra with
moderate resolution (R = 4800). The FIRE echelle slit is 7′′ long; we chose a slit
width of 0.′′ 75 to accommodate the ∼ 0.′′ 8 seeing. Weather conditions otherwise were

poor with high winds and thin clouds. The data were reduced using the FIRE
reduction pipeline. A faint background contaminant, probably stellar, fell in the slit
at a projected distance of ∼ 2.′′ 5, and was masked during processing. HD 106906 b

was below the detection limit at λ < 1.25 µm in this short observation. Increasing
sky and instrumental backgrounds decreased the data quality at λ > 2.25 µm. The
resulting spectrum (binned to R ∼ 500) is presented in Figure 3.2; the S/N varies
1

For image alignment, the offset for each image was calculated independently.
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between three and six and is highest in the H-band.
3.2.3 Ancillary Observations
To confirm the comoving status and red color of the candidate, we used archival data
from Hubble Space Telescope Advanced Camera for Surveys (HST /ACS). ACS took
coronagraphic observations on 2004 December 1 (program 10330, PI: H. Ford; see
Table 3.1). We used World Coordinate System information encoded in the standard
distortion-corrected ACS archive data products. The primary’s location beneath the
coronagraphic mask was determined from its position relative to several background
stars also seen in a non-coronagraphic acquisition frame; uncertainties in this measurement dominate the astrometric error budget. For photometric measurements
of the companion we analyzed the standard cleaned, flat-fielded ACS archive data
products with the Starfinder PSF fitting routine and TinyTim synthetic PSF.
We also utilized Gemini/NICI data from 2011 March 21 (program GS-2011A-Q44, PI: R. Jayawardhana; see Table 3.1). In this KS and H2 -band snapshot program
of young stars in the Sco-Cen association (Janson et al., 2013b), two images were
obtained per target (long and short exposures). Multiple targets were observed
consecutively, with the stars placed at different locations on the detector; we performed sky subtraction using exposures from the target observed immediately prior
to HD 106906. Images were flat-fielded using calibration data from 2011 March 30
and distortion-corrected using the polynomials provided by the observatory. The
primary was saturated in both broadband KS images, so we instead analyzed the
narrowband H2 images.
3.3 Analysis and Results
3.3.1 Photometry and Astrometry
We determine photometry for each dataset and sensitivity for the Clio2 L′ data.
We find contrasts between primary and companion of ∆L′ = 7.94 ± 0.05, ∆KS =

8.78 ± 0.06, and ∆J = 10.7 ± 0.3 from Clio2 and ∆H2 = 8.70 ± 0.05 from NICI; the
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Figure 3.1: Top row: Clio2 J, Ks , and L′ images, with companion circled. Middle
row: ACS 606W , NICI H2 , and Clio2 L′ full FOV. All image scales are in arcsec as
denoted in the ACS image, with the exception of the Clio2 full FOV. For visualization
purposes, PSF subtraction and an unsharp mask were applied to each Clio image.
Bottom left: Motion in R.A. and decl. relative to HD 106906 A (a comoving object
stays fixed). Coordinates of each object are normalized such that the origin (open
gray square) corresponds to the object’s 2004 position. Open red and blue squares
denote the expected motion of a background object, filled red and blue circles the
observed motion of “b,” and filled brown points the observed motion of three background point sources detected by both ACS and NICI. Bottom right: L′ 5σ contrast
curve derived from PCA analysis.
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errors are dominated by sky/background noise. For the primary’s photometry, we
use Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) values at J, H, and KS , presume H2 ≈ KS ,

and interpolate between the 2MASS and WISE values at L′ .2 Finally, we measure
[606W ] = 24.27 ± 0.03 mag for the companion. All photometry is listed in Table 3.2.

From our PCA reduction, we find L′ 5σ contrasts up to ∼ 10 mag (Figure 3.1).

Three-epoch astrometry indicates that the companion is comoving. With Clio2,

we find a projected separation (ρ) between the centroids of the primary and companion of 7.′′ 11 ± 0.′′ 03 at a position angle (θ) of 307.◦ 3 ± 0.◦ 2. With NICI and ACS,
we measure ρ = 7.′′ 12 ± 0.′′ 02 and θ = 307.◦ 1 ± 0.◦ 1, and ρ = 7.′′ 135 ± 0.′′ 02 and
θ = 307.◦ 05 ± 0.◦ 1, respectively. The expected orbital motion for a circular, face-on

a = 650 AU orbit is 0.◦ 18, below our Clio2 astrometric precision.

The companion’s astrometry is inconsistent with the expected (and observed)
motion of background objects at > 6σ.

The proper motion of HD 106906 is

−38.79 ± 0.58 mas yr−1 and −12.21 ± 0.56 mas yr−1 in R.A. and decl., respectively (van Leeuwen, 2007). Figure 3.1 shows the expected relative motion between

the primary and a background object, along with astrometry for the companion and
three background sources detected by both NICI and ACS (but not by Clio2).
3.3.2 Companion Properties
We constrain the companion’s spectral type, effective temperature, luminosity, and
mass based on its NIR SED and its position in color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs).
Figure 3.2 shows the companion’s NIR SED compared to both field brown dwarfs
(BDs) and young Upper Scorpius (USco) BDs. All spectra are binned to a resolving
power of ∼ 500, and normalized by the average H-band flux (unless otherwise noted).
The companion’s H-band spectrum is somewhat triangular, and indeed it is best

matched by a young L2-type dwarf. Its K-band spectrum, however, is rounded,
more akin to that of an older field L3-type dwarf. We therefore tentatively classify
2

The primary’s KS , W 1, and W 2 magnitudes are equal within errors; we assumed the same

value at L′ . The magnitude derived from our standard star, HD 106965 (Leggett et al., 2003), was
consistent within errors.
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Figure 3.2: HD 106906 b NIR SED (black line) compared to old and young
BD standards, normalized at H-band unless otherwise noted. Left: Field L0L4 BDs. Right, top: USco L0-L2 BDs. Right, bottom: Comparison of bestfit young and field templates, with each band independently normalized. The
H-band spectrum is best matched by the triangular shape of a low surfacegravity L2-type, although its K-band spectrum is better fit by a field L3type. We tentatively classify HD 106906 b as an intermediate-gravity L2.5 ±
1. The field objects are: 2MASSJ0746+2000AB, 2MASSJ0208+2542, Kelu-1AB,
2MASSJ1146+2230AB, and 2MASSJ2224-0158 (Cushing et al., 2005). The USco
objects are: J160606-233513, J160723-221102, and J160603-221930 (Lodieu et al.,
2008).
HD 106906 b as an intermediate surface-gravity L2.5±1. However, a higher S/N
spectrum (including the gravity-sensitive alkali lines in J-band) must be obtained to
confirm this classification.
We estimate the companion’s mass by using a K-band bolometric correction
(BCK ) to derive its luminosity, which may be compared to that predicted by the “hot
start” COND (cloud-free) and DUSTY (cloudy) evolutionary models (Baraffe et al.,
2003; Chabrier et al., 2000). We do not consider “cold start” models, because formation by core accretion is impossible at hundreds of AU, and scattering into the current
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orbit is disfavored (Section 3.3.5). A field L2.5±1 object has Tef f = 1950 ± 200 K

and BCK = 3.32 ± 0.13 (Golimowski et al., 2004). Applying the field BCK yields

log(L/L⊙ ) = −3.64 ± 0.08. From the evolutionary models, this corresponds to a
mass of 11 ± 2 MJup and Tef f of 1800 ± 100 K, using an age of 13 ± 2 Myr. Even if

the system is the mean age of LCC, 17 Myr, the companion remains 13 MJup .

We also investigate the companion’s properties using CMDs at J, KS , and L′
(Figure 3.3). For context, we plot the DUSTY and COND evolutionary model tracks
as well as the photometry of field M- and L-type dwarfs (Leggett et al., 2010) and
other DI low-mass companions. Note that the Leggett et al. (2010) photometry are
K-band, which is typically ∼ 0.1 mag brighter than KS for low-mass objects. In

J versus L′ , the companion falls on the DUSTY track, near several other low-mass
companions (β Pic b, κ And B, 2M0103 B, and 1RXS 1609 b). However, it is much
brighter than these objects at KS , falling blue-ward of the COND track, more similar
to the K − L′ color of early- to mid-L field dwarfs. This behavior may echo that of
the HR 8799 planets and 2M1207 b, which also become blue at KS .

3.3.3 Bound Companion or Free-Floating Cluster Member?
We calculate the probability that HD 106906 b is not bound, but instead a freefloating cluster member with similar proper motion, by estimating the space density
of free-floating BDs in LCC. Because the census of BD cluster members is incomplete,
we extrapolate their space density from the known B star population. We take the 44
known B star cluster members from the Hipparcos catalog (de Zeeuw et al., 1999),
plus an additional 11 likely members, which we believe were spuriously rejected
from the catalog because their space motions are perturbed by binary companions.
Assuming the census of B stars is complete, a Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa,
2001) predicts a total stellar population of 1836 stars above 0.08 M⊙ .
We next scale the total stellar population by an assumed BD fraction. Surveys
of young clusters have found NBD /Nstar ∼ 0.2 (e.g.: Slesnick et al., 2004; Luhman,

2007). If LCC has a similar ratio, then it should contain ∼ 370 BDs below 0.08M⊙ .
Most cluster members are concentrated within ∼ 500 deg2 (de Zeeuw et al., 1999).
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Figure 3.3: Color magnitude diagrams plotting HD 106906 b, field M and L dwarfs
(Leggett et al., 2010), and other young companions. Also plotted are DUSTY and
COND models tracks for 13 Myr, with each point along the tracks corresponding
to a particular mass in Jupiter masses (black text labels). The companion falls
near other low-mass companions in J/L′ space, but is blue at KS . The DI companions plotted are: HR 8799 bcde (Marois et al., 2008a, 2010); 2MASS 1207334393254 b (2M1207 b; Mohanty et al., 2007); 1RXS J160929.1-210524 b (1RXS 1609b;
Lafrenière et al., 2008; Ireland et al., 2011; Bailey et al., 2013); HIP 78530 B
(Lafrenière et al., 2011; Bailey et al., 2013); 2MASS J01033563-5515561 (AB)b,
(2M0103 (AB)b; Delorme et al., 2013); κ And B (Carson et al., 2013); β Pic b
(Lagrange et al., 2010; Bonnefoy et al., 2011, 2013); and 2MASS J012250932439505 B (2M0122 B; Bowler et al., 2013).
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Table 3.2: System properties.
Property
Distance (pc)
Age (M yr) b
AV b
Tef f

a

Spectral type
log(L/L⊙ )
Mass
Separation (′′ )
PA (◦ )
606W
J
KS
H2
L′
W1 g
W2 g
W3 g
W4 g
a

HD 106906 A HD 106906 b
92±6
13±2
0.04±0.02
6516 ± 165 K b 1950 ± 200 K c
1800 ± 100 K d
b
F5V
L2.5±1
b
0.75±0.06
−3.64±0.08
1.5 ± 0.10 M⊙ b 11 ± 2 MJup
7.11±0.03
307.3±0.2
−
24.27±0.03
e
6.95±0.03
17.6±0.3
e
6.68±0.03
15.46±0.06
6.68±0.05 f
15.38±0.07
6.7±0.1
14.6±0.1
6.68±0.04
6.68±0.02
6.59±0.02
4.66±0.03

Hipparcos catalog (van Leeuwen, 2007).
Pecaut et al. (2012)
c
Effective temperature from field dwarf scale.
d
Effective temperature from evolutionary models.
e
2MASS J/H/KS survey. Unresolved.
f
Assumed equal to 2MASS KS .
g
WISE survey. Unresolved.
b
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HD 106906 is one of two LCC members observed in our disk-selected program3 , hence
the probability of a chance alignment within 7” is < 1 × 10−5 . We conclude that
HD 106906 Ab is most likely a bound pair.

3.3.4 Constraints on Additional Companions
No additional point sources are detected in our L′ image. We could detect additional
companions as massive as “b” at projected separations > 0.′′ 38, reaching a background
limit as low as 4 MJup (based on COND models). At larger separations, we achieve a
sensitivity of 5 − 7 MJup . Two low S/N NICI sources (ρ = 9.′′ 6, θ = 236◦ and ρ = 7.′′ 1,

θ = 76◦ ) do not have counterparts in the HST or Clio2 images (the first is not within
the Clio2 L′ FOV). The sources have KS = 19.5 − 20, based on their contrast with

HD 106906 b. From the available data, we cannot determine the nature of either
faint NICI source.
3.3.5 Circumstellar Disk Properties and Companion-Disk Interaction
HD 106906 was selected for DI because it has a large IR excess indicative of a massive
debris disk, and because the shape of the excess’ SED suggests the disk is devoid
of both hot and warm material. Chen et al. (2005) derived a color temperature of
90 K and LIR /L⋆ = 1.4 · 10−3 from 24 and 70 µm broadband photometry. With the
addition of Spitzer Infrared Spectrograph and MIPS-SED spectra, we confirm that

the disk emission is well fit by a blackbody temperature of 95 K, using data up to
∼ 100 µm.

As the disk is not resolved at any wavelength, we estimate its plausible extent from

the dust temperature. Given the stellar parameters of HD 106906 A (Table 3.2), the
inferred dust location is ∼20 AU, assuming blackbody-like grains. The inner radius

(rin ) could be as close as 15 AU for silicate grains with radii of 10 µm. Using a sample

of nine Herschel resolved disk images around early-type stars, Booth et al. (2013)
showed that the measured disk sizes are 1 − 2.5 times larger than the blackbody
3

Interestingly, the other system, HD 95086, also hosts a DI planetary-mass companion

(Rameau et al., 2013a).
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estimates. The discrepancy increases toward later spectral types, reaching a factor
of ∼6 for a G5V-type host (Wyatt et al., 2012). Given the primary’s F5V spectral

type, the outer radius of the disk (rout ) is likely to be <120 AU. We adopt a model
with a 20 − 120 AU dust ring for the following discussion. Future resolved imaging
is required to determine the true extent of the disk.

The HD 106906 system adds to a small but growing sample of DI planetary
systems with debris disks. It has been suggested that the planets in these systems
play a hand in sculpting their debris disks (e.g.: HR 8799, β Pic, HD 95086: Su et al.,
2009; Lagrange et al., 2010; Moór et al., 2013). HD 106906 b could similarly be
shepherding the disk around its primary star if it is on an eccentric orbit; a massive
companion will disrupt disk material between its Hill sphere at periastron and its
Hill sphere at apastron. To gravitationally sculpt the disk’s outer edge at 120 AU,
the companion’s periastron must be 135 AU. Presuming it is at apastron now, the
orbit would require an eccentricity of 0.65. If the disk’s outer radius is smaller, the
companion is not currently at apastron, or the orbit is inclined relative to our line
of sight, the necessary orbital eccentricity would increase.
Two formation mechanisms are typically postulated for wide planetary-mass companions: in situ formation (binary-star-like) or formation in a tight orbit followed
by scattering to a wide orbit (planet-like). Scattering from a formation location
within the current disk is unlikely to have occurred without disrupting the disk
in the process (Raymond et al., 2012).4 We also note that the perturber must be
> 11 MJup ; we do not detect any such object beyond 35 AU (Section 3.3.4), disfavoring formation just outside the disk’s current outer edge. While it is possible that the
companion is in the process of being ejected on an inclined trajectory from a tight
initial orbit, this would require us to observe the system at a special time, which is
unlikely. Thus we believe the companion is more likely to have formed in situ in a
binary-star-like manner, possibly on an orbit eccentric enough for it to clip the disk’s
4

More recent work by Jı́lcová and Zwart (2015) suggests that if a planet with close periastron

passage is even moderately misaligned with the disk (> 20◦ ), the disk can survive for at least 1 Myr.
However, the impact on long-term morphology is not well constrained.
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outer edge. Such eccentric orbits are not uncommon among wide stellar binaries
(Duquennoy and Mayor, 1991). However, binary mass ratios of MB /MA < 10% are
rare (Reggiani and Meyer, 2013), and in this system Mb /MA < 1%, so the formation
process remains somewhat ambiguous.5
3.4 Summary
At 11 ± 2 MJup , HD 106906 b is the first planetary-mass companion discovered with

the new MagAO/Clio2 system, underscoring the power of L′ surveys for detecting

low-mass companions and discriminating against background contaminants. We have
confirmed its cool (spectral type L2.5 ± 1), young nature with NIR spectroscopy and

its comoving status with astrometry over an 8.3 yr baseline. At 650 AU projected
separation, this is one of the widest planetary-mass companions known.
HD 106906 A was targeted because it hosts a massive, ring-like debris disk,
potentially sculpted by a planetary companion. From the disk’s SED, we estimate
rin ∼ 20 AU and rout . 120 AU. The companion would require an orbital eccentricity

> 0.6 to gravitationally sculpt the outer edge of this disk. The presence of a massive

disk around the primary argues against a scattering origin for the companion. We
suggest it is more likely to have formed in situ in a binary-star-like process, though
Mb /MA < 1% is unusually small.
HD 106906 b joins a growing sample of widely separated, planetary-mass and
BD companions whose formation mechanisms are poorly understood. Each additional example is valuable, particularly when additional environmental information
is present (such as the existence and morphology of a circumstellar disk). Future
5

Since the original publication of this Chapter, several groups have made preliminary, as yet

unpublished, findings that may change this interpretation. It appears that the primary star is
in fact an approximately equal mass spectroscopic binary. Furthermore, the debris disk has been
resolved and appears to have an inner edge at roughly 60 AU. The disk is nearly edge-on, with
a position angle that differs from that of the planet by ∼ 20◦ . This system architecture may

well fit into the ejected planet formation scenario, although more theoretical work is necessary to
understand the degree to which a planet with a close periastron passage would disrupt the more
distant ring.
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scattered light or sub-mm observations of the HD 106906 circumprimary disk might
uncover signs of dynamical instabilities and further constrain the system’s formation
process.
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CHAPTER 4
Hole-y Debris Disks Survey Status

As discussed in Section 1.1.2, the Hole-y Debris Disks survey (HDD) is a survey
to search for giant planets (GPs) in systems with gapped or cleared debris disks.
Meshkat et al. (2015) presented a subsample of five objects in this survey observed
with VLT. In this Chapter I discuss the remainder of our unpublished targets, which
were observed with MMT, Gemini South, LBT, and Magellan.
4.1 AO Observations and Data Reduction
We employed multiple AO instruments in the Northern and Southern hemispheres to execute this survey. We observed primarily at L′ -band, because planetto-star contrast is more favorable at these longer wavelengths.

MMT/Clio2,

LBT/LMIRCam, Magellan/MagAO/Clio2, and VLT/NaCo are all L′ -band AO imagers, while GeminiS/NICI is a near-IR (NIR) AO coronagraphic imager and Magellan/MagAO/VisAO is a visible-to-NIR imager. The VLT data and results were
presented in Meshkat et al. (2015); we present the remainder here (see Table 4.1 for
the target list.).
All observations were taken in Angular Differential Imaging (ADI) mode, where
the clocking between the instrument and telescope pupil was fixed (Marois et al.,
2006). Most science exposure times were chosen such that the core of the star was
saturated, in order to increase efficiency (integration time vs. total time) as well as to
increase signal to noise at separations outside 0.′′ 2 – 0.′′ 5. Unsaturated images of the
same target star or another standard star were obtained for calibration. For each target, we first preprocessed with instrument-specific steps to produce cleaned, uniform
data sets; these data sets were then fed into a common PCA pipeline. Therefore,
we organize this section into observations plus preprocessing for each instrument

Table 4.1: Target List. For each target, we list the spectral type and temperature, age and reference, and distance.
Also listed are 2MASS H-band and WISE W 1 apparent magnitudes (Skrutskie et al., 2006; Wright et al., 2010). On
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail, W 1 is a good proxy for L′ -band magnitudes. Distances are calculated from Hipparcos parallax
(van Leeuwen, 2007). We list our adopted age for the purposes of planet sensitivity calculations, as well as the age
range spanned in the literature. Age references: 1–Moór et al. (2011); 2–Rhee et al. (2007); 3–Casagrande et al. (2011);
4–Vican (2012); 5–Zorec and Royer (2012); 6–Meshkat et al. (2013); 7–Brandt et al. (2014); 8–Bailey et al. (2014a);
9–Moór et al. (2009).
HD

HIP

SpT

Tef f

Age

Age

Dist

H

W1

(K)

(Myr)

Ref

(pc)

(mag)

(mag)

16743

12361

F1III/IV

7025

200 [10–1000]

1, 2, 3

60

6.0

6.0

17390

12964

F3IV/V

6900

600 [300–700]

3, 2

45

5.6

5.6

30495

22263

G1.5V

5850

600 [100–1500]

3, 4

13

4.1

4.0

70313

41152

A3V

8500

200 [200–300]

2, 5

51

5.3

5.3

95086

53524

A8V

7550

17 [13–21]

6

92

6.9

6.7

105211

59072

F2V

6900

1500 [1400-1800]

3

20

3.2

–

106591

59774

A3V

8650

500 [500-600]

5, 7

25

3.3

–

106906

59960

F5V

6500

13 [11–15]

8

92

6.8

6.7

141378

77464

A5IV

8400

410 [370–440]

5

49

5.3

5.3

152598

82587

F0V

7000

300 [200–1100]

9, 5, 3

30

4.4

4.6

205674

106741

F4IV

6750

800 [70–900]

1, 2, 3

50

6.3

6.2
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followed by a description of the common PCA processing.
4.1.1 GeminiS/NICI Observations and Data Preprocessing
The Near Infrared Coronagraphic Imager (NICI) is a dual-channel near IR camera
with a coronagraph (Toomey and Ftaclas, 2003; Chun et al., 2008). It was installed
at Gemini South and offered for community access from 2009A to 2013A semesters.
We used the 0.′′ 32 coronagraph, which has a tapered transmission profile extending
to a radius of 0.′′ 5 and central attenuation of 5.7 − 6.4 mag, depending on wavelength

(Wahhaj et al., 2013a, 2014). NICI was designed with two channels to facilitate
simultaneous spectral differential imaging in and out of the H-band methane absorption feature. However, as we were searching for young, massive planets too hot to
have significant methane abundance, we typically chose to send 100% of the light to
a single channel (“blue channel”) and image only in broadband H. The blue channel
plate scale was 18.00 ± 0.15 mas/px, with a FOV of 18.′′ 4. A summary of our NICI

observations is in Table 4.2, including exposure parameters and the total sky rotation
achieved during observation set.

Preprocessing consisted of dark subtraction, flat fielding, repeating amplifier noise
removal, integration time and coadd normalization, distortion correction, and star
centering. Darks and H-band flats were obtained on the nights of May 20, June 11,
June 15, and Oct 16, 2011. From these, we derived a master bad pixel mask; we also
flagged transient bad pixels in individual frames if they deviated from the median
of their neighbors by more than a standard deviation or 50%, whichever was larger.
We replaced bad pixels: by the median of the closest neighbors in the case of isolated
defects; by the image median value then by the median of closest neighbors in the
case of small clusters; or by zero in the case of large clusters (these regions were not
included in subsequent image combinations). We removed repeating amplifier noise
by breaking the image into sections, one per amplifier channel, taking the 2D median,
then subtracting that median from each channel. Next we normalized each image by
the exposure time and number of coadds so that the output was in units of counts
(ADU) per second. Finally, we used the IDL routines provided by the NICI team
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Table 4.2: Summary of NICI Observations.
HD

HIP

16743

12361

30495
95086a

22263
53524

105211

59072

205674

106741

a

Observed
Date UT
2011, Oct 17
2011, Nov 5
2011, Oct 16
2012, Mar 19
2012, Mar 26
2012, Mar 30
2011, May 15
2011, Jun 11
2011, Jun 11
2011, Jun 13

Filter
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Exp. Time
(sec)
9.12 x 6
9.12 x 6
5.32 x 10
11.2 x 5
11.2 x 5
11.2 x 5
1.52 x 27
1.52 x 27
2.66 x 17
2.66 x 17

Tot. Int.
(min)
89
31
44
45
59
59
51
106
118
60

Rotation
(◦ )
60
21
34
18
25
25
29
57
110
57

HD 95086 NICI data are published in Meshkat et al. (2013).

distortion-correct the images. We centered the star in each frame by cross correlating
the PSFs, which were still visible through the partially transmissive coronagraph.
4.1.2 MMT/Clio2 Observations and Data Preprocessing
These data were obtained during the same semester and with a similar observing
strategy and instrument setup to those reported in Section 2.2.2. We observed all
targets at L′ -band, at a plate scale of 29.9 ± 0.1 mas/px (calibrated using May 2010

observations of HIP 88817). Observing sequences were taken in repeating ABAB
10–15′′ nod pairs; each saved image was the sum (“coadd”) of multiple individual
frames, with a typical total time of 20–60 sec. During each saved frame the Position
Angle typically advanced 0.◦ 1 − 0.◦ 2; this is the limit of our PA accuracy. These stars

were much brighter than those observed in Section 2.2.2. To avoid over-saturating

the stellar PSF, we read only subarrays of the detector in order to decrease the
minimum exposure time. Instead of the full 15′′ × 30′′ FOV, we used either 9′′ × 30′′

or 6′′ ×12′′ . The last configuration is in fact two discontinuous 6′′ ×6′′ fields, separated
15′′ center-to-center (see Appendix A). Table 4.3 lists the observing parameters for
each data set, including the detector configuration.
Preprocessing consisted of: nod pair subtraction, crosstalk removal, DC channel
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bias subtraction, bad pixel removal, flat fielding, integration time and coadd normalization, and star centering. Dark, bias, sky, and static bad pixel subtraction were
achieved by differencing nod pairs. The Clio chip was read out in two channels; there
was a ∼ 0.4% crosstalk between channels that created a negative image of the star at

the same position on the other channel, ∼ 15′′ away. There was also a bright stripe
of similar order of magnitude in any column intersecting the star. We corrected

for both of these effects after nod-subtracting the data. Additionally, each channel
had a small and variable DC offset, which we set to zero for each frame under the
assumption that the sky flux was constant between nod pairs. We corrected for bad
pixels using the same methodology as for NICI data (Section 4.1.1). We corrected
for flat fielding effects from chip defects (regions of the chip with lower sensitivity)
only. The pixel-to-pixel variations were smaller than other sources of random and
systematic noise in ADI reduction, and so were ignored. Similar to the NICI procedure, we normalized by integration time and number of coadded images to produce
normalized images in ADU per second. Finally, we centered the star in each frame.
In this case PSF centroiding, as opposed to cross-correlation, was sufficient.
4.1.3 LBT/LBTI/LMIRCam Observations and Data Preprocessing
LMIRCam data were obtained on November 5, 2012 in L′ imaging mode. LBTI is
fixed with respect to the telescope; therefore all observations with this instrument
are in ADI mode. The plate scale is 10.7 mas/px, with a total FOV of 11′′ × 11′′

(Skemer et al., 2014). Observing sequences consisted of ∼ 5′′ ABAB nod pairs, each

nod position lasting several minutes, with small dithers in between nod pairs. As
with Clio observations, we increased exposure time to increase efficiency, even though
this caused the stellar PSF to saturate out to a radius of ∼ 0.′′ 1. We observed the L′

standard star HD 18881 (Leggett et al., 2003) for photometric and PSF calibration.
Table 4.4 lists the observing parameters for HD 17390.
During the Fall 2012 semester, an improperly set bias voltage caused non-linearity
effects at both low and high flux levels (Skemer et al., 2014). The linearity correction
affects only the photon flux, so images must first be dark-subtracted. Furthermore,
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Table 4.3: Summary of MMT/Clio2 Observations.
HD

HIP

70313

41152

106591

59774

141378
152598

77464
82587

a

Observed
Filter
Date UT
2011, Mar 18
L′
2011, Mar 19
L′
2011, Apr 17
L′
2011, Apr 18e
L′
2011, Apr 18e
L′
2011, Apr 22
L′
2011, Apr 20h L′
2011, Jun 21
L′

Exp. Time
(ms)a
250c
200d
150/43
150/43
43f
43g
150/43
200i

Tot. Int.
(min)
33
18
65
48
56
31
100
50

Rotation
(◦ )
47
31
64
40
88
32
60
13

Detector
Formatb
S
S
St
St
St
St
St
St

Sat/Unsat exposure times.
All observations were taken in the coarse platescale (30 mas/px). Detector subarrays
(as described in Appendix A) are: F = Full; S = Strip; St = Stamp; SSt = Substamp.
c
No unsat frames. Use standard HD 84800 from same night.
d
No unsat frames or standard. Use standard HD 84800 from Mar 18.
e
High winds.
f
No unsat frames. Use HD 70313 or FS 138 unsats from same night.
g
No unsat frames. Use FS 138 unsats from same night.
h
Moderate seeing.
i
No unsat frames. Use HD 203856 unsats from same night.
b
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Table 4.4: Summary of LBT/LMIRCam Observations.
HD

HIP

17390

12964

a

Observed
Date UT
2012, Nov 5

Filter
L′

Exp. Time
(ms)
1500a

Tot. Int.
(min)
105

Rotation
(◦ )
30

No unsat frames. Use standard star HD 18881.

each of LMIRCam’s readout channels has a small, varying DC bias that is not subtracted via the dark frame. We measured this DC bias offset using the overscan
pixels. Then, for each of LMIRCam’s readout channels, we took the median value of
that channel for each exposure time in the linearity dataset and fit these values with
a fourth degree polynomial. On the night our target was observed, the linearity calibrations were taken for only low-to-intermediate flux levels, so we could not correct
pixels with flux about ∼60% full well. In the valid flux regime, the polynomial fits

corrected the linearity data to within 2%. However, given the uncertainty related

to the misbehaving bias voltage, we presume a conservative systematic uncertainty
of 10% in subsequent analysis. Note that for long exposure science data, where the
core of the primary star was saturated, we were able to linearity-correct all pixels
outside of the first Airy ring. The flux in short exposure photometric calibration
science frames was within the valid linearity regime.
Preprocessing of the science frames consisted of: dark and DC bias subtraction,
linearization, nod pair subtraction, and bad pixel correction. After dark and bias
subtraction and linearization, we differenced nod pairs to subtract the sky background. Bad pixels were corrected with the same procedure as described in Section
4.1.1. Flat fielding was not performed because the effects were small compared to
systematic uncertainties in the linearity correction. Next, we co-aligned the primary
star’s PSF in each image using cross correlation. Finally, we ignored pixels on or
within the first Airy ring because of the issue with linearity correction at high flux.
However, we could not have achieved high contrast inside this separation regardless
of linearity correction, due to the small amount of rotation in this dataset (∼ 30◦ ). In
other words, at separations where we reached contrasts sufficient to detect low-mass
companions, our linearity correction was valid.
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Table 4.5: Summary of MagAO/Clio2 Observations.
HD

HIP

106906c 59960

205674
a
b

c

106741

Observed
Date UT
2013, Apr 4
2013, Apr 12
2013, Apr 12
2014, Nov 17

Filter
L′
J
KS
KS

Exp. Time
(ms)a
800/164
30,000/280
280/164
280/43

Tot. Int.
(min)
33
18
65
2

Rotation
(◦ )
47
31
64
1

Detector
Formatb
S
F
F/S
F/St

Sat/Unsat exposure times.
All observations were taken in the fine platescale (16 mas/px). Detector subarrays
(as described in Appendix A) are: F = Full; S = Strip; St = Stamp; SSt = Substamp.
See Chapter 3

4.1.4 MagAO/Clio2 Observations and Data Preprocessing
Clio2 is the long wavelength channel of the MagAO system, imaging at > 1 µm. As
these Clio2 data were obtained with a similar instrument configuration and observing
strategy as those reported in Section 3.2.1, refer to that section for details on the
MagAO/Clio2 camera. The parameters for each observation set are listed in Table
4.5. Preprocessing of these data followed the same procedure outlined in 4.1.2.
4.1.5 MagAO/VisAO Observations and Data Preprocessing
VisAO is the short wavelength science channel of the MagAO system, capable of
AO imaging at 0.5–1 µm (Close et al., 2012a). The plate scale is 7.9 mas/px, with
a FOV of 8.′′ 1. On May 18, 2015, we used VisAO to obtain follow-up ADI observations of the candidate sources from the NICI HD 105211 dataset. See Table 4.6
for observation parameters. Observations were curtailed by weather, and less than
one hour of integration at z ′ was obtained. We anticipated that most, if not all,
of the candidates were background stars (Section 4.2.2); stellar spectra are on the
Rayleigh-Jeans tail at NIR wavelengths, so the shorter wavelength capabilities of
VisAO made it better suited to detecting background stars than Clio2. We chose the
z ′ filter (λIso = 0.91 µm), because it optimized the balance between increasing stellar
flux and CCD efficiency at shorter wavelengths versus increasing AO performance at
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Table 4.6: Summary of MagAO/VisAO Observations.
HD

HIP

105211

59072

a

Observed
Date UT
2015, May 18

Filter
z′

Exp. Time
(ms)
2272a

Tot. Int.
(min)
47

Rotation
(◦ )
24

Unsats were taken with same exposure time, using a neutral density filter.

longer wavelengths.1 A summary of our observations is in Table 4.6.
Preprocessing consisted only of dark subtraction. Distortion was negligible compared to the expected relative motion of background stars in this dataset: ∼ 0.′′ 15

in both R.A. and decl. (> 5 FWHM). As precision photometry was not needed, we
did not correct for flat field, bad pixel, and non-linearity effects. A five-point dither
pattern spanning ∼ 0.′′ 4 was used, and all images were coaligned before PCA processing. The primary star was severely saturated in the 2.3 sec exposures, so the
data suffered CCD bleeding near the primary2 . Therefore, we aligned the images by
calculating the centroid of an unsaturated filter ghost ∼ 1.3.′′ from the primary PSF.

We then determined the offset between the ghost and primary PSF using the spider
arm diffraction spikes (based on Wang et al. (2014); Pueyo et al. (2015)).
4.1.6 PCA processing
After each data-set was pre-processed with the instrument-specific scripts, the data
were fed into a common high-contrast reduction pipeline. We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA; Amara and Quanz, 2012; Soummer et al., 2012) to synthesize
a model of the PSF in each long exposure science frame, or “target image,” using the other images from the observation as a training set. PCA creates a set of
“eigenimages” that are linearly combined to create a model of the PSF in the target
image. Quasi-static instrumental “speckles” vary on timescales of minutes to hours.
Therefore, the best training set is comprised of images taken most closely in time to
1

Although Clio2 L′ data were obtained simultaneously during a subset of these VisAO observa-

tions, there was insufficient time to reach the sensitivity necessary to detect any of the candidate
companions.
2
CCD bleeding did not extend into the regions with candidates.
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the target image. However, the planet is also present in these same images. Unless
we choose a training set where the sky rotation has moved the planet away from its
position in the target image, the planet will be “built in” to the PSF model and will
be removed. Hence, in order to avoid self-subtracting the planet flux, only images
where the sky has rotated at least 0.5–0.75 FWHM at the inner edge of the PCA
analysis region are included in the training set. The exceptions were data sets with
< 20◦ rotation, where we decreased the rotation tolerance at the inner edge of the
PCA annulus to 0.25 FWHM. This increased the amount of self-subtraction at the
inner working angle.
We reduced each data set with two independent PCA pipelines to search for point
sources and vet against reduction artifacts. In each pipeline, we varied the number
of PCs from 5–10% the number of data frames, to check whether any candidate point
sources persisted with variable numbers of PCs. The 5σ contrast curve was calculated
with the same method used in Section 3.2.1. Self-subtraction was quantified by
injecting artificial planets into the raw data, before PCA processing. Their flux
attenuation in the final images was measured and used to correct the raw contrast
curves for throughput, as described in Meshkat et al. (2014).
4.1.7 Disk SEDs and Properties from Spitzer Data
The observations and methods were described in Meshkat et al. (2015) and summarized in Section 1.1.2. To review: we used unresolved Spitzer 10–70 µm SEDs (as well
as Herschel data where available) and modeled the disks as one- or two-temperature
rings. We then mapped the temperature to physical location for blackbody grains.
4.2 Results
We present the debris disks model parameters as well as the giant planet detection
limits for each of the eleven systems discussed in this Chapter. In the entire survey
of fifteen stars, we detected three systems with candidate companions: HD 105211,
HD 106906, and HD 205674. A fourth system in our survey, HD 95086, was found to
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Table 4.7: Disk properties. The temperatures and locations for each disk component
are listed. Values in parentheses indicate tentative detections of warm components.
HD
16743
17390
30495
70313
95086a
105211
106591
106906b
141378
152598
205674
a
b

Belt Temp
(K)
150/50
150/50
65
150/60
175/55
(150)/45
300
95
150/55
110
(100)/50

BB Rad
(AU)
8/70
9/80
60
8/50
7/60
(6)/70
5
20
7/50
9
(12)/50

BB Rad
(′′ )
0.15/1.2
0.2/1.8
4.5
0.15/1.0
0.08/0.7
(0.3)/3.5
0.2
0.2
0.15/1.0
0.3
(0.25)/1.0

Su et al. (2015)
Bailey et al. (2014a); Chen et al. (2014)

LIR /L∗
5.1 × 10−4
2.4 × 10−4
3.6 × 10−5
8.5 × 10−5
1.5 × 10−3
6.7 × 10−5
1 × 10−5
1 × 10−3
9.3 × 10−5
2 × 10−5
3.5 × 10−4

host a planet by Rameau et al. (2013b). However, because the planet is unusually red
for its temperature, we did not detect it in our NICI H-band data (Meshkat et al.,
2013). In all other systems, we did not detect any candidate companions, and we
present the detection limits for each.
4.2.1 Disk Parameters
For each disk, we calculated one or two best-fit blackbody temperatures as well as
their corresponding radii. The results are listed in Table 4.7, and the SEDs for the
individual disks are shown in the following figures. We remind the reader that the
blackbody radii for the disks are lower limits on the disk locations; with smaller
(superheated) grains, the disk locations may be up to a factor of five further away
(Wyatt et al., 2012; Booth et al., 2013).
4.2.2 Candidate Substellar Companions
HD 105211: This system is in the Galactic Plane; as a result, there were many
candidate companions in our NICI H-band data. Figure 4.7 shows the PCA reduction
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Figure 4.1: HD 16743 and HD 30495 disk SEDs (left and right panels). Blue diamonds are Spitzer MIPS 24 and 70 µm photometry; small green dots are Spitzer
IRS spectra; and open purple squares are Spitzer MIPS-SED data. When available,
filled purple diamonds are Herschel PACS photometry and open red points or upper
limits are IRAS photometry. Blue and red dashed lines are the best fit cold and hot
BB components, respectively. The black line is the combined flux from the cold and
hot components (when applicable).

Figure 4.2: Left: HD 70313 disk SED; symbols are the same as in Figure 4.1; Right:
HD 95086 disk SED, including warm and cold disks plus a halo of small grains
(Su et al., 2015). APEX/870 µm is the blue open square.
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Figure 4.3: HD 105211 and HD 106591 disk SEDs (left and right panels). Symbols
are the same as in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.4: HD 106906 and HD 141378 disk SEDs (left and right panels). Symbols
are the same as in Figure 4.1. HD 106906 also includes SEDs for additional grain
properties.
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Figure 4.5: HD 152598 and HD 205674 disk SEDs (left and right panels). Symbols
are the same as in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.6: HD 17390 disk SED. Symbols are the same as in Figure 4.1.
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of the inner 10′′ , with numerous candidates visible. In the background-limited regime,
the magnitude limit was H = 20.2, or roughly 10 − 15 MJup for this older system.

Our second epoch was taken with VisAO at z ′ , rather than at with Clio2 at L′ , as

discussed in Section 4.1.5. This choice ensured that we could detect low-mass stellar
companions and background stellar contaminants. Furthermore, with multiple source
detections, we were able to verify the accuracy of our relative astrometric solutions for
VisAO and NICI. However, both faint or very heavily extincted background stars as
well as low-mass brown dwarf or planetary candidates were below VisAO’s detection
limit in the available time. Hence, this system would benefit from another epoch of
deep H or L′ -band imaging.
Within 4′′ of the primary, the VisAO z ′ data were sufficiently sensitive to detect
three of the NICI candidates. In the NICI data, these three candidates were located
at [ρ, θ] = [3.′′ 32, 327.6◦ ], [3.′′ 29, 138.9◦ ], and [1.′′ 49, 95.5◦ ]. In the VisAO data, these
three candidates each moved by −0.′′ 15 ± 0.′′ 02 in R.A. and 0.′′ 14 ± 0.′′ 02 in decl., con-

sistent with the expected motion [R.A., decl.] = [−0.′′ 14, 0.′′ 15] of background objects.

The VisAO FOV was 8′′ × 8′′ , so we cannot comment on the nature of any candidates
more than 4′′ from the star.

HD 106906: We confirmed the planet-mass companion HD 106906 b; this discovery paper is presented in Chapter 3.
HD 205674: In June 2011 NICI H-band imaging, we detected a candidate
with a contrast ∆H = 10.3 mag at ρ = 8.′′ 35 ± 0.′′ 02 and θ = 337.◦ 9 ± 0.◦ 05. See
Figure 4.7. This candidate would have been an intermediate mass brown dwarf at

a projected separation of 430 AU. In November 2014 Clio follow-up imaging, we
measured ∆KS = 10.15 mag at ρ = 8.′′ 42 ± 0.′′ 025, θ = 340.◦ 7 ± 0.◦ 3. This the relative
motion between the two epochs was ∆[R.A., decl.] = [−210, +360] ± [30, 40] mas.

The error bars account for measurement error and systematic errors in the plate scale
and orientation. This motion is equivalent, within errors, to the predicted relative
proper motion of a background object: ∆[R.A., decl.] = [−191, +357] ± [3, 2] mas.

Furthermore, the change in position angle of ∼ 3◦ in 3.5 yr is too fast for a bound

orbit at 430 AU. Therefore, we conclude that this candidate is a background object.
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Figure 4.7: Images of HD 105211, HD 205674, and candidate companions. Left: NICI
H-band image of HD 105211; FOV = 10′′ . The stellar PSF has been subtracted; this
processing produces the dark “wings” on either side of the other point sources. The
three sources also detected in VisAO follow-up are circled. None are common proper
motion. Right: NICI H-band image of HD 205674 A (upper left) and candidate BD
companion (lower right) ∼ 8′′ away. The candidate was detected in Clio2 follow-up
and is not common proper motion.
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4.2.3 Detection Limits
Here we present the final images for each previously unpublished observation, as well
as the corresponding 5σ contrast limits. We translate contrast into planet sensitivity
using BT-Settl evolutionary models (Allard et al., 2012), assuming system ages and
primary star photometry from Table 4.1. We then compare to the SED-inferred
disk locations. The closest possible location for the disk edge is that of blackbody
grains; in the following figures we plot the blackbody grain location as well as a
representative factor of three range to illustrate plausible edge locations for more
realistic grain properties. For clarity, if the disk has two components, only the
location of the outer component is shown.
Our NICI data reach typical contrasts of H = [12, 13, 14.5, 15.5] mag at separations of [0.′′ 75, 1′′ , 1.′′ 5, 2′′ ]; see Figures 4.21 and 4.22. At the inner edge of the cold
disks, our observations are sensitive to high mass giant planets or low mass brown
dwarfs. Near-IR observations are not as sensitive to old, cold planets as thermal-IR
observations are, so the mass sensitivity is worse for the older HD 105211 system
than for the younger systems.
Our MMT/Clio data reach typical contrasts of L′ = [7, 10, 11, 11.5] mag at separations of [0.′′ 5, 1′′ , 1.′′ 5, 2′′ ]. See Figures 4.23 and 4.24. The Clio raw contrasts are
lower than the NICI raw contrasts for several reasons. First, the MMT AO system
corrected fewer spatial modes (∼ 55 vs ∼ 80). Second, L′ data become background-

limited at a smaller raw contrast due to the bright sky background. Lastly, the
angular size of the Clio PSF is larger due to the longer wavelength and smaller telescope diameter. Nonetheless, because the planet-to-star contrast is more favorable
at L′ than H, the mass sensitivity at a given separation is comparable in many cases.
At the inner edges of the HD 70313 and HD 141378 cold disks, our data are sensitive to low-mass brown dwarfs and giant planets, respectively. The HD 106591 and
HD 152598 disks are only 0.′′ 2–0.′′ 3 in (blackbody) radius, and we categorize them as

potentially truncated by companions orbiting outside the disk. At the disk edges, the
observations were severely contrast-limited, resulting in sensitivities only to low-mass
stellar companions.
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Our LBT/LMIRCam L′ dataset achieves a much higher contrast than the
MMT/Clio datasets: [11, 12.5, 13, 13.5] mag at [0.′′ 4, 0.′′ 6, 0.′′ 8, 1′′ ]. See Figure
4.25. For the HD 17390 system, this translates to a disk-edge detection limit of
∼ 5MJup . This improvement is primarily due to the improved AO technology imple-

mented at LBT (discussed in Chapters 5 and 6) that delivers higher-quality, more
stable images. A secondary effect is the increased aperture diameter (8.4 m vs 6.5 m);
LBT has both a greater collecting area and a smaller diffraction-limited resolution.
The detection limits for several datasets are not presented here.

The Ma-

gAO/Clio2 HD 106906 contrast curve was already published (Bailey et al., 2014a)
and is presented in Section 3.2.1. The MagAO/Clio2 observations of HD 205674 had
insufficient rotation and integration for PCA analysis. Finally, no MagAO/VisAO
contrast curve of HD 105211 was calculated, because these 0.9 µm observations
were intended to measure relative proper motion of background stellar contaminants,
rather than to place meaningful detection limits on planet-mass companions.
4.3 Summary
We have presented the remainder of the disk parameters, imaging, and planet detection limits from the Hole-y Debris Disks survey. The survey consisted of fifteen
targets in total, whose circumstellar debris disks have SED-indicated gaps, inner
clearings, or outer truncations that might be cleared by one or more giant planets.
In this Chapter, we modeled each debris disk as a composite of one or two rings,
based on the disks’ 10–100 µm SEDs. We also presented new planet detection limits for our nine remaining unpublished systems, based on data from from several
instruments: MMT/Clio, Magellan/Clio, GeminiS/NICI, and LBT/LMIRCam.
At the location of the disk edges, we are typically sensitive to high-mass planets
or low-mass brown dwarf companions. These sensitivity limits allow us to rule out
intermediate brown dwarfs as the primary cause of disk gaps. A candidate brown
dwarf companion around HD 205674 was determined to be a background source.
Multiple candidate companions around HD 105211 were detected in NICI H-band
imaging; three of these were detected in a second epoch observation with VisAO at
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HD 70313

Figure 4.8: Clio L′ -band images of HD 70313. Plain stack of full frames, with unsharp
mask and 3×3 binning applied for visualization purposes. FOV = 45′′ × 25′′ , rotated
to North Up / East Left orientation. Dark patches are residuals from nod subtraction
and detector crosstalk. Left: UT March 18, 2011. Right: UT March 19, 2011.

HD 70313

n110318

HD 70313

n110319

Figure 4.9: Clio L′ -band PCA images of HD 70313; observation date is listed in the
upper right. PCA processed; only the final image using 30 PC is shown. FOV =
6′′ × 6′′ , rotated to North Up / East Left orientation.
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HD 70313

n110417

HD 70313

n110418

Figure 4.10: Clio L′ -band PCA images of HD 70313; observation date is listed in the
upper right. PCA processed; only the final image using 30 PC is shown. FOV =
6′′ × 6′′ , rotated to North Up / East Left orientation.

HD 106591

n110418

HD 106591

n110422

Figure 4.11: Clio L′ -band PCA images of HD 106591; observation date is listed
in the upper right. PCA processed; only the final image using 30 PC is shown.
FOV = 6′′ × 6′′ , rotated to North Up / East Left orientation.
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HD 141378

n110420

HD 152598

n110621

Figure 4.12: Clio L′ -band PCA images of HD 141378 and HD 152598; observation
date is listed in the upper right. PCA processed; only the final image using 30 PC
is shown. FOV = 6′′ × 6′′ , rotated to North Up / East Left orientation.

HD 30495
Figure 4.13: NICI H-band images of HD 30495 from October 2011, rotated to North
Up / East Left orientation. Left: Plain stack of full frames, with unsharp mask
and 3×3 binning applied for visualization purposes. FOV = 30′′ × 30′′ . Right: PCAprocessed frames; only the result using the greatest number of Principal Components
is shown. FOV = 10′′ × 10′′ .
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HD 16743
Figure 4.14: NICI H-band images of HD 16743 from October 2011. Panels are the
same format as Figure 4.13, except that the colorbar range has been reduced by a
factor of five.

HD 16743
Figure 4.15: NICI H-band images of HD 16743 from November 2011. Panels are the
same format as Figure 4.13, except that the colorbar range has been reduced by a
factor of five.
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HD 105211
Figure 4.16: NICI H-band images of HD 105211 from May 2011, with multiple
candidate companions visible. Panels are the same format as Figure 4.13.

HD 105211
Figure 4.17: NICI H-band images of HD 105211 from June 2011. Panels are the
same format as Figure 4.13.
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HD 205674
Figure 4.18: NICI H-band images of HD 205674 and candidate companion from June
11, 2011. Panels are the same format as Figure 4.13, except that the colorbar range
has been reduced by a factor of 2.5.

HD 205674
Figure 4.19: NICI H-band images of HD 205674 from June 13, 2011. Panels are the
same format as Figure 4.13, except that the colorbar range has been reduced by a
factor of 2.5.
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Figure 4.20: HD 17390 Nov 5, 2012 LMIRCam L′ data, PCA processed. FOV is 3.′′ 2
across. No candidates are detected in this image or the full frame image.

Figure 4.21: Left and Right panels: HD 16743 and HD 30495 NICI results. Black
curve is the 5σ contrast limit for the PCA processed image, corrected for PCA selfsubtraction. Only the most sensitive night of data is shown for each target. Each
contrast curve has been translated into planet sensitivity using BT-Settl models of
ages listed in Table 4.1. The thick blue line is the blackbody radius for the disk
component, and the shaded region is the range of possible disk radii for realistic
grain properties. In the case of two-component disks, only the cold components are
plotted.
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Figure 4.22: Left and Right panels: HD 105211 and HD 205674 NICI contrast curves,
planet detection limits, and disk location. See Figure 4.21 for a description of the
plotted quantities.

Figure 4.23: Left and Right panels: HD 70313 and HD 106591 MMT/Clio contrast
curves, planet detection limits, and disk location. See Figure 4.21 for a description
of the plotted quantities. The blackbody radius of the possibly externally-truncated
HD 106591 disk (0.′′ 2) is not shown, because it is interior to the region with a valid
contrast curve.
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Figure 4.24: Left and Right panels: HD 141378 and HD 152598 MMT/Clio contrast
curves, planet detection limits, and disk location. See Figure 4.21 for a description
of the plotted quantities. The blackbody radius of the possibly externally-truncated
HD 152598 disk is 0.′′ 3.

Figure 4.25: HD 17390 LMIRCam contrast curve, planet detection limit, and cold
disk component location. See Figure 4.21 for a description of the plotted quantities.
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z ′ and were not comoving. In most data sets we were limited not by sensitivity but
by contrast. This implies that re-observing these targets with the newest generation
AO systems (LBTIAO, GPI, SPHERE, SCExAO, MagAO) would yield a substantial
improvement (cutting the mass limit at the disk edge in half in some cases). Some
of these targets are indeed included in surveys currently being conducted with these
instruments, and a reanalysis of the hole-y disk sample with these new datasets would
be beneficial.
In the entire survey of fifteen targets, we discovered one planet-mass companion
(HD 106906 b; Bailey et al., 2014a) and placed limits on another that was independently discovered after our survey began (HD 95086 b; Rameau et al., 2013b;
Meshkat et al., 2013). Although multiple, undetectable, Neptune-mass planets can
carve a disk gap as effectively as one or more massive GPs (e.g.: Faber and Quillen,
2007), two stars in our disk gap-selected survey are now known to host GPs. While
our sample size is too small to draw any firm conclusions, these preliminary results
point to the utility of this selection technique. Future analysis with improved instrumentation and increased sample sizes will better test this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 5
Characterization of Synthetic Reconstructors for the Pyramid Wavefront Sensor
Unit of LBTI

The last three Chapters have detailed the application of high-contrast imaging to
our understanding of other planetary systems. The next Chapters discuss how these
high-contrast observations can be achieved, focusing specifically on the Adaptive
Optics system for the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer.
In this Chapter, we present pre-commissioning results of the Pyramid Wavefront
Sensor (PWFS) for the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI). The system is a near-clone of the wavefront sensor developed at Arcetri Observatory for
the LUCIFER instrument. We discuss the performance of simulated reconstructors
during preliminary on-sky testing at the MMT. These reconstructors were generated
with the code AOSim2, a customizable end-to-end simulator of a telescope and its
AO system. We used the 3-5 µm imager Clio to take fast exposures at 3.8 µm, from
which we calculated Strehl Ratios (SR) for each PWFS configuration and for the
Shack-Hartmann (SHWFS) system currently installed. We obtained instantaneous
SR at 3.8 µm as high as 60% for the PWFS as compared to 65% mean for the
SHWFS. We identify improvements which will increase the SR in future implementations. These tests demonstrate the feasibility of commissioning a PWFS wavefront
sensor on LBTI using a synthetic reconstructor.
This Chapter was published in Bailey et al. (2010), and is reproduced here with minor modifications.
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5.1 Introduction
Pyramid Wavefront Sensors (PWFSs) are a powerful addition to the Adaptive Optics
(AO) wavefront sensing artillery, as discussed in Section 1.2.4. Both the modulation
amplitude and subaperture binning may be adjusted in real time in order to optimize
performance. Each change to the subaperture binning or PSF modulation requires
a new reconstructor calibration, however. The process of physically generating the
reconstructors is time consuming at best and impossible at worst. For example, the
convex deformable secondary of the (Cassegrain) Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT)
cannot be artificially illuminated while on the telescope and must be removed for calibration (Stalcup et al., 2008). Even at the (Gregorian) Large Binocular Telescope
(LBT), with its concave deformable secondary, artificial source setup and reconstructor generation are time-consuming. It is therefore expedient to develop a system for
synthesizing reconstructors in simulation (ie: creating “synthetic reconstructors”).
In this paper we discuss laboratory and on-sky tests of LBTI’s Pyramid Wavefront
Sensor Unit. We present on-sky tests of synthetic reconstructors created using the
AO simulation software, AOSim2. In Section 5.2.1 we describe the laboratory setup
used in preliminary testing of the PWFS. Section 5.2.2 details the simulation used to
derive the synthetic reconstructor for use on the MMT; the MMT setup is described
in Section 5.2.3. In Section 5.3 we investigate closed-loop results for the synthetic
reconstructors and compare performance to the currently-installed Shack-Hartmann
system. Commissioning plans for the LBT are listed in Section 5.4.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Laboratory Setup
We conducted preliminary tests of the PWFS hardware and software using a laboratory setup designed to simulate the telescope front optics and deformable mirror
(DM). A white light fiber source was collimated and reflected off a small, 52-actuator
AlpAO DM before being refocused to an f/15 beam and fed into the PWFS. The
LBTI PWFS hardware shown in Fig. 1.5. In the lab, we applied low-order Zernike
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modes to the DM in order to observe the response of the PWFS. The primary goal
was to confirm operation of the readout hardware and determine data formatting in
order to ensure the simulated reconstructor could properly interface with the MMT
system.
5.2.2 AOSim2
AOSim2 is a comprehensive simulation of the telescope, AO, and science instrument
system which was developed at the University of Arizona. It is designed to create synthetic reconstructors for a given hardware configuration and to predict the
performance of the AO system against atmospheric wavefront distortions, as seen
by a science instrument. Analogous software packages include CAOS and YAO. A
synthetic reconstructor is created in simulation by modeling modes on the mirror,
recording the simulated slope response from the WFS, and using singular value decomposition (SVD) to create the reconstructor. The same SVD procedure can be
used to generate reconstructors in test towers or on-site.
The code is object-oriented, and therefore easily adapted to simulate multiple
AO systems with varying configurations. In order to switch systems, the user must
input a new DM actuator map, primary mirror geometry, WFS subaperture mask,
and WFS detector specifications. The user may also choose the wavelength for
wavefront sensing and for the science instrument. The MMT SHWFS system had
been successfully modeled and the synthetic reconstructor tested on-sky, prior to
these PWFS tests.
For our application, we created code to simulate the optical properties of a PWFS
and corresponding readout hardware. We imported the pupil mask created in lab or
on sky directly into the simulation, in order to precisely match the slopes calculated
by the readout software. We added the option to use a simple, discrete modulation
approximation in our simulated reconstructors. We offset the PSF core four times in
a square pattern, once into each pyramid quadrant, and coadded the four resulting
detector reads into a final image before calculating slopes.1
1

Before this tool could be used to synthesize higher-order reconstructors, a more accurate sim-
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We chose to use a Zernike polynomial modal basis to create our synthetic reconstructor. This allowed us to test system operation first with lower order reconstructors such as tip/tilt before loading a full reconstructor. Our full reconstructor was
created with Zernike modes 1-9 (55 total modes), comparable to the 56 mirror-mode
reconstructor used with the current SH system. The results discussed in Section 5.3
are from full order reconstructors.
5.2.3 MMT Setup
We modified the MMT AO system to accept input from the PWFS while recording
concurrent data from the SHWFS, and vice versa. A dichroic passed all light longer
than 1.1 µm to the science instrument; all shorter wavelengths were sent to the
wavefront sensors. A 50/50 beam splitter divided the incoming light equally between
the two sensors. Figure 5.1 diagrams the closed loop software used at the MMT. See
Vaitheeswaran et al. (2008) for a more detailed description of the SH software.
We selected a frequency of 527Hz for the SHWFS system and 197.06Hz for the
PWFS. The slower PWFS framerate was chosen because we were continuously exporting and saving slope and reconstructed position data from the unit, which was
not originally intended to have this capability. A faster framerate can be achieved
when slope and reconstructed position data are not exported, but merely sent to
the DM. During data analysis, we found neither the SHWFS or PWFS was running at full speed. Using spectral decomposition of SHWFS slopes and matching to
known vibrational modes of the telescope, we determined the SHWFS frequency to
be 195Hz. We found the PWFS to be running at approximately half speed as well.
The PWFS optical configuration was unchanged between lab tests and mounting
on the MMT. We used an artificial fiber-fed source to align and register the system.
By placing an asymmetric obstruction in the artificial source beam and comparing
the corresponding reconstructed actuator positions of the SHWFS and PWFS systems, we determined the correct clocking and sign of the PWFS reconstructor. We
completed alignment and focusing of the PWFS on sky. Figure 5.2 shows a sample
ulation of continuous, circular modulation must be implemented.
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Figure 5.1: MMT closed loop software for SHWFS and PWFS systems. Slopes and
reconstructed positions could be read from both systems simultaneously, but the
loop was closed using positions from only one of the two sensors at a time.
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Figure 5.2: Example PWFS pupil images from MMT tests. Left: Evenly, equally
illuminated pupils indicated proper alignment. Right: Intensity concentrated at
inner quadrants of the pupils was indicative of focus error.
pupil image of the aligned system. The final aligned pupils were 22 px in diameter.
We used Clio, a 3-5 µm instrument, to image our targets in open loop, SHWFS
closed loop, and PWFS closed loop.2 At L’ (3.8 µm) we took 3ms exposures in order
to temporally resolve the target on the order of the closed loop framerate. The field
of view for these images was ∼1.6” square. We chose targets between mV 6.5 and
7.5, where mV is the apparent magnitude in V band.

In preliminary testing we loaded a tip/tilt reconstructor to verify clocking between
our reconstructor and the DM. We nodded the telescope by 0.6” several times in
succession and found the reconstructor compensated up to the limit of the actuators’
maximum pitch. The correction was verified by observing the illumination pattern of
the PWFS pupils. We saw partial pupil illumination when the star was first nodded,
quickly followed by even illumination as the star was returned to the center of the
WFS field.
In 55 mode testing, we loaded synthetic reconstructors with no modulation (R0),
2

Concurrent SHWFS, PWFS, and PSF data such as these can be used in development of post-

processing pipelines for speckle reduction.
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modulation of approximately 0.5λ/D (R 12 Dλ ), and modulation of roughly 3λ/D (R 3λ
),
D
where λ is the mean wavelength of light observed by the PWFS, approximately
0.7 µm. We modulated the PSF at 197.06Hz, the nominal PWFS framerate. We
ran each reconstructor at several gain values ranging from 0-0.1. Note that due
to a relative multiplicative factor between the SHWFS and PWFS reconstructors,
a PWFS gain of 1 corresponded to an applied deformation of several times the
measured wavefront error, rather than exactly matching the wavefront error. Hence
the optimal PWFS gains were small compared to those of the SHWFS.
5.3 On-Sky Performance
In this section we explore PWFS performance as quantified by Strehl Ratio (SR).
All Clio images were bias-subtracted such that the median pixel value in the nonilluminated section of the detector was 0. Example images are shown in Fig. 5.3.
We calculated the SR by first finding the ratio of the image intensity at its centroid
to the integrated intensity within a bounding box. The dimensions of the bounding
box were between 1” square and 1.23” square, depending on the proximity of the
centroid to the frame edge. Images with a centroid less than 0.4” from the frame
edge were rejected. For reference, λ/D at this wavelength was 0.12”. We modeled an
ideal filled-aperture Airy diffraction pattern with similar sampling, centroid offset,
and bounding box and compared this ratio to our computed image ratio. This
calculation was performed for each Clio frame.
To quantify the effect of tip/tilt errors, we combined the SR information in two
ways. (1) Median SR: We divided the full set of instantaneous SR into groups of
100 and calculated the median of each group. (2) SR of median image: We mediancombined the same 100 images into a 300ms equivalent frame and calculated its SR.
The SR in the first method was calculated essentially instantaneously, so tip/tilt
errors were “frozen out.” The SR in the second method included integrated tip/tilt
errors, and so the difference of the two indicated the quality of the tip/tilt corrections.
Because we were most interested in higher order residuals, all SR quoted below were
obtained via the median of 100 SR method, unless otherwise noted. We took 30s
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Figure 5.3: Instantaneous PSF images. All images are of the same target with
the same colorbar scaling. Left: Typical open loop (SR ≤ 0.15). Middle: Typical
SHWFS closed loop (SR ∼ 0.65). Right: High SR PWFS closed loop (SR ∼ 0.60).
of SHWFS closed loop data and found an average instantaneous SR of 0.65 and an
average SR for the median combined images of 0.62.
Figure 5.4 compares both methods for two PWFS data sets, one with good telescope pointing, and one with considerable telescope shake. The discrepancy between
methods 1 and 2 (ie: the tip/tilt component of the error) in the first data set is on
the order of 5%, whereas in the second data set the difference was as large as 25%.
This indicates in the present configuration the PWFS cannot correct for substantial telescope shake or large atmospheric tip/tilt errors. We believe the PWFS will
better correct motion seen in the latter data set if run at a higher framerate. At
the amplitude and frequency observed, the target could have moved on the order of
λ/D between PWFS reads, resulting in lag errors. The SR exhibited a slow downward trend in the second data set primarily because we increased the gain repeatedly
(above its optimal value) at approximately 30s, 60s, and 90s. The peak instantaneous SR in the stable case was 0.50, with a mean value of 0.45. These data also
demonstrate the stability of the PWFS loop for times on the order of 200s. We did
not attempt to take continuous data for any time period longer than 200s.
We consecutively tested several synthetic reconstructors on the same target star as
in the right panel of Figure 5.4, where there was considerable telescope shake. Figure
5.5 shows the results for R0 and R 12 Dλ with and without physical modulation. As
expected, loading R 21 Dλ without using modulation resulted in poorer performance by

Strehl Ratio
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of instantaneous to median combined image Strehl Ratios.
Each data point on the black line is a median of 100 instantaneous SR. Each data
point on the blue dotted line is the SR of the median combination of the same 100
frames. Left: Tip/tilt errors on the order of 5% indicate low image motion. Reconstructor gain was constant throughout this data. Right: Occasional large discrepancies between the two SR calculations, such as at time 20s, indicate large tip/tilt
error. During this data set we noticed substantial telescope shake. Reconstructor
gain was increased at approximately 30s, 60s, and 90s
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Figure 5.5: Strehl vs. gain for R0 reconstructor and R 12 Dλ reconstructor with and
without physical modulation. Data sets were recorded consecutively on the same
target. Shaded regions are defined by the standard deviation of the data sets.
either SR method. Interestingly, R0 performed better instantaneously than R 12 Dλ , but
had slightly poorer overall correction. One possible explanation is that a combination
of telescope shake and seeing was acting to smear the image, mimicking modulation.
Another is that modulation is not necessary in all instances. The latter would allow
simplification of the PWFS system in some cases. However, the scatter in the data
is substantial and necessitates further study to confirm these results and to suggest
regimes where modulation may be less crucial.3
on the same target, but could not close the loop.
We attempted to apply R 3λ
D
We postulate this may be a result of the discrete modulation approximation we used
in the simulation. At small modulation we hypothesize the discrepancies only result
in a small performance degradation, but at larger modulation they are sufficient to
render the reconstructor inapplicable.
We also explored the performance vs. gain for R 21 Dλ with modulation on several
3

Since this proceedings was written, ScExAO has experimented with an unmodulated PWFS,

but has found it to be unstable on-sky under all but the most auspicious conditions.
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Figure 5.6: Strehl vs. gain for R 21 Dλ reconstructor data sets. Each color represents
a unique data set taken on a different target. Shaded regions are defined by the
standard deviation of the data sets.
different targets. The results are given in Figure 5.6. Targets 1 and 2 were both
∼ 6.5mV while target 3 was ∼ 7.5mV . The same gain was applied to all modes,

although ideally the gains would vary by mode. In all three cases, the peak SR
was at a gain of 0.04, but any gain between 0.03 and 0.06 was consistent within the
standard deviation of the data. Additionally, the open-loop data taken just before
and after target 2 closed-loop data displayed a SR decrease of roughly 9%. This may
have created a systematic bias in this data, artificially increasing the SR at g=0.04
relative to 0.08. In every reconstructor measured, gains of greater than roughly
0.08 broke the loop in under 30s, and gains above 0.07 were typically unstable.
Gains of 0.005 and 0.001 (target 1) resulted in instantaneous SR above 35%, but
their respective time-averaged SR were 18% and 12% lower, indicating poor tip/tilt
correction.
After on-sky tests, we simulated expected performance for parameters similar
to conditions at the telescope. We used 100Hz PWFS frequency, R 12 Dλ , guide star
magnitude of 6.5, and winds between 5m/s and 10m/s. At this framerate, the simu-
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lated SR was highly dependent on wind speed, and varied between 0.65 and 0.75 on
average, and 0.55 to 0.80 at either extreme. Our MMT data did not exhibit instantaneous SR greater than ∼0.60, with an average closer to 0.45, indicating suboptimal

performance. We hypothesize a majority of the degradation occurred as a result of
low PWFS frequency and the discrete modulation approximation. Additionally, we
did not test for small static focus offsets between the SHWFS and PWFS at the
telescope, which could have degraded PWFS performance. The AOSim PWFS also
used a field sampling approximation in the detector which eliminated the effects of
high frequency structure; this too may have contributed to reconstruction errors.
5.4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have described pre-commissioning laboratory and on-sky tests of the LBTI PWFS
unit, including a demonstration of on-sky closed loop operation at the MMT using
a synthetic reconstructor. We modified the MMT AO system to accept input from
the PWFS while still exporting data from the SHWFS system and vice versa. Using
Clio, we recorded 3ms exposures of the PSF in L’ band. We found a SR of 65% for
our SHWFS closed-loop exposures. We tested several synthetic PWFS reconstructors generated via the AOSim2 code. We found the performance of a no modulation
reconstructor to be equivalent to that of a

1 λ
2D

modulated reconstructor, within a

standard deviation. However, this is likely due to the poor approximation of modulation in simulation as well as a modulation amplitude that was too small for the
seeing conditions. The global maximum SR for instantaneous PWFS AO exposures
was ∼ 60%, while simulated performance was up to 20% higher. We expect to close

this gap by making several changes to the simulation and hardware. Future improvements to AOSim2 should focus on refining the PSF modulation and on increasing
field and pupil sampling.
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CHAPTER 6
Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer Adaptive Optics: On-sky Performance
and Lessons Learned

The Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer is a high contrast imager and interferometer that sits at the combined bent Gregorian focus of the LBT’s dual 8.4 m
apertures. The interferometric science drivers dictate 0.′′ 1 resolution with 103 − 104

contrast at 10 µm, while the 4 µm imaging science drivers require even greater contrasts, but can operate at scales >0.′′ 2. In imaging mode, LBTI’s Adaptive Optics
system is already delivering 4 µm contrast of 104 − 105 at 0.′′ 3 − 0.′′ 75 in good condi-

tions. Even in poor seeing, it can deliver up to 90% Strehl Ratio at this wavelength.

However, the performance could be further improved by mitigating Non-Common
Path Aberrations. Any NCPA remedy must be feasible using only the current hardware: the science camera, the wavefront sensor, and the adaptive secondary mirror.
In preliminary testing, we have implemented an “eye doctor” grid search approach
for astigmatism and trefoil, achieving 5% improvement in Strehl Ratio at 4 µm, with
future plans to test at shorter wavelengths and with more modes. We find evidence
of NCPA variability on short timescales and discuss possible upgrades to ameliorate
time-variable effects.
6.1 Scientific Motivation
Exoplanetary science is maturing as a field, to the point where not only detection
but characterization of exoplanets and their environments is possible. While transit
and radial velocity surveys provide population statistics for inner planets and the
opportunity to characterize the most closely orbiting ones, they cannot yet characThis Chapter was published in Bailey et al. (2014b) with minor modifications. Material from
the introduction of the original paper was moved to Chapter 1 and so is not presented here.
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terize in detail planets located in the habitable zones of extrasolar systems, much
less those in the outer reaches. Direct imaging and spectroscopy are already utilized
to characterize the properties of gas giant planets in wide orbits, and are likely to
play a significant role in the future characterization of terrestrial analogues.
In this chapter I describe AO system for the Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI), an instrument optimized for observing exoplanetary systems. I
detail LBTIAO’s current performance, the effects of Non-Common Path Aberrations
(NCPA) on image quality, and the current mitigation strategy. Finally, I describe
limitations of the current approach.
6.2 Performance
On bright guide stars, LBTI AO achieves good wavefront error (WFE) rejection on
all corrected spatial scales, reaching RMS WFE as low as 1 nm at mode 400. Figure
6.1 shows examples of on-sky WFE as measured by the wavefront sensor for 0.′′ 8
seeing and 1.′′ 3 seeing. From seeing-limited to AO-corrected, the integrated WFE in
these plots decreases by a factor of ∼ 5 and 9 in the two cases. Tip/tilt correction is
not as robust as that of other low order modes, likely due to high-frequency vibration.

The data sets plotted average together the WFS readings over ∼ 1 sec, and so some
of this tip/tilt jitter is frozen out in the short science frames.

It is important to note that the optical gain of a modulating pyramid varies depending on the modulation amplitude, and that variable PSF quality is qualitatively
equivalent to variable modulation. Therefore, as the quality of correction changes
due to natural fluctuations in seeing, the optical gain of the system changes. We do
not yet measure these optical gain variations (see 6.3.2). The AO corrected WFE
plotted in Figure 6.1 is calculated assuming an optical gain equivalent to when the
reconstructor was generated. This is a good approximation for high Strehl Ratio
data like these, but becomes an increasingly poor approximation for poor seeing or
faint-star data.
The resulting 4 µm images on the short wavelength science camera, LMIRCam,
have good image quality and stability over a range of seeing conditions, routinely
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Figure 6.1: On-sky RMS Wavefront Error vs. mode number for two different seeing
conditions, as measured by the wavefront sensor. Note that a multiplicative scale
factor must be included to translate WFS-measured WFE to physical WFE, as detailed in Chapter 7. In red is the WFE of the native seeing, and in black is that of
the AO-corrected wavefront. The AO system achieved good rejection at all modes,
with RMS amplitudes of 1-2 nm at the highest spatial frequencies.
achieving Strehl Ratios (SRs) of 85% or higher. We measure SR by first creating a
theoretical broadband PSF from the observed LBT aperture, including the effects
of the central obscuration and secondary and tertiary mirror supports. We shift the
theoretical PSF to align with the observed PSF to within 0.1 px. Depending on
the signal to noise (S/N) of the science image, we measure the integrated flux in
apertures ranging from the 1st to 5th Airy ring. Based on tests of high S/N, high SR
images, the uncertainty in SR introduced by measuring integrated flux with a small
aperture is 1-3%. Figure 6.2 shows the theoretical LMIRCam PSF in the broadband
L filter (3.4 − 4 µm) and an LMIRCam image of a bright star created from 2 min

of stacked 0.3 sec images. The images were not shifted before coadding in order
to preserve the effects of tip/tilt jitter. During this data set the AO system was
correcting 300 modes at 990 Hz. Although the seeing was varying between 1.′′ 4 and
1.′′ 9, the SR was 89%.
For longer Angular Differential Imaging data sets, typical of LBTI direct imaging
observing sequences, we achieve unprecedented L-band contrasts, competitive with
H-band results. Figure 6.3 shows a representative contrast curve from data obtained
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Figure 6.2: Left Theoretical L-band PSF. Right L-band image of a bright star,
after “eye doctor” NCPA correction (discussed in Sect. 6.3.1). During the 2 min
integration, the seeing varied between 1.′′ 4 and 1.′′ 9. The AO system was running with
300 spatial modes at 990 Hz, and the final image had a Strehl Ratio of 89%. The
source at outside the third Airy ring 12 o’clock is an optical ghost.
as part of the LEECH survey. In green is an L-band contrast curve from LMIRCam
using the LBTI AO system (Skemer et al., 2014). In blue is an H-band contrast curve
from PISCES observations using the (nearly identical) FLAO system (Skemer et al.,
2012). The data sets had comparable sky rotation and integration: ∼ 2 hr of wall

clock time and ∼ 60◦ of rotation. The effect of the control radius “knee” is prominent
in the PISCES data, but more muted in the L-band data, due to a combination of

higher sky background noise contribution and the more sparsely sampled contrast
curve at L-band.
6.2.1 Non-Common Path Aberrations
For bright guide stars and average-to-good seeing conditions, the primary factor limiting LMIRCam image quality is not the AO-corrected wavefront but Non-Common
Path Aberrations (NCPA). The left panel of Figure 6.4 shows an example LMIRCam 4 µm PSF, and the right panel shows the residuals after subtraction of the
PSF azimuthal average. The prominent cross pattern is the result of ∼ 200 nm RMS

of astigmatism; the effects of ∼ 50 nm of trefoil are less pronounced. The overall

Strehl Ratio of the PSF is ∼ 85%; typical 4 µm SRs range from 80-90%. Theoretical

SRs at 4 µm exceed 95%, so mitigating NCPA could significantly impact the image
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Figure 6.3: Contrast curve for bright stars observed with LMIRCam/LBTIAO
(green) and PISCES/FLAO (blue). Data sets are comparable in terms of rotation
(∼ 60◦ ) and wall clock time (∼ 2 h). LBTI is delivering the highest contrast L-band
images of any instrument to date.1 Reproduced from Skemer et al. (2014).
quality delivered. Improving the SR would not only increase the core flux (increase
the peak signal on faint companions), but also decrease the flux in the first Airy
ring and beyond (decrease the photon noise and variability at small inner working
angles). In order to remain competitive with other extreme-AO systems such as GPI
(Macintosh et al., 2008), SPHERE (Dohlen et al., 2006), SCExAO (Guyon et al.,
2010), and P1640 (Hinkley et al., 2011), LBTI must either fix the offending optic(s)
or implement NCPA correction.2
6.3 Mitigating Non-Common Path Aberrations
LBTI does not have dedicated NCPA measurement hardware. We explore solutions
that can be executed using the science camera and WFS alone to sense NCPA.
2

In the 2015A semester, optics in the LBTI Universal Beam Combiner were realigned to mitigate

much of the astigmatism that plagued the observations reported here. In the 2015B semester,
additional optics in the UBC that have trefoil polished in will also be replaced.
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Figure 6.4: Effects of Non-Common Path Aberrations on LMIRCam 4 µm PSFs.
Left: Original PSF with SR∼ 85%. Middle: Residuals after subtraction of azimuthally averaged PSF profile, highlighting asymmetries in the first Airy ring.
Right: PSF after using “eye doctor” routine to correct only astigmatism and trefoil
(∼ 200 nm RMS total), yielding SR∼ 90%.
6.3.1 Eye Doctor
We have implemented a simple method for measuring NCPA that we dub the “eye
doctor” approach. We run this routine during set-up for observations. We execute
a grid search over one or more low-order aberrations to determine the amplitude
that yields the best PSF on the science camera. We first inject aberrations into
the AO system by modifying the WFS reference slope offsets, then take a short (<
1 sec) science camera exposure of the resulting PSF. We build slope offsets from the
system AO reconstructor itself; the low order Karhunen-Loeve modes approximate
astigmatism, trefoil, etc. We search one mode at a time, applying the best amplitude
of a given mode before beginning the search on the next mode. Figure 6.5 shows
an example run including astigmatism and trefoil. Note that a larger amplitude of
astigmatism than trefoil is necessary to appreciably impact the PSF morphology.
Although Strehl Ratio is the metric we are ultimately trying to maximize, we
find it is not a robust metric for evaluation of PSF quality in short exposures. The
“peak flux” metric (equivalent to SR) is calculated by fitting a 2D Gaussian profile
to the core of the PSF and taking its maximum. The peak flux is quite susceptible
to degradation from tip/tilt jitter as well as to brief seeing bursts. Instead, we use
a “symmetry” metric where we subtract the azimuthal average of the PSF and sum
the absolute value of the residuals outside the PSF core. Figure 6.6 compares the
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signature of the injected aberrations.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of symmetry and peak flux metrics, for a case where the two
produce particularly discrepant results. Top: PSF sequence from LMIRCam, both
raw frames and PSF azimuthal average-subtracted frames (core masked). The amplitudes of the aberrations span -300 nm RMS to +300 nm RMS. Bottom: Results of
symmetry and peak methods for the sequence above. The peak method mistakenly
selects the amplitude corresponding to the image at the far right.
two metrics for one particularly discrepant run, where the symmetry metric returns a
sensible value but the peak flux metric does not. The symmetry metric is designed to
be sensitive to perturbations of the brightest Airy ring(s). Although it is well-suited
to the effects of low-order NCPA, a different metric may be necessary for extension
to high-order NCPA, whose effects are evident only in lower signal-to-noise regions
of the PSF. We note that azimuthal asymmetry is insensitive to modes such as focus
or sphere, except that the effects of other modes may become more pronounced as
the PSF is defocused. Therefore, a hybrid approach, using peak flux for focus-like
modes and symmetry for all others, is optimal in some cases.
Several tests of this approach remain. First, we have only had the opportunity
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to test the eye doctor routine at 4 µm (both narrowband and broadband filters)
and with astigmatism, trefoil, and coma. The addition of more modes is trivial and
we expect it to yield further improvements in SR. Second, we wish to determine
what improvements can be realized at near-IR wavelengths. A simple scaling with
the Marechal approximation tells us that 90% SR at 4 µm corresponds to SR of
30–70% at J–K bands, and this is left to future testing. Third, we have only tested
on R < 7 stars. For efficiency, we would ideally take science camera exposures of
1 sec or less. We expect to have sufficient S/N on the first Airy ring in a single
image for L < 8.5 − 9 stars. This limit is set by the photon noise from the bright
sky background. We estimate that at H-band, where we are read-noise limited for

short exposures, we could reach H = 12.5 mag. For long wavelength observations of
targets > 9th mag, it would be expedient to calibrate NCPA in the NIR, because we
expect the contribution to NCPA from the filters themselves to be small.
We have uncovered limitations to the eye doctor approach. We executed the
script once before observations, followed by longer sets of science camera frames to
assess PSF quality and stability. Although some sets had excellent stability, others
exhibited rapid degradation. In the worst example, the SR degraded by 10% in less
than 10 min after executing the NCPA startup script. In each case where the PSF
degraded, the problem was mostly or entirely with returning trefoil. As mentioned
previously, trefoil has a narrower range of “good” amplitudes, so is more sensitive to
drift than astigmatism.
We have explored several possibilities. The first is variation related to some
environmental parameter. However, over timescales of only a few minutes, there is
no significant variation in elevation, azimuth, wind, or temperature. The second
possibility is that the NCPA vary across the field of view. We see some evidence
of this between the top and bottom of the FOV, although it appears to account for
less than half of the observed error. The third is related to the way we inject NCPA
corrections into the system via reference slope offsets. As discussed previously, the
optical gain of a PWFS varies as the AO correction (PSF quality) varies. However,
we continue to apply the same amplitude reference slope offset throughout. In other
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words, the varying optical gain may be changing the effective amplitude of the NCPA
we are injecting into the system. The data set with 10% SR degradation was indeed
taken under poor and variable seeing, lending support to this hypothesis. However,
not every poor seeing data set exhibits this issue, so further testing and analysis are
needed.
6.3.2 Future Work
Future improvements will focus on methods to combat the NCPA variability. These
fall broadly into two categories: upgrades to the eye doctor and alternative sensing
routines. We set the constraint that any new scheme must be passive during observing sequences. Although it is possible to stop an observing sequence to recalibrate,
this is undesirable not only from the standpoint of efficiency, but because discreet,
large changes in the PSF reduce the efficacy of many high-contrast image processing
techniques.
First we explore iterations on the current scheme. We could characterize NCPA
variability across the FOV either with an artificial source, by analyzing archival
science data, or with new on-sky data. We could also consider calibrating NCPA offsky while injecting artificial turbulence onto the mirror to simulate changing seeing
conditions. Finally, we could build a library of low-order mode PSFs, to correlate
against on-sky frames.
Ultimately, a more sophisticated solution will likely be necessary. Here, too,
several options exist. First, we could implement a real-time optical gain measurement
system. A fast (> 0.2 times the AO loop frequency), small amplitude (of order 5–
10 nm) low-order mode such as focus could be added at the mirror level during
closed loop. Because in this case the amplitude is known, the WFS response can
be physically calibrated. The ability to inject high frequency modes during closed
loop already exists for the purposes of on-sky reconstructor generation (Pinna et al.,
2012), and could be adapted for our purposes.
A plethora of other NCPA sensing algorithms have been proposed, and could
possibly be implemented in our case. Phase diversity (Gonsalves, 1982), where
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NCPA are deduced from images taken in and out of focus, could be used before
an observation set begins. However, although a more elegant initial solution than
the eye doctor method, it too cannot account for NCPA/PSF variability. Speckle
nulling (Malbet et al., 1995; Bordé and Traub, 2006; Savransky et al., 2012), where
sinusoidal patterns are driven on the mirror to destructively interfere with persistent speckles, while a possible solution, is not optimized to act on low-order
aberrations. Some form of NCPA phase reconstruction from focal plane images
(Codona and Kenworthy, 2013; Martinache, 2013), may be the best option for sensing low-order aberrations. This methodology has the advantage that it can be run
continuously from the science frames themselves during an observation set, likely
with similar stellar magnitude limits to the eye doctor method.
6.4 Summary
The Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer and its Adaptive Optics system have
been optimized for high-contrast observations at 3 − 5 µm. The interferometric

channel will deliver 10 µm contrasts of 103 − 104 at 0.′′ 1, while the imaging channel

is already delivering 4 µm contrasts of 104 − 105 at 0.′′ 3 – 0.′′ 75. The AO system

performs well even in poor seeing, with 4 µm Strehl Ratios of up to 90% at 1.′′ 5–2′′
seeing.

The primary factor affecting the science camera image quality is Non-Common
Path Aberration. We have implemented a grid search of low-order aberration modes,
yielding improvements of up to 5% in Strehl Ratio. Time-variable NCPA effects
present a challenge, and we are beginning to explore options to mitigate these effects. In the near-term, real-time optical gain measurement may resolve some of the
variability, while in the long term phase reconstruction from science camera images
is the most promising technique for our application.
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CHAPTER 7
LBTIAO Status Update

In this chapter I outline the status of LBTIAO NCPA work. I motivate the need for
real-time Optical Gain monitoring as a prerequisite for NCPA mitigation, describe
the status of OG monitoring, and suggest future steps toward mitigating LBTI’s
NCPA.
7.1 Introduction
As postulated in Section 6.3.1, the time-variable Non-Common Path Aberrations
(NCPA) can likely be primarily attributed to a combination of several factors. First,
changes in elevation cause flexure within the instrument as the gravity vector changes
with respect to LBTI. Second, NCPA can vary across the FOV if the aberrations
are not identical for off-axis rays. These effects should be repeatable and can be
addressed with daytime NCPA measurements at varying telescope elevations and
PSF locations using an artificial source. Second, the optical gain (OG) of the AO
system is variable, and so the normalization of the applied offsets is correspondingly
variable. The OG factor is a consequence of the change in sensitivity of a PWFS
with changes in modulation and PSF quality, as detailed below.
Modulation of the PSF around the tip of the pyramid optic is necessary to extend
the linear regime of the PWFS. For the purposes of illustration, consider a global
wavefront error in tilt (PSF displacement) only; as shown in Figure 1.6. Modulation
has effectively “smeared” the PSF into a circle of radius R, where R is a few times
λP W F S /D.1 If there is a small tilt error, r, the fractional displacement of the PSF
relative to the modulation size is r/R. Because the slope is undefined (or “saturated”)
1

The PWFS observes broadband optical light, and the PSF is not diffraction-limited at the

shortest wavelengths of this band.
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when the entire PSF is in one quadrant of the pyramid, we should set R > r in order
to always stay in the measurable regime2 . Although this example illustrates only
the effect on a PSF displacement (a global slope to the wavefront), the effect of
modulation at all spatial scales is qualitatively similar. For each subaperture, the
local tilt can be great enough to throw all of the light from that subaperture into
a single pupil image. In a similar way, modulation extends the linear range of the
PWFS for each subaperture, not only the linear range for the global tip and tilt of
the wavefront. However, because the signal measured depends on the ratio r/R, we
should not increase the modulation diameter R too much; otherwise, we will lose
sensitivity to small wavefront errors and limit the system performance. The typical
sweet spot is a modulation amplitude of ∼ 2 − 6 λP W F S /D.

Changes in AO system performance affect the PSF quality on the tip of the

pyramid. PSF quality degradation behaves qualitatively like a increased modulation,
and this in turn changes the sensitivity of the system for the reasons described above.
As Strehl Ratio decreases, a larger fraction of flux is flung to the wings of the PSF,
increasing the diameter of the image. The most common cause of variable optical gain
for a given observation set is variable seeing, while changing guide star magnitude
and elevation are the most common causes from target to target. Note that the WFS
PSF quality also degrades when NCPA corrections are injected into the system; the
degradation increases in severity with larger NCPA correction amplitudes.
The “optical gain” factor go is the ratio of the reconstructed to the true slope of
the wavefront. For example, if the atmosphere induces 50 nm of focus in the incoming
wavefront, the wavefront sensor records a corresponding slope signal. Ideally, the
slope signal multiplied by the reconstructor would indicate that the wavefront has
50 nm of focus. However, the reconstructor is calibrated off-sky with a very highquality artificial source PSF; if the actual correction is poorer, the optical gains of
the calibration and current conditions are not equal. This might result, for example,
2

Subaru SCExAO has been testing an unmodulated (R = 0) PWFS that will theoretically

achieve very high sensitivity. However, at this point, it is still less stable than a modulated PWFS
in average seeing conditions due to slope saturation issues.
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in a reconstructed wavefront with only 45 nm of focus, rather than the true 50 nm.
In normal operations, small variations in optical gain are not a significant issue.
The AO system is converging toward a flat wavefront (zero wavefront error), so
the remaining 5 nm error in this example will be seen by the wavefront sensor and
essentially removed in the following time step3 .
Variations in go are an issue, however, for NCPA corrections. This is because
the AO system is not converging toward a flat (zero error) wavefront, but to a
wavefront with a constant aberration. At every time step there will be a non-zero
signal seen by the WFS. If the reconstructed amplitude of the aberration is incorrect
because of a varying go , the AO loop will attempt to “fix” the amplitude of the
aberration seen by the WFS by changing the amplitude of the aberration applied to
the mirror. For example, if we are trying to add 50 nm of astigmatism to the PSF,
but the reconstructed wavefront returns an amplitude of 45 nm, the system will
spuriously add another 5 nm of astigmatism to produce the “correct” WFS signal.
This amplitude is no longer the correct one to counteract the NCPA in the science
camera, and the science PSF is degraded. Therefore, in order to achieve consistent
NCPA correction on sky, we have the prerequisite that go must be measured and
corrected continuously.
7.2 Real-time Optical Gain Measurement
Addressing variable OG requires updates to the AO control software to continuously
measure go . These upgrades are spearheaded by the AO team from LBT partner
institution, Arcetri Observatory. Complete details of the optical gain algorithm will
be published in an upcoming paper (Esposito, 2015, in prep). The real-time OG
measurement consists of three basic steps.
• Inject a shape onto the mirror while in closed loop. This shape should be

modulating in amplitude with a temporal frequency fm . This allows simple

3

If there is a 10% miscalibration, the error will be attenuated to 0.1 × 0.1 = 1% in just two

iterations, presuming there are no other fitting or lag errors.
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measurement of the amplitude by making a power spectral distribution of mirror commands and WFS slopes.
• Inspect the reconstructed wavefront to compare the reconstructed amplitude
to the injected amplitude. This factor is the optical gain go .

• Multiply the outgoing wavefront sensor slopes by go to normalize the loop gain
in order to output mirror commands in absolute physical displacement.

As one might imagine, there are a number of subtleties in a real-world implementation:
• The shape(s) should be chosen for ease of application and calculation.
• The amplitude of modulation of the shape should be chosen to yield sufficient
signal to noise without causing noticeable impact on the science images.

• The mirror and AO loop have finite response times, and fm must be chosen
appropriately.

• go can vary with mode.
The most obvious choice to address the first point is to choose a shape from the
modal basis set already used by the AO system (the basis set used to generate the
reconstructor; Karhunen-Loeve in this case). Alternatively, one can choose a shape
that is well represented by a linear combination of reconstructor modes of the same
spatial scale (e.g.: low order Zernike polynomials are similar to low order KarhunenLoeve polynomials). This presents several benefits. The basis set is designed to
require minimal force to apply to the mirror, so is unlikely to cause disruptions
to mirror operation if the amplitude is sufficiently low. The commands are sent
to the mirror as a linear combination of basis set modes, so the coefficient on any
particular mode is easily modified. The measured amplitude of the mode will already
be calculated once per time step as part of normal closed loop operation. One should
be careful, however, to avoid modes that might be mimicked by telescope vibrations,
such as tip, tilt, and focus.
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The amplitude and frequency of the modal modulation must be appropriately
chosen. In order to maintain diffraction-limited imaging, the amplitude should be
<< λsci /10. However, if the amplitude is too small, the signal-to-noise on the mode
measurement is insufficient. In practice, this suggests an optimal amplitude of 5–
25 nm, depending on the science wavelength. Similarly, there is a trade-off in fm
between measurement and application. Differential measurements are more accurate
than absolute measurements; we would like fm to be great enough that other atmospheric phase errors in that mode do not change significantly during one modulation
period, so that the modulation is the dominant signal for that mode at fm . Therefore,
√
√
fm >> v Dn , where D is the telescope diameter, n is the mode number (D/ n is a
proxy for the spatial scale of the mode), and v is the wind speed. On the other hand,
the slower the modulation frequency, the more accurately the mirror can reproduce
the commanded shape. Additionally, the entire period of the modulation must be
well sampled, so floop ≥ 10 fm . Preliminary tests have shown that fm ∼ 30 Hz is
appropriate for a 1 kHz AO loop.

Finally, go can vary with spatial frequency. In the first implementation of realtime OG measurement, this is neglected, and only the OG for a single, low-order
mode such as astigmatism is measured. In the long term, it would be advantageous
to measure gp of several modes at different spatial frequencies. Because the modal
set is essentially orthogonal, more than one mode could be applied and calculated at
once, as long as the total amount of wavefront error injected does not disturb science
observations.
7.3 Status
Preliminary commissioning of this new functionality with both LBTIAO and FLAO
(LBTO’s AO system) took place in the 2015A semester, although further development for stability and ease of use is needed before optical gain correction can be used
routinely. The Arcetri team successfully combined OG tracking with an alternative
version of the “eye doctor” method discussed in Section 6.3.1 to measure NCPA for
the LUCI instrument, using an artificial source in off-sky testing.
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On UT June 28, 2015, we tested OG tracking and NCPA correction on-sky.
There were patchy clouds and the seeing varied between 1′′ and 1.′′ 5. Because of the
mediocre seeing, we closed the AO loop with only 153 spatial modes. To measure go ,
we applied modulating astigmatism with an amplitude of 5 nm and a frequency of
30 Hz. Typical values of go were 0.2–0.3.4 Higher values appeared to correspond to
better seeing conditions, in line with our expectations if seeing-induced PSF quality
variations cause optical gain variability.
After correcting for go , we tuned NCPA corrections in the narrow-band Br-α
filter (λ = 4.02 − 4.09 µm), correcting for astigmatism, trefoil, and coma. Modal

amplitudes were up to 12 nm. Assuming that these values are the RMS applied
mirror command amplitudes, this implies wavefront errors of up to 24 nm RMS per
mode.5 In contrast to the results presented in the previous Chapter, go was corrected

at the time of the measurements, and therefore these NCPA values are in calibrated
physical units. The substantial decrease in astigmatism versus the results presented
in the previous Chapter is almost certainly due in large part to improved optical
alignment within LBTI that was carried out in 2015A.
We next assessed PSF quality at broadband KS (λ = 2.00 − 2.32 µm) using opti-

cal gain following and the NCPA coefficients measured at Br-α. Figure 7.1 shows the
resulting PSFs, which are median combinations of ∼ 100 individual 0.3 sec images

that were co-aligned before combining. Strehl Ratios with and without NCPA correction were comparable: 55%–60%. With only 153 corrected modes, we anticipate
a middling SR, but we do expect good image quality at separations corresponding to
low spatial scales. In particular, we note that the first “dark ring” is not as deep as
we expect from a broadband PSF model created from the Fourier transform of the
pupil and spider arms, even though this spatial scale should be well-corrected.
4

A “perfect” PSF would have go = 0.5, because the reconstructor is calibrated with a retrore-

flector, meaning that light from the calibration source reflects off the AdSec twice, whereas starlight
reflects only once off the AdSec.
5
Because this new software suite is not yet documented, there is ambiguity as to whether these
are RMS or peak to peak amplitudes as well as whether they are mirror amplitudes or wavefront
errors.
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Figure 7.1: LMIRCam KS PSF using optical gain following, with and without NCPA
correction. Top: Native PSF in ∼ 1.′′ 1 seeing with 153 modes. Left and right
panels are linear and logarithmic scaling, respectively. Bottom: Same parameters
and scaling, but with NCPA correction.
Several possible explanations come to mind. Focus was coarsely optimized for
this dataset, and a small amount of defocus could have contributed to the brightening
of the first dark ring. Furthermore, we note that the amplitude of the modulating
astigmatism used to measure go was only slightly smaller than the typical NCPA
amplitudes; astigmatism affects the PSF at this spatial scale. We did not have sufficient time to obtain a dataset with NCPA but without OG following, so we cannot
quantify the impact of the modulating astigmatism on PSF quality. Finally, some
optics within LBTI are diamond-turned, and their surface roughness may contribute
as well, although we have not modeled this effect.
Several future tests could improve both optical gain following and NCPA correction. First, the impact of the modulating modes on PSF quality must be quantified.
It may be sufficient to measure go periodically, rather than continuously, and to turn
off the modulating modes in the intervening periods. Comparison with the LUCI
data (as yet unpublished), which used the same optical gain tracking and NCPA
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correction methods, could also help to quantify the impact of the modulating astigmatism on the first dark ring. Additionally, optical gain varies with spatial scale,
and measurements with several different modulating modes are needed. Finally, we
have not obtained any long Angular Differential Imaging sets with OG following or
NCPA correction. Ultimately, the quantity we care about is not Strehl Ratio, but
contrast, and longer datasets with more sky rotation are needed to assess the impact
on contrast.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion

The fledgling field of exoplanetary science is a technology-driven one. From the first
radial velocity and transiting planet detections to the latest spectroscopy of imaged
planets, new discoveries have been made possible by breakthroughs in telescope and
instrument capabilities and by innovative ways of utilizing them. In this dissertation,
I have discussed the need for high-contrast infrared imaging and how LBTIAO, the
first of the new generation of “extreme AO” systems, has been optimized to image
exoplanets and their environments.
The distinction between distantly-orbiting giant planets and brown dwarfs is far
from clear, particularly for individual objects. Although a mass cutoff at the Deuterium burning limit provides the simplest metric, and the only one we can currently
assess with any certainty for any individual object, it is not physically motivated by a
distinct boundary between formation mechanisms. I have discussed several potential
formation pathways and presented several cases where I have integrated observations
of companions and their environments to begin attacking this question.
Circum-substellar disks can be used to differentiate between in situ formation
and dynamical scattering to wide orbits. If a companion shows evidence of a hot
circum-substellar disk at 1–5 µm, we can place limits on its scattering history based
on disk lifetime arguments. ALMA will be an excellent tool for continuing these
studies, because it can measure the parent body distribution (and mass) of circumsubstellar disks (Kraus et al., 2015). These results will dovetail nicely with near-IR
observations of hot disks and accretion signatures.
The interaction between companions and the circumstellar disks of their host stars
will also yield a wealth of information. The LEECH, GPI, and SPHERE surveys will
detect light emitted by planets closer to their stars and at lower masses than ever before. Cleared disks may be “signposts” for giant planets, but also for middling-mass
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planets, so the increased sensitivity of these instruments will be a tremendous asset
to the field. Furthermore, detailed study of the disks themselves can uncover evidence for dynamical interactions and constrain the orbits and masses of companions.
Several new instruments have recently come online that will revolutionize groundbased disk and planet imaging. MagAO’s broad spectral coverage from 0.5–5 µm
produces exceptional resolution with visible-light imaging, while also enabling detailed studies of grain and planet properties with spectrophotometry. Furthermore,
MagAO’s Hα imaging is a powerful tool for detecting protoplanetary objects forming
within very young disks (e.g.: Sallum and Follette et al., subm.; Close et al., 2014).
The AO polarimetry channels of GPI and SPHERE are delivering excellent starlight
suppression for high signal to noise imaging of polarized scattered light from disks.
With the implementation of Integral Field Units (IFUs) on most of the flagship
planet-finding instruments, we will be able to study the atmospheric properties of
low-mass companions in unprecedented detail. IFUs record not only spatial information but simultaneous low-resolution spectral information at each pixel, immediately
characterizing each planet discovered. The spectral information additionally reduces
the number of false positives from PSF subtraction residuals. GPI and SPHERE,
both dedicated instruments for planet and disk characterization, were built with
near-IR IFUs. LMIRCam has just installed a 3–5 µm IFU that will be commissioned
in the coming year; its wavelength coverage will be an excellent complement to GPI
and SPHERE in terms of characterizing exoplanet atmospheres.
In the coming decade, the James Webb Space telescope will complement these
high-contrast ground-based facilities. Without contamination from a bright sky background in the mid-IR, JWST will be able to characterize older, colder (redder) exoplanets around nearby stars and compare these objects to field brown dwarfs of
similar effective temperatures. Such studies will enhance our understanding of the
formation processes of planets, brown dwarf companions, and planetary-mass free
floating objects. Furthermore, JWST will take high resolution images of debris disks
in thermal emission. By combining AO polarimetry, HST scattered light, and JWST
and ALMA thermal emission imaging at a range of wavelengths, the community will
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be able to study circumstellar disks (and their interactions with planets) at all stages
of evolution in unprecedented depth and detail.
The increasing complexity of AO instruments means an increased chance that a
missed tolerance in manufacturing or alignment will degrade the final PSF quality. As
we push for higher and higher wavefront quality from AO systems, we must develop
creative ways to assess and mitigate the optical errors within the science camera.
I have described the LBTIAO system and my ongoing efforts to characterize and
improve the image quality on the LMIRCam 1–5 µm channel. This capability will
prove even more critical as LBTO and LBTI move forward with an AO systems
upgrade, which will double the maximum loop speed and dramatically improve the
WFS CCD technology.
I am excited to continue exploring AO optimization by building a “detectability budget” for the GPI AO system. A classical AO “error budget” quantifies the
contribution of various sources of error (lag time, fitting error, read noise, etc.) to
the final wavefront error. There is an extensive body of work exploring the relationship between wavefront error, PSF quality, and contrast; however, the relationship
between error terms and exoplanet detectability (a “detectability budget”) has not
been well studied. The lessons I learn from this GPI analysis can help inform the design of AO instrumentation for 30 m class telescopes. Furthermore, my analysis will
help quantify the effects of vibration and NCPA on coronagraph performance; understanding these effects will be critical to achieving the full potential of space-based
coronagraphy for terrestrial planet detection.
I have had the good fortune to begin my graduate career at the dawn of a fruitful
era for AO instrumentation and exoplanetary science. The first planetary system was
imaged not long before I entered graduate school, and in the intervening years we
have begun to unveil the true diversity of planetary systems. As technology improves
and time baselines increase, we will push toward an understanding of planets orbiting
at Solar System scales and in habitable zones, and we will one day place ourselves
in context among the multitude of planetary systems.
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APPENDIX A
Clio Detector Formats

Clio can be read out in several different subarray configurations1 . The minimum
exposure time for each configuration is set by the time taken to read the (sub)frame;
hence, smaller subarrays have shorter minimum exposure times. For long wavelength
observations with bright sky backgrounds, very short exposures must be taken, and
so subarrays are often used to increase efficiency. The minimum exposure times for
the Full, Strip, Stamp, and Substamp configurations are: 280 ms, 164 ms, 43 ms,
and 3 ms, respectively.

Figure A.1: Clio detector subarray readout options. Blue = Full (512 × 1024); Pink
= Strip (300 × 1024); Green = Stamp (2 × [200 × 200]); Blue = Full (2 × [50 × 50])

1

http://zero.as.arizona.edu/groups/clio2usermanual/wiki/3a7bb/

Full_Frame_and_Sub_Frame_Formats.html
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